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7KH &KLOG $FW  $FW  ZDV 0DOD\VLD¶V UHVSRQVH WR LQFRUSRUDWH WKH
principles of the Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC) into Malaysian law. The 
CRC, like all international human rights instruments, is a rights based convention providing 
for child rights. This thesis is a study of whether the current standards on the best interests 
of the child principle is sufficiently applied in Malaysia in order to fulfil her obligations 
XQGHU WKH&5& ,QRUGHU WRDQVZHU WKLVTXHVWLRQDGHHSHUXQGHUVWDQGLQJRI0DOD\VLD¶V
unique socio-legal complexities and background is needed so as to be able to analyse how 
far Malaysia has fulfilled her obligations. 
The research utilises a doctrinal and black-letter law approach since the data for 
analysis were documents and articles on the CRC, the Children Act 1989 and the Child Act 
2001. The research methodology chosen is a comparative study England and Malaysia 
because of the strong historical and legal relationships.  
The research will use the literature available which is voluminous in England and 
try to understand the principle as applied in England. This thesis will compare the principle 
applied in England with that applied in Malaysia. This would include the English and 
Malaysian civil law (under the relevant Acts), the international law (CRC) and the Islamic 
Law (Shari`ah). The research will also analyse the principle as applied in England and how 
it compares to the CRC. This thesis will also show that the best interests of the child 
principle as envisioned under the CRC is closer to the 6KDUL¶DK approach and Malaysia 
should utilise it as a means to move forward and apply the best interests of the child 
principle as required under the CRC. Once the application has been done, Malaysia will be 










The statement above was the first sentence in the seminal paper by Lloyd De Mause, 
written in 1974. The life of the child from childhood to adulthood was fraught with trials and 
tribulations in the past2 and sadly this all too often remains the case today. There have been 
many positive developments in most parts of the developed world, such as the right of the 
child to be heard in cases involving them as well as the prohibition of chid marriages.3 
Unfortunately the same could not be said of the less developed nations in Africa, Asia,4 and 
Latin and South America. Although Asia is one of the fastest developing regions 
HFRQRPLFDOO\WKLVLVQRWUHIOHFWHGLQVRFLDOGHYHORSPHQWDQGVSHFLILFDOO\LQFKLOGUHQ¶VULJKWV
Malaysia epitomises the archetypical Asian state because it professes to practise a certain 
format of governance but with adaptations or modifications it claims are essential due to the 
ethnic/religious make-XSRIWKHSRSXODWLRQ$GGHGWRWKDW0DOD\VLD¶VGXDOSOXUDOOHJDOV\VWHP
is quite common for the region. As such, it will provide a good example of an Asian 
SHUVSHFWLYHRQFKLOGUHQ¶VULJKWVXQGHUWKH&RQYHQWLRQRQWKH5LJKWVRIWKH&KLOG&5& 
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paper in footnote 1. 
3
 This was highlighted in an article celebrating 25 years of child rights at the following website, 
https://www.sos-childrensvillages.org/publications/news/uncrc-25-year-anniversary. 20 Nov 2017. Online.  
4
 Australia, Japan and New Zealand should be exempted from this grouping. 
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/RRNLQJDW/OR\G'H0DXVH¶VVWDWHPHQWDERYHZKLFKSDLQWVDJULPSLFWXUHRIZKDW
children faced in the past, and comparing it with the current situation in Malaysia, there are 
a number of reasons why I would suggest that in some respects the nightmare may still be 
occurring here. When this research began, Malaysia was facing issues on the rising volume 
of cases involving child neglect, abuse, abandoned babies and child abductions. For example, 
in a statement issued by the Royal Malaysia Police (PDRM) in 2016 it was reported that up 
to 10,000 children have gone missing since 2011.5 Prior to 2011, the cases of missing children 
averaged 500 per year.6 Just recently, there have been a number of cases involving violence 
towards children by parents7, teachers8 and peers9 alike. As a result, I would suggest that 
there is insufficient emphasis on children and their rights in Malaysia and more needs to 
done. 
The CRC came into force in 1989 and is one of the nine main human rights treaties. 
Malaysia became a party to the CRC in 1995 and enacted the Child Act 2001 [Act 611] as 
part of her commitment to the CRC.10 It is important that the principles of the CRC are 
implemented not only to ensure that the rights of the child are protected but to ensure that the 
child is allowed or given the opportunity to develop to their full potential. Malaysia as a state 
                                                 
5
 The statement was reported in several local newspapers one of which is the Malay Mail, which can be seen 
at http://www.themalaymailonline.com/projekmmo/berita/article/polis-10000-hilang-659-kanak-kanak-masih-
gagal-ditemui 4 January 2016. Online. In a recent report the number has increased to four children a day as 
seen in this newspaper article. https://www.thestar.com.my/news/in-other-media/2017/11/02/four-children-
reported-missing-in-malaysia-every-day/. 2 November 2017. Online.  
6
 This was provided for in the PDRM website prior to 2011, which listed the missing persons annually but it is 
no longer available. 
7
 An article reporting the comments of the Minister of the MWFCD after a case of abuse by parents, 
http://www.freemalaysiatoday.com/category/nation/2017/10/08/parents-in-child-abuse-cases-may-be-
compelled-to-attend-counselling/. 19 November 2017. Online.  
8
 An article highlighting the issues related to the abuse by school teachers and how the Ministry of Education 
treats these cases, http://www.themalaymailonline.com/opinion/boo-su-lyn/article/suspend-teachers-accused-
of-child-sexual-abuse#324svqjBQMrq0hg0.97. 21 November 2017. Online.  
9
 Some cases of bullying involving peers or other children have been highlighted in this newspaper article - 
https://www.nst.com.my/news/exclusive/2017/05/240656/mrsm-bully-case-mum-seeks-justice-son. 22 
November 2017. Online.  
10
 Malaysia has yet to ratify the 2 optional protocols namely the Optional Protocol to the CRC on the 
involvement of children in armed conflicts and the Optional Protocol to the CRC on the sale of children, child 
prostitution, and child pornography. 
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ought to be able to fulfil her commitments as required under the CRC. However, becoming 
a party to, and fulfilling the commitments are two different things. There is, arguably, no 
Member State that can claim to fulfil all the obligations required of the CRC, as it is a 
statement of principles that can be, and is, seen from different perspectives and angles. This 
is particularly the case in relation to the best interests of the child principle, which forms the 
focus of this thesis: I examine its imperfect implementation in the UK in Chapter Three. 
However, implementation is particularly complicated in Muslim and Islamic States11 such as 
Malaysia, with dual legal systems in which civil and 6KDUL¶DK law share jurisdiction on 
certain issues. As such, this thesis explores the following question: How should Malaysia 
best comply with the obligations imposed by the CRC, given its unique socio-legal context? 
In answering this question, I will consider how far Malaysia has progressed since it 
ratified the CRC on 17 February 1995. 7KH&5&&RPPLWWHH¶VUHSRUWRQ0DOD\VLD in 2007 
found that it was complying with the CRC in some ways.12 For example the Committee 
commended the Government of Malaysia for adopting the Child Act 2001 and other laws 
that affect the child, and the creation of child protection teams under the Child Act 2001. 
Other positive aspects include the expansion of the Ministry of Women and Family 
Development to the Ministry of Women, Family and Community Development (MWFCD) 
LQDQG0:)&'¶VUHVSRQVLELOLWLHVLQFOXGLQJ gender equality, family well-being, child 
issues and social development in general.  
However, it also had concerns about non-compliance. Specifically, the perceived 
conflict between civil and 6KDUL¶DKlaw, differences in the definition of child in the various 
                                                 
11
 In the context of this research Muslim States refers to countries where the population is majority Muslim or 
ruled by predominantly Muslims rulers, whilst Islamic State refers to States that implement the Islamic Law 
or 6KDUL¶DK in full. Malaysia is an example of the former whilst Saudi Arabia is an example of the latter. 
12
 Concluding Observations: Malaysia Consideration of Reports Submitted by States Parties under Article 44 
of the Convention. CRC/C/MYS/CO/1 
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laws of Malaysia,13 non-discrimination of all children14, the application of the best interests 
of the child principle which is still not a primary concern in administrative and judicial 
decisions, programmes, policies and several other issues on child rights and development. It 
made a number of recommendations UHJDUGLQJ 0DOD\VLD¶V dual legal system and its 
application to family-law disputes:15 
³7KH&RPPLWWHH UHFRPPHQGV WKDW WKH6WDWHSDUW\ FRQGXFW DQ LQWHrnational 
comparative study on the implications of the dual legal system of civil law and 
Syariah [sic] law and, based on the results of this assessment, take necessary measures 
to reform this dual system with a view to removing inconsistencies between the two 
legal systems in order to create a more harmonious legal framework that could 
provide consistent solutions, for example, to family-law disputes between Muslims 
and non-Muslims. The Committee also recommends that the State party undertake a 
comprehensive review of the national legal framework with a view to ensuring its full 
compatibility with the principles and provisions of the Convention. The Committee 
further recommends that the State party take all necessary measures to expedite the 
process of neceVVDU\ODZUHIRUPV´16 
  
This thesis does not claim to address all of these issues, but rather seeks to explore 
WKHZD\VLQZKLFK0DOD\VLD¶VGXDOOHJDOV\VWHPFRXOGEHWWHUFRPSO\ZLWKWKH&5&SULQFLSOHV
in one specific area: the best interests of the child. This is one of the pillars of child rights in 
                                                 
13
 This does not include the differences between civil and 6KDUL¶DKlaws. 
14
 Notwithstanding their race, religion or gender. 
15
 The most recent case on family-law dispute between Muslim and non-Muslim is related with the Indira 
Gandhi case or Pathmanathan Krishnan V. Indira Gandhi Mutho & Other Appeals [2016] 1 CLJ 911, which 
is currently under appeal at the Supreme Court. This case will be discussed in detail in Chapter Four but 
briefly the case revolves around family that has been divided by one of the parents converting to Islam, and 
the Civil High Courts and 6KDUL¶DK &RXUWVJDYHFRQWUDGLFWLQJGHFLVLRQVRQFXVWRG\RIWKHFRXSOH¶VFKLOGUHQ 
16
 Concluding Observations: Malaysia Item No. 16, Consideration of Reports Submitted by States Parties 
under Article 44 of the Convention. CRC/C/MYS/CO/1 
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the CRC and therefore is an ideal subject for analysis to ascertain how Malaysia has fared 
in her application of the principles of CRC as a party. While it may be assumed that the 
existence of 6KDUL¶DK law for Muslim families in Malaysia could be a barrier to compliance, 
I will argue to the contrary that incorporating some of its principles could positively influence 
civil law towards better compliance. Reforming civil law to incorporate some elements of 
6KDUL¶DK law would also go some way towards providing greater harmony between the two 
legal systems that the Committee seeks, in order to provide consistent solutions to disputes 
between Muslim and non-Muslim parents.  
This research is important for two reasons. First, because it seeks to contribute to 
establishing a bridge between western scholarly thought and 6KDUL¶DK law with regard to 
child rights in general and the best interests of the child in particular.17 There is no scholarship 
in this area from the Malaysian perspective and very little, if any, which considers this crucial 
issue from other starting points. The question of the compatibility of 6KDUL¶DK law with the 
CRC is very pertinent because Malaysia is just one of several Muslim Nations and Islamic 
States, which either uses 6KDUL¶DK law exclusively or in tandem with a secular common/civil 
law code. The question is whether 6KDUL¶DK law principles negate the possibility of co-
existence with the international human rights regime in general and the CRC in particular. 
Thus this research seeks to make an original contribution, which will assist scholars and 
policy-makers in Malaysia and other countries that are similarly affected with the application 
of a dual legal system.  
                                                 
17
 Recently a symposium was held, the First Max Planck Symposium on Child Law in Muslim Countries. It 
serves to showcase some of the contributions to the workshop "Parental Care and the Best Interests of the 
Child in Muslim Countries," which, under the auspices of the Max Planck Institute for Comparative and 
International Private Law, was convened at the Centre Jacques Berque in Rabat, Morocco, April 1-5, 2015. 
The articles collected here aim to introduce readers to the larger project of the Max Planck Working Group on 
Child Law in Muslim Countries, which was established in the summer of 2014 and held its inaugural meeting 
at the workshop in Rabat. However, in the list of attendees Malaysia was not present, which is disheartening 
because Malaysia sits at the forefront of 6KDUL¶DK law application. More of this will be discussed in Chapters 
Four and Five. 
 6 
Second, this research is important because there is a serious need for a review of 
0DOD\VLD¶V&KLOG$FWSDUWLFXODUO\LQUHODWLRQWRWKHDSSOLFDWLRQRIWKHEHVWLQWHUHVWVRI
the child principle. This became evident from my experience in working at the International 
Criminal Matters Unit and the Human Rights and International Organisations Unit, both in 
WKH$WWRUQH\*HQHUDO¶V&KDPEHUV0DOD\VLDDQG subsequently I became the Legal Advisor 
of the MWFCD which also contributed to my understanding of international law and 
international human rights regime as well as the issues faced in implementing the human 
rights treaties in Malaysia. I discovered that there was a lack of understanding of the 
application of the basic principles of child rights by those enforcing the law. The enforcers 
were unsure about what their powers entitled them to do and what was defined as the best 
interests of the child. They could not distinguish between child rights and the requirements 
of religion and customs. Furthermore, the Government had difficulty in drafting replies that 
were required to be submitted to the CRC Committee, causing unreasonable delays.18 These 
delays were partly due to the Government trying to demarcate the scope of the CRC, domestic 
common law and 6KDUL¶DK law. Therefore, this research is both timely and necessary for 
Malaysia and other Muslim Nations or Islamic States. 
I will argue that there is a need for Malaysia to amend the existing Child Act 2001 to 
better comply with the CRC principles. The Committee, as noted above, have suggested that 
reform should also include harmonising civil and 6KDUL¶DK law. Contrary to what I would 
have expected prior to conducting this research, the dual goals of harmonisation and 
compliance would not necessarily require making the 6KDUL¶DKlaw closer to civil law: in fact 
I will demonstrate in this thesis that 6KDUL¶DKlaw does not conflict with the major pillars of 
                                                 
18
 As of 2017, Malaysia still owes the CRC Committee three country reports since 2006. 
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the CRC and that in some respects - including issues relating to the best interests of the child 
principle - it is closer than the civil law in compliance with it.  
  
Brief History 
 As mentioned earlier, tKHUH LVDQHFHVVLW\ WR LOOXVWUDWH0DOD\VLD¶V UDWKHUFKHTXHUHG
history. This history allows an appreciation of some of the peculiarities of the Malaysian 
method of governance19,WZLOOEULHIO\PDSRXWWKHPRVWSLYRWDOSRLQWVLQ0DOD\VLD¶VKLVWRU\
in order to provide an insight to the Malaysian legal paradigm. One of the best and most 
complete historical references is a book by Barbara Watson Andaya and Leonard Y. Andaya 
called ³$+LVWRU\RI0DOD\VLD´20 and this is where most of this information is extracted from 
although other sources are also referred to. 
0DOD\VLD¶VJHRJUDSKLFposition has also contributed to its history as Malaysia rests in 
the middle of one large region strategically nestled in between India and China. In the 14th 
Century, the region was known as the Malay Archipelago and covers an area that is known 
today to include Southern Thailand, Indonesia, Malaysia, Brunei, the Philippines, Singapore, 
Timor Leste and Papua New Guinea. The Malay Archipelago predominantly consisted of 
Malays but the Malays in turn consisted of several sub races like the Acehnese, Bugis, 
Javanese and Malays and many others that were scattered around the archipelago. 
The Malay Archipelago was not ruled as one state or empire, but was ruled as several 
kingdoms. These kingdoms peacefully coexisted with one another until an issue arose and 
war broke out. They were however, constantly at war with bordering kingdoms and vassal 
                                                 
19
 Andaya, Barbara Watson, and Leonard Y. Andaya. A history of Malaysia. Third Edition, Palgrave 
Macmillan, 2017. Pg. 2. 
20
 Andaya, Barbara Watson and Leonard Y. Andaya. A History of Malaysia. First Edition London: Macmillan 
Press Ltd, 1982. Print. At the time the initial research was submitted the latest edition had not been in print. 
Nonetheless, the information in the older edition is still valid. 
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states; the largest of these was Siam.21 This division made these states vulnerable and 
allowed the colonial powers easier access to the states in the Malay Archipelago. In a way 
the position of the Malays was similar to that of the 18th and 19th Century Arabs who were 
subsequently divided up after wars and colonialism. 
 Most historical accounts of Malaysia began in the early 15th Century around 1400-
1402 AD with the establishment one of the most prominent kingdoms at the time, which was 
known as the Kingdom of Malacca, initially a Hindu based kingdom. The significance of this 
Kingdom was due to the fact that at a time when the predominant religion in the archipelago 
was Hinduism, Malacca became the first of all the Malay based kingdoms to adopt Islam. 
There are accounts of other Muslim kingdoms in Indonesia like Aceh, Pasai and Jambi that 
were established before Malacca but the Malaysian history books have not placed too much 
emphasis on those states. 
Malacca became more prominent when it adopted Islam,22 and Muslim and Arab 
traders made Malacca their preferred port of call and base of operations in the region. Another 
UHDVRQIRU0DODFFD¶VLPSRUWDQFHZDVWKHIDFWthat it was situated right in the middle of the 
sea trade route between India and China. The weather played a crucial part in that the eastern 
and western monsoons swept through periodically. The easterly winds were common from 
November to April whilst the westerly winds from May to October. The traders from India 
(west) and China (east) were subject to these winds. Thus, all these traders had to pass 
Malacca and through the longest channel in the world, the Straits of Malacca. The traders no 
longer had to sail all the way to India or China but instead sailed halfway to Malacca and did 
their trade there. These straits were also notorious for piracy, thus adding to the importance 
of Malacca which provided a safe haven from pirate attacks. 
                                                 
21
 Modern day Thailand 
22
 This event is explained in detail in Chapter Five. 
 9 
 Malacca became rich and prominent, as traders were willing to pay the taxes for 
protection and other services. It was also this prominence that attracted the neighbouring 
kingdoms and colonial powers. Siam was the most powerful but could not move against 
Malacca directly because Malacca had become a Chinese protectorate state.23 All this 
changed when the Western colonials came; it was then that Malacca fell. 
 The first colonial power was Portugal which conquered Malacca from 1511 to 1641. 
After that the Dutch took over Malacca with the assistance of the new Malay kingdom of 
Johor.24 7KH'XWFKUXOHGIURPWR%\WKLVWLPH0DODFFD¶Vprominence had waned 
due to the increasing destabilisation of the area as well as the emergence of other ports in the 
region. The Dutch were there until an agreement was signed between the Dutch and English 
known as the Anglo-Dutch Treaty or the Treaty of London in 1824.25 
 The English then took over Malacca and further solidified their presence in the Malay 
Archipelago with an agreement with Siam known as the Treaty of Bangkok of 1826. The 
objective of the Agreement was the Siamese recognition of the English presence on the island 
of Penang. Subsequently the English signed another treaty with Siam known as the Anglo-
Siamese Treaty 1909. This subsequent DJUHHPHQW DFNQRZOHGJHG WKH .LQJ RI 6LDP¶V
sovereignty over Pattani26 (today, Southern Thailand) but Siam relinquished claim over the 
northern states of the Malay Peninsula, namely Perlis, Kedah, Perak, Terengganu and 
Kelantan.27 This merely served to divide the Malay Archipelago further as it consolidated the 
                                                 
23
 This fact is rather controversial as there was never any written evidence of any arrangement between 
Malacca and China. However, China has always remained close and even sent emissaries to Malacca. One of 
the Sultans of Malacca also married a princess from China. The Chinese Admiral Cheng Ho (who was of 
Turkish descent or probably Uighur) was a Muslim and that swayed in favour of Malacca. Siam never posed a 
threat to Malacca after the Admiral visited the Sultanate. The visit was a show of force by the Chinese over 
States in the region. 
24
 Johor was setup by the survivors of the Malacca Sultanate. 
25
 Op. Cit., n. 19, at pg 124. 
26
 Pattani was a border state of Malacca and later Johor Kingdoms. Due to its distance from Malacca and 
Johor it was continuously harassed and most of the time occupied by the Siamese. 
27
 These states were in continuous struggle with Siam, each with its own various methods of maintaining 
power. 
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English and Dutch forces against other colonial powers such as the Portuguese and 
Spanish28 and to some extent the French.29 It also marked the beginning of the active and 
direct English intervention into the Malay States. 
 The British settled in Penang first and later Singapore both in the late 18th century. 
This led to acrimony with the Dutch, which led to the 1824 agreement between them. In that 
agreement the Dutch agreed to relinquish all claims in what is now Malaysia and the British 
relinquished all claims to what is today Indonesia. The Dutch surrendered Malacca to the 
British whilst the British surrendered Batavia (located on the island of Sumatera, Indonesia) 
to the Dutch. With the transferring of Malacca, Britain consolidated the administration of its 
colonies and collectively formed the Straits Settlements in 1824, consisting of Malacca, 
Penang and Singapore. 
 Initially, the British had no specific intention to colonise or intervene in the other 
states in Peninsular Malaysia but once they began to obtain power in one state, the others fell 
one after the other. This can be seen in the statement below: 
³,QWKH(QJOLVK(DVW,QGLD&RPSDQ\ZDVIRUPHGDQGUHFHLYHGD5R\DO
Charter for fifteen years from the English Crown. Its principal objective was to trade. 
7KXVIURPWKHGDWHRILWVILUVWSUHVHQFHLQWKHVHVKRUHVXQWLOWKH&RPSDQ\¶V
connection with Malaya was entirely non-political. However, as of 1684 onwards 
until 1762 political consLGHUDWLRQVKDGEHFRPHSDUWRIWKHRYHUDOOREMHFWLYH´30 
 
When the Sir Francis Light first landed in Penang in 1789, there was a significant 
shift in the policies of the British East India Company but it was not apparent at first. At that 
                                                 
28
 The Spanish were the first colonials of the Philippines. 
29
 The French had colonies in Indo-china, later Vietnam. 
30
 %XDQJ6DOOHK³0DOD\VLDQ/HJDO+LVWRU\&DVHVDQG0DWHULDOV´Dewan Bahasa dan Pustaka, Kuala 
Lumpur. 1993. Print. 
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time, there were already nine states with Johor being the most powerful. Johor had the only 
standing army, whilst the other states were either vassal states or relied on Johor as 
protectorate states.31Johor itself was a protectorate state of the Turkish Ottoman Empire.32 
The actual date of active British intervention in the Malay states varied and was in stages. 
The final act of colonisation coincided with the deterioration of the power of the Ottoman 
Empire and its final collapse after the First World War (WWI) and with the Kamal Ataturk 
led revolution cum modernisation in Turkey. 
 The British expanded their influence on the weaker Malay states when a new British 
Governor took over India. The first four states that took a British Resident were collectively 
known as the Federated Malay States ± consisting of Pahang, Selangor, Perak and Negeri 
Sembilan. The British administered these states through a federal system with one central 
authority over the states. This was established in 1896, but the four states came under British 
influence spatially from 1874 to 1895. The last five states that took an advisor or Resident 
were collectively known as the Unfederated Malay States ± Johor, Kelantan, Terengganu, 
Perlis and Kedah. According to some scholars, the British, contrary to popular belief, did not 
use the divide and conquer policy but UDWKHUDµWRunite and administer policy¶.33 
This was the basic establishment until they were all integrated34 after the Second 
World War (WWII). After the Japanese Occupation during the WWII, the first British to 
arrive were the military and they set up the British Military Administration. This was 
                                                 
31
 Again another contentious issue because there was no written agreement, but these outlying states always 
paid stipends to Johor and to this day Johor is the only state with its own military unit. It was incorporated in 
the agreement to formulate the Federal Constitution to allow Johor to maintain its military unit. 
32
 This was based on the concept that there can only be one ruler for Muslims in this world so all the states 
were acting in concert to the Ottoman Empire being the most powerful Islamic state thus giving it the title of 
Khalifah or Caliph. 
33
 Sopiee. From Malayan Union to Singapore Separation. Penerbit Universiti Malaya Sdn Bhd, (1974): 1. 
34
 The exception was Singapore which has always been part of the Johor Kingdom. 
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followed by the infamous Malayan Union35 and was followed subsequently by the 
Federation of Malaya. Then, finally in 1957 the Federation of Malaya obtained her 
independence. 
 Meanwhile, the inclusion of Sabah and Sarawak into Malaysia has a slightly different 
and more complicated history. Originally both were part of the Sultanate of Brunei.36 The 
Sultanate of Brunei grew in parallel with the Sultanate of Malacca and they became close 
allies.37 However, the Sultanate of Brunei lost control of its provinces and literally gave both 
of them away. This happened with the emergence of rival kingdoms in the Philippines 
specifically from Sulu and Mindanao. There was also the intervention from colonial powers 
such as the Spaniards. 
In Sarawak, James Brooke, a former English officer who served in India negotiated 
with the Sultan of Brunei to quell the rebellions of the natives in Sarawak. In 1841, in 
recognition of the efforts of James Brooke Sarawak was ceded to James Brooke by the Sultan 
of Brunei38. In the mid-19th century, Sarawak became a kingdom ruled by the White Rajah 
or Rajah Brooke39. The Brookes ruled Sarawak for 157 years until after WWII when they 
handed Sarawak over to the British.  
                                                 
35
 The Malayan Union was a political reformation of Malaya into a republic where the Malay Rulers 
renounced all or most of their rights and that of the Malays for equal rights for all races. This move was 
extremely unpopular with the Malays and subsequently there were demonstrations that lasted for several days. 
Ultimately the Malayan Union failed because the Malay Rulers collectively sought the British to review the 
entire system. 
36
 The Brunei Sultanate was established about the same time as the Malacca Sultanate so the claim (in 
Malaysia) that Brunei Sultanate was established by the remnants of the Malacca Sultanate is inaccurate. 
37
 There is some contention here. According to the Sejarah Melayu or the Malay Annals, Brunei actually gave 
KRPDJHWRWKH6XOWDQRI0DODFFD7KHDFWXDOSDVVDJHIURPWKH$QQDOVVWDWHV³$QGWKH5DMDRI%UXQHLVHQW
with them a letter to Malaka, which was worded as follows: - ³7KHDFWXDOSDVVDJHIURPWKH$QQDOVVWDWHV
³$QG the Raja of Brunei sent with them a letter to Malacca, which was worded as follows: - ³RXU+LJKQHVV¶
VRQVHQGVREHLVDQFHWRKLVUR\DOIDWKHU´ 
38
 Ibrahim, Ahmad, and Ahilemah Joned. The Malaysian legal system. Dewan Bahasa dan Pustaka, 
Kementerian Pendidikan Malaysia, 1987. Print. pgs 15-17. 
39
 The name Rajah came from the Indian term used for rulers and, either white or Brooke from the colour of 
his skin and name. 
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 Sabah is slightly different as there were overlapping claims from the neighbouring 
Sulu Sultanate. The Sulu Sultanate was a powerful Muslim kingdom that was constantly 
battling the Spaniards who were colonising the Philippines. This significantly weakened the 
Sulu Sultanate and thus prevented it from making a forceful claim over Sabah. Nevertheless, 
when the Brunei Sultanate leased Sabah to the British North Borneo Company, the company 
proceeded to pay stipends to the Sulu Sultanate so as to protect their interests.40 It was on this 
very ground that one of the former Presidents of the Philippines claimed Sabah to be part of 
the Philippines.41 Similar to the British East India Company, the British North Borneo 
Company had a Royal Charter to conduct its business in Asia. The same fate befell it after 
WWII with Sabah being handed over to British Government Administration. 
 The brief historical information provided above would not be of significant value if 
it is not put into the proper context. This is assisted by some further background information 
that is also essential for research work Malaysia. 
 
Background 
In this section, I will highlight some oI0DOD\VLD¶VXQLTXHFKDUDFWHULVWLFVLQRUGHUWR
better understand its relationship with the CRC. As mentioned earlier, after acceding to the 
CRC, Malaysia has tried to incorporate its principles, including the best interests of the child 
principle, into her laws through the Child Act 2001. 7KHGUDIWRIWKLVZDVEDVHGRQWKH8.¶V
Children Act 1989 after the drafters went to England in 1999 to study the Children Act 1989. 
ThLVZDVGHHPHGDSSURSULDWHGXHWR0DOD\VLD¶VKLVWRULFDOOLQNVwith the UK, the latter having 
been one of the earliest countries to adopt the principles of the CRC. However, the Malaysian 
                                                 
40
 About 3 weeks before the 13th Malaysian General Elections on 5th May 2013, some 200-300 Sulu fighters 
FRQYHQLHQWO\³LQYDGHG´6DEDKDQGPDGHDFODLPWRZDUGV6DEDK9DULRXVFODLPVKDYHVSUXQJRXWIURPLWEHLQJ
staged to outright invasion. Nothing has been proven and doubtful that it will ever be proven now that the 
election is over. 
41
 The late Ferdinand Marcos. 
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Act also took three existing statutes and merged them together,42 adding some CRC 
principles with the hope that this would be sufficient for Malaysia to fulfil her obligations as 
a member state. Although it was a milestone when the Act was passed, it still does not go far 
enough. 
Generally the Child Act 2001 criminalises certain acts such as reporting and 
publication of children in the media,43 ill-treatment, neglect, abandonment and abuse of 
children. In addition, it provides rehabilitation measures for children who have transgressed 
certain laws, but it does not provide specific rights that should be awarded to children. This 
gives the Child Act 2001 a semblance of a penal statute with offences for omission or 
commission of an act but does not seem to be in tandem with the CRC, which, like all other 
international human rights instruments, is a rights based Convention, only in this case 
providing for childUHQ¶V rights. While some rights have been incorporated through the Federal 
Constitution, they are not absolute.44 The position or status of these rights and the application 
of the CRC, the Child Act 2001 and the Federal Constitution will be explained in more detail 
in Chapter Four. Now, the subtle influences on Malaysian law and society will be explained. 
 
The Asian Influence 
 Asia is a melting pot of various cultures, people and a variety of ideologies that cut 
across politics and religion. There are political ideologies ranging from authoritarian, 
monarchies, democracy, dictatorship, communism and socialism. There are sub categories 
like Maoist, constitutional monarchies, military interventionism and differing models of 
                                                 
42
 These were the Juvenile Courts Act 1947, the Women and Girls Protection Act 1973 and the Child 
Protection Act 1991. The three Acts were all repealed once the Child Act 2001 was enacted. 
43
 The first time such a thing has ever been criminalised in Malaysia. 
44
 The Federal Constitution provides for fundamental liberties for all, including children. These liberties 
include the rights to life, freedom of speech, freedom of assembly, freedom of religion and other liberties and 
rights. 
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democracy. All the major religions45 are practised here. This large melting pot has created 
a unique blend of government and laws. Most Asian countries (some notable exceptions are 
Japan and China) have been colonised by current and traditional superpowers such as France, 
Portugal, the Netherlands, Great Britain, Spain and the United States of America. These 
countries have adopted or merely continued the legal system and system of governance they 
inherited from their colonial masters.  
Asian cultural values and systems contribute to the complexity of the situation in 
Malaysia. One distinct traditional Asian value that can illustrate this point is that of respect 
for elders. This custom does not allow younger ones to speak out against the elders, which 
hampers and prevents children from complaining or reporting acts against them (like abuse) 
or the omission of an action necessary to them (neglect). These children are affected and yet 
they find themselves powerless to act, thus creating a submissive environment - although 
there are positives aspects to this respect, such as caring for elderly parents rather than leaving 
WKHPLQDQROGIRON¶VKRPH46. The peculiarity of the Asian culture is further entrenched in 
Malaysia through the legal system, which is now illustrated further. 
 
Defining Law in Malaysia 
 
 In Malaysia, the definition of law includes both the common law and Shari¶ah law. 
Clearly the latter incorporates the theological, but I would suggest that socio- political 
matters, socio- economic matters and customs are also important factors that must be 
considered in Malaysia. Furthermore, law reform has to be practical so that the proposals 
may be implemented. As such, based on personal experience of drafting laws that simply 
                                                 
45
 Except Judaism where there are small pockets in Australasia. 
46
 Although the act of sending parents to live in old folks home is also on the rise based on the number of 
projected homes being built by the Department of Social Welfare or Jabatan Kebajikan Masyarakat (JKM). 
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import foreign laws and transplant them into another country, it is argued that they cannot 
work, especially in Malaysia.  
It is true that parliamentary draftsmen refer to other laws from other jurisdictions but 
it is done with complete confidence that the laws would be compatible to the local 
environment and will not fall foul of existing laws. Besides that the law would usually be 
drafted with a distinct Malaysian theme as well as with both continuity and cohesiveness to 
ensure easy understanding of the law. There are examples of some contradictory provisions, 
but these are kept to a bare minimum. The basic rule of thumb given to drafters in Malaysia 
as instructed by the Parliamentary Draftsman is that incorporation of international law should 
take into account the context of Malaysian law, politics, sensitivities, religion and culture. It 
is understood that mistakes will happen but that will only help to develop the law as it is 
through these mistakes we learn what is practical, acceptable and workable.  
The Malaysian Federal Constitution states as follows: 
'"Law" includes written law, the common law in so far as it is in operation in 
the Federation or any part thereof, and any custom or usage having the force of law 
LQWKH)HGHUDWLRQRUDQ\SDUWWKHUHRI¶47 
 
Based on the definition of the term ³law´ it encompasses not only written rules but 
also includes local customs that carry a legal intention. Exponentially this would include 
child law and rights. Currently, the best interests of the child principle is provided in the 
Child Act but it has not been DEOHWRVXIILFLHQWO\SURWHFWFKLOGUHQ¶VLQWHUHVWVDVH[SHFWHG in 
the CRC. The development of the right in Malaysia will be limited to the above definition. 
                                                 
47
 Article 160 Clause 2 Federal Constitution 
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The courts, legal practitioners and social welfare officers use the guidelines provided by 
the CRC and that of other jurisdictions but limited to the areas as mentioned in the law. 
7KHWHUPLQRORJ\DERYHVWHPVIURP0DOD\VLD¶VVWULFWDGKHUHQFHWRWUDGLWLRQDOYDOXHV
reflecting a positivist approach that is the mainstream legal perspective in Malaysia. Legal 
positivism has been ingrained into the Common Law paradigm and its own position is quite 
rigid even before looking at the Malaysian version of it. Emile Durkheim provided a succinct 
description of positivism saying, ³$OHJDO UXOH LVZKDW LW LVDQG WKHUHDUHQR WZRZD\VRI
SHUFHLYLQJLW´0RVWODZVFKRROVLQ0DOD\VLD48 adopt this concept of positivistic common law 
and there are no efforts to change it. There are some schools in Malaysia that are leaning 
towards some comparative work but it is still in the infancy stage. The judiciary and the legal 
fraternity are still based on mainstream positivist common law with some civil law49 and 
human rights law influences creeping in. However, this might not be the most appropriate 
methodology for this thesis, as discussed in the next section. 
Linguistics is also an important element in this research and this is the same for any 
comparative legal research examining jurisdictions that involve different languages. In this 
research, there are elements of English, Malay (in the native tongue, known as Bahasa 
Melayu) and Arabic. The FedeUDO&RQVWLWXWLRQ¶VDXWKRULWDWLYHWH[WLVVWLOOin English despite 
having an official Malay text50. The Child Act 2001 has both a Malay and English text but 
the authoritative text is in Malay. Despite this, any reference to the Child Act 2001 will be 
taken from the officially translated text in English and not the Malay text. Should there be 
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 7KH,QWHUQDWLRQDO,VODPLF8QLYHUVLW\0DOD\VLDWKHUHVHDUFKHU¶VDOPDPDWHULVVOLJKWO\GLIIHUHQWLQWKDWWKH
Law School, whilst predominantly positivist, has a requirement that all students learn the basics of 6KDUL¶DK 
as well as some inter-disciplinary work in theology. 
49
 Singapore has actively referred to Civil Law jurisdictions and incorporates them in her latest statutes. The 
influence is therefore inevitable since some legal professionals practice in both Malaysia and Singapore and 
the preeminent law journal, MLJ (Malayan Law Journal) reports cases from both Malaysia and Singapore. 
50
 The Federal Constitution has been translated into Malay but it has not been prescribed as the authoritative 
text by the Yang di-Pertuan Agong as stated/required in Article 160B. 
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any distinct differences, it will be highlighted. The 4XU¶DQand As-Sunnah are in Arabic 
as well as their authoritative texts but the best and prevalent translation will be provided51. 
Local customs would also play a part but again limited to the definition of law in the 
Federal Constitution as mentioned above. As stated earlier the customs mentioned must carry 
legal intent. An example of this is parental approval for surgical or medical operations on 
children. Currently, Malaysia practises parental consent for operations involving children 
aged below 18. This is practised throughout Malaysia both East and Peninsular. There are 
some exceptions since the approved marriage age for girls is 16. In such a case, if the parents 
are children or minors themselves at the time surgery is required, they will be authorised to 
give consent for surgical or medical operations of their child. The practice of the natives of 
East Malaysia who have local customs carrying the force of law has led to this. 
These customs have been codified into State Enactments, which provide for children 
to be allowed to marry as young as eleven years old. This issue arose when the researcher 
was a legal advisor at the Ministry of Health, where doctors were unsure as to who would be 
able to give consent to operate on a child since the parents were both minors (below 18). The 
simple legal opinion was that the customs adopted by the natives were given the force of law 
and as such the marriage was legal. If the parents were married legally, therefore they are the 
FKLOG¶V OHJDO SDUHQWV DQG DV VXFK KDYH SDUHQWDO UHVSRQVLELOLW\ They would then have the 
authority to give consent for the surgery. However, in the full legal opinion there were other 
provisos such as that the parents must be able to understand what the operation was about 
before they are given the right to give informed consent. If the doctors or hospital 
administrators were not confident of the parents being able to give informed consent then the 
matter must be referred to the Department of Social Welfare or Jabatan Kebajikan 
                                                 
51
 All three languages have their own idiosyncrasies that require more than a basic understanding of the 
language. I hold a Diploma in Translation of English to Malay from the Dewan Bahasa dan Pustaka or the 
national literary agency.  
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Masyarakat (JKM). JKM would act as the Protector under the Child Act 2001 and seek 
WKH&RXUW¶VSHUPLVVLRQ WRGRZKDW LV EHVW IRU WKe child,52 notwithstanding the theological 
implication, as Chapters Four and Five will further illustrate.  
The above is an illustration of how the law that is written and passed has taken account 
of several different aspects of Malaysian society, taking into consideration the perspectives 
from the different races, cultures and religions. After all the above has been done, the drafters 
must also ensure that the law drafted does not fall foul of 6KDUL¶DK law.  
 The law in this research will be limited to only the written and printed laws of 
Malaysia since these are compatible with the local laws. The Federal Constitution allows 
customs to be included in the definition of law as long as the custom has the force of law. 
Most, if not all customs that have a force in law have been codified so as to allow easier 
conformity and application by the authorities53. As such there will be a very limited number 
of customs having a force in law that have yet to be codified.  
 
Differences between East and West Malaysia 
The international tourist or guest would see Malaysia as one country divided by a vast 
ocean, but it is divided by more than that54. One must be aware that besides geography, East 
and Peninsular Malaysia have differences in law, albeit not absolute. It should be noted that 
during the formation of Malaysia certain privileges were accorded to both the East Malaysian 
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 7KHJHQHUDOSURYLVLRQVDUHSURYLGHGXQGHU3DUW9RIWKH&KLOG$FWHQWLWOHG³&KLOGUHQLQ1HHGRI&DUH
DQG3URWHFWLRQ´6SHFLILFDOO\VHFWLRQVWRRIWKH&KLOG$FW2001 contain the provisions that would allow 
the Protector to get the child examined by the medical personnel and the necessary medical treatment. If the 
SDUHQWVREMHFWWKHQWKH3URWHFWRUFDQJRWRFRXUWDQGVHHNWKHFRXUW¶VUHGUHVVZKLFKLVSURYLGHGXQGHr section 
30 of the Child Act 2001. 
53
 Another reason for codification is to ensure that there are no claims of other customs that may or may not 
exist. The codification is also meant to limit the customs that are applicable. 
54
 Factors include social and political as provided in this blog article quoting a Malaysian Chinese Daily and a 
Singapore News Channel as provided in the following link: http://www.asiaone.com/malaysia/lack-common-
values-between-east-and-west-malaysians. 28 Dec 2017. Online.  
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states and these included privileges in the legal system.55 The discrepancies in child law 
between Peninsular and East Malaysia may not be large but exist nonetheless. This has 
affected the Malaysian Legal System to such a level that the judiciary take active steps to 
ensure that the law is interpreted correctly based on the jurisdiction it serves. The Common 
Law, introduced by our colonial masters did not develop as progressively as that in England. 
The Judiciary developed the Malaysian Common Law with a distinct Malaysian 
character, having a rather rigid and positivist form. This may be partly due to the judges¶ 
incapability of adopting English common law principles that were not introduced into 
Peninsular Malaysia before 195656 as well as overlooking or not respecting the status of 
Shari¶ah law, the law of the land prior to British colonisation.57 The judiciary could still refer 
to English cases after 195658 but they were merely of persuasive authority. Initially there 
were referrals to the Privy Council but that too came to an end when Malaysia created her 
own Supreme Court in 1989,59 after which the development of the common law was purely 
localised. The principle of the best interests of the child was enacted in Federal Law through 
the Child Act and is thereby applicable to both Peninsular and East Malaysia, although there 
will be variations in interpreting the principle based on the customs of the said jurisdiction.60 
There is a rather more sensitive difference which is still evident. In a way it is 
reminiscent of the relationship between Scotland and England: the vast majority of East 
Malaysians look at West or Peninsular Malaysians as colonials.61 Similar to how the 
Scottish62 feel about England and the UK, some East Malaysians want to create their own 
                                                 
55
 This will be further discussed in Chapter Four. 
56
 Section 3, Civil Law Act 1956 of Malaysia states that UK case law before 1956 is applicable in Malaysia. 
The cut off point for the States in East Malaysia is even earlier. 
57
 This will be explained in Chapter Four. 
58




 Further explanation will be provided in Chapter Four. 
61
 I have served in Sarawak for two years and have personal experience of this. 
62
 Notwithstanding the majority had voted to stay in the Union. 
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state. Both Sabah and Sarawak feel that they would be better off on their own because 
most of the natural resources are in East Malaysia but the vast majority of the industry and 
companies are operating from Peninsular Malaysia, strikingly similar to the UK situation. 
In Sabah on 19 March 1986, the parties that were part of the Federal ruling coalition 
lost control of the State in the General Elections. The opposition were rather aggressive on 
the anti-Federal rhetoric and stoked anti-Federal sentiment which equated to anti-Peninsular 
Malaysians. There were riots which resulted in five lives lost and a state of emergency and 
curfew was declared. Martial law was imposed in the state of Sabah for 39 days to quell the 
riots.63 The subsequent peace deal created a tense period that lasted two decades until the 
ruling parties finally branched into the State of Sabah64. The situation was amplified by the 
existence of racial discontent or undertones. 
 
Racial Disharmony 
 Malaysia is a well-known for being a multi-racial country, but racial disharmony is 
well established. The breakdown of the races will be explained in greater detail in Chapter 
Four, suffice to say here that the Malays still have feelings of insecurity. Racial discontent 
exploded in Malaysia in 1969; 13th May is not only unlucky but it reminds Malaysians of 
their ugly past as it was the date the race riots erupted.65 Such was the magnitude of the riots 
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 Part of the special privileges were that the Parties in Peninsular Malaysia were not allowed into Sabah and 
Sarawak. It was part of the negotiated items and never listed in the agreement or the 20-point plan (the 
position of Sabah and Sarawak were entrenched not only in the Federal Constitution but also an agreement). 
Nonetheless, in the decade that the Federal based parties entered Sabah there seems to be a softening of the 
tension. However, Sarawak is still resisting. 
65
 A website that provides a more balanced view is the provided by the Peninsular Malaysia Lawyers 
Association or known as the Bar Council in the following link: 
http://www.malaysianbar.org.my/echoes_of_the_past/the_tragedy_of_may_13_1969.html. Till now the 
number of deaths is disputed from 196 provided by the Royal Malaysian Police Force to 600 as reported by 
some diplomats and foreign observers in websites. Another article refers to the official graveyard for the 
incidents for 114 bodies, almost all Chinese at: https://www.themalaysianinsight.com/g/3014/.  
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that they also occurred in the neighbouring country of Singapore, which had recently 
gained independence from Malaysia in 1965.   
 The riots have been attributed to several reasons amongst them a lengthy campaign 
period, and perceived bias in policies and laws66. It is no secret that the Malaysian Federal 
Constitution had affirmative action principles embedded within it to protect the rights of the 
Malays, but the non-Malays had felt that the laws should be non-biased. The Malays felt that 
the non-Malays, specifically the Chinese had monopolised the economy creating a hugely 
unequal distribution of wealth in the population.67 Both sides have reasons to blame the other 
but the intention here is to highlight the fact that despite it being almost half a century since 
the incident, it still resonates today. Politicians on both sides remind the voters at every 
election of the incident for different reasons. 
 The ruling coalition has not changed that much other than absorbing one of the parties 
that was in opposition in 1969. The opposition have developed to encompass a more holistic 
approach, and combined their strength. In the 2013 elections the opposition parties came 
together and formed their own coalition68. The opposition also had a more multi-racial 
composition with a Malay-majority party in the coalition and no race-based party.  
This leads to another aspect of Malaysian society that needs to be kept in the minds 
of any researcher - the position of Islam and 6KDUL¶DK law. Although Chapter Five will 
discuss 6KDUL¶DK law in more detail, this chapter will touch on basic areas that may not be 
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 A frank and more detailed account was published in a local newspaper online page the StarOnline at: 
https://www.thestar.com.my/opinion/columnists/watching-the-world/2008/05/11/may-13-1969-truth-and-
reconciliation/. It also provides some of the background and events that led to the riots. 
67
 Oddly enough, Indonesia recently had a race riot in May 1998 which resulted in 1000 deaths and more than 
80 people raped, which was also due to the unequal distribution of wealth. A not so balanced report has been 
provided in the LA Times at the following link: http://articles.latimes.com/2010/jul/04/world/la-fg-indonesia-
chinese-20100704.  
68
 The Opposition parties first created the coalition in the 2008 elections and created what was deemed as a 
Political Tsunami when for the first time ever, the Opposition won five state governments. Before that 
election, the best results for the Opposition was two state governments. 
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directly related to the legal issues in Chapter Five, including its link with the current 
discussion of race. The Federal Constitution has defined the Malay race as follows: 
³0DOD\´PHDQVDSHUVRQZKRSURIHVVHVWKHUHOLJLRQRI,VODPKDELWXDOO\VSHaks the 
Malay language, conforms to Malay custom and²  
(a) was before Merdeka Day born in the Federation or in Singapore or born of 
parents one of whom was born in the Federation or in Singapore, or is on that 
day domiciled in the Federation or in Singapore; or  
(b)  is the issue of such a person;69 
 
 The above definition shows why race and religion in Malaysia plays a pivotal role. 
By definition, a Malay must be Muslim but this is slowly being changed70. Therefore 
whenever race becomes an issue it becomes religious in nature and similarly when it is a 
religious issue it becomes a racial issue as well. There are other peculiarities regarding 
6KDUL¶DK law that researchers need to consider, as discussed further below. 
 
6KDUL¶DK 
One of the major concerns of this research was the perceived incompatibility of 
6KDUL¶DK law with the best interests of the child principle in the CRC. There have been 
numerous cases and reports from the CRC Committee of Member States who are Muslim 
Nations or Islamic States that blatantly defy or unwittingly ignore, without any form of 
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 There are a lot of Malays that have converted to Christianity and Hinduism, the latter mostly through 
marriage. There was even a website run by these Malay Christians group but that website has been blocked in 
Malaysia. 
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reservation, various CRC principles based on the simple reason of it being against the 
Shari¶ah.71 One scholar actually placed them in categories and said the following: 
³«VRPH0XVOLPVWDWHVKDYHHQWHUHGUHVHUYDWLRQV WR WKHFRQYHQWLRQ7KHVH
reservations are either to the whole Convention (General 6KDUL¶DK Based Reservation 
of GSR) or to its specific articles (Specific 6KDUL¶DK Based Reservation or SSR)«
$VDQH[DPSOHRI*65V WKHUHVHUYDWLRQRI4DWDUVWDWHV WKDW LW³HQWHUVDJHQHUDO
reservation by the state of Qatar concerning provisions incompatible with Islamic 
/DZ´72 
 
At this juncture, suffice to say that there are practices of some Muslim Nations and 
Islamic States that are unique. Malaysia, on her part, tries to observe the international legal 
regime with reservations being placed on certain provisions that it would not be reasonable 
to implement due to the application of the Shari¶ah or - as stated in the earlier quote - 
Malaysia is an SSR.73 
Another issue is the seeming reluctance on the part of most western legal scholars to 
expand the spectrum of comparative study beyond the western legal spheres. There are hardly 
any western scholars who have provided literature dealing with child rights in relation to 
6KDUL¶DK law. The literature, if any, has all been from Muslim scholars. It is perfectly 
understandable that non-Muslims would be wary of writing articles about child rights and 
the 6KDUL¶DK, but surely there must be some who have tried to bridge this divide. This has 
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also created a scenario whereby most Muslims view the western based literature and 
treaties with some apprehension. Such considerations are also in the mind of the 
parliamentary draftsman whenever the drafting of a new law is required. 
 
Drafting in Malaysia 
The basic rule of thumb given to drafters in Malaysia as instructed by the 
Parliamentary Draftsman is that documents should be written in the context of Malaysian 
law, politics, sensitivities, religion and culture, including ensuring that the law drafted does 
not fall foul of 6KDUL¶DKlaw. A good example of how this complexity is managed in Malaysia 
can be seen in setting the age of marriage for the predominant races in Malaysia: the Malays, 
Chinese and Indians make up almost 80% of the entire population. Taking into consideration 
each of their respective customs and religions is difficult but since Malaysia became a party 
to the CRC and the Convention on the Elimination of all forms of Discrimination Against 
Women (CEDAW) there was no option but to implement them. All these Asian cultures have 
a very low threshold for the age of marriage for both boys and girls. Despite this, Malaysia 
placed a relatively high marital age threshold of 16 years. Nevertheless to fulfil the 
requirements of both the culture and Islam specifically, exceptions were put in place to allow 
for marriages that did not fulfil the CRC and CEDAW requirements. However, it did place 
conditions to safeguard the interest of the children and women to avoid any abuse of the said 
system. 
 One example of this in practice was a case which occurred when the researcher was 
the Legal Advisor of the Ministry of Women, Family and Community Development in 2010. 
There were reports of girls being married off by their parents at the age of 11 in the northeast 
coastal state of Kelantan in Peninsular Malaysia. Upon further investigation it was found that 
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the case involved two fathers who had married their daughters off to each other74. The 
authorities including the Department of Social Welfare and Kelantan Islam and Malay 
Customs Council or MAIK (the Malay acronym) tracked down the families and rescued the 
children. 
Although the marriages were technically legal, the 6KDUL¶DK allows for the 
rulers/administrators to impose rules based on customs, and in this case any marriage of girls 
under the age of 16 years must be referred to MAIK. MAIK would then refer the matter to 
the Islamic Shari¶ah Courts for the Qadhi or Muslim judge to decide whether the girl was 
mature enough to marry (usually referring to her mental capacity) and the reasons for the 
man wanting to marry the girl at such a young age. These are instances whereby the local 
customs, theological interpretations and international law regimes combined. This is 
testament to the work of parliamentary draftsmen that have been specifically trained for this 
task and adapted for the situation in Malaysia.  
  
The Child: Definitions 
Another effect of the diverse background that Malaysia has is found in the definition 
of the term child. Though (as a legacy of colonialism) Malaysia uses the English Common 
Law, it is not uniformly applied throughout Malaysia. Rather, different periods and methods 
of colonialism have created regional differences and there are also inconsistencies in how 
children are defined and treated for different purposes in federal law. This can be illustrated 
through the example of the age of maturity. The Malaysian Child Act 2001 defines a child as 
any person under the age of 18,75 with the exception of those related to in criminal 
proceedings where the jurisdiction is governed by section 82 of the Penal Code. Section 82 
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 Section 2, Child Act 2001 
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of the Penal Code provides that a child below 10 years of age will not be liable for any 
offence whilst section 83 provides that a child between 10-12 years old can be liable if there 
is VXIILFLHQWHYLGHQFHRIWKHFKLOG¶VPDWXULW\Section 376 of the Penal Code also provides 
that sexual intercourse involving any girl below 16 years of age is deemed statutory rape.76 
Meanwhile, the Children and Young Persons Act (Occupation) 1966 [Act 350] 
defines a child as being under 14 years old where the Act allows children above this age to 
work. Yet another definition is provided under the Adoption Act 1952 [Act 257] which 
defines a child as being unmarried and under 21 years, which is also the age of majority under 
the Age of Majority Act 1971 (Act 21).77 The age of majority is also the legal age at which a 
person could validly enter into a contract under the Contracts Act 1950 [Act 136]78. However, 
according to the Law Reform (Marriage and Divorce) Act 1976 [Act 164] no marriage can 
be solemnised if either party has not attained the age of 18 years.79 However there is an 
exception for girls who have reached 16 years who may marry with the consent of the Chief 
Minister of the state. 
Further complexity and inconsistency is found when we consider the regional laws 
within Malaysia. As mentioned earlier, Malaysia is divided geographically into two large 
territories, East Malaysia (Sabah and Sarawak) and West Malaysia (Peninsular Malaysia) in 
addition to political and jurisprudential divisions. Peninsular Malaysia was divided 
administratively and the law was enforced through legislated statutes enacted either by the 
Federated Malay States, Unfederated Malay States and Straits Settlements.80 Sabah and 




 This is mainly used for when voting rights are allowed and the age of entering into a contract. 
78
 Section 11, Act 136. Although after the celebrated case of Government of Malaysia v. Gucharan Singh 
(1971) 1 MLJ 211 the Contracts Act 1956 was amended to make Scholarship Contracts an exception for 
competency for entering into an agreement. The case had determined that the scholarship contract between 
the Government of Malaysia and Gucharan Singh was void because the latter was a minor at the time of 
entering into the contract. 
79
 Section 10, Act 164. This law is applicable to non-Muslims only. 
80
 These are the first formulations of administration by the British in Peninsular Malaysia and will be clarified 
in Chapter Four. 
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Sarawak joined the Federation of Malaysia in 1963. Prior to that East Malaysia had 
implemented English Law directly as compared to Peninsular Malaysia, which adopted a 
more cautious approach by incorporating English Law into the law of the land.  
Hence, the situation was more complicated in East Malaysia when the colonial 
masters there had to appease the majority of the indigenous or native people. As such, several 
native laws were enacted by the Sabah and Sarawak state legislatures.81 This had an effect 
on children as the native law in Sarawak allows the headsman of a village to conduct 
marriages of girls as young as 11 years of age. The marriage would be validated by the native 
laws and neither the federal nor state laws would be able to invalidate it.  Upon acceding to 
the CRC, Malaysia knew that it had areas of concern that did not fulfil the CRC obligations. 
Therefore, the accession was merely the beginning of a process requiring further action to be 
taken in order to harmonise Malaysian laws and customs in accordance with the CRC. 
 
Making the Child Act 2001 more CRC Friendly 
Despite all the underlying factors above, Malaysia has always tried her best to fulfil 
her obligations. Based on the CRC Recommendations mentioned earlier, there was a need 
for change. After more than sixteen years of the implementation of the Child Act 2001, it 
became evident that the Act does not fully incorporate the CRC principles but efforts to 
amend the Act have proven futile. The Ministry of Women, Family and Community 
Development was tasked with reviewing the Act and the researcher was part of the team 
involved in this in 2009-2010. During the discussions it became evident that there are real 
areas of ambiguity and conflict between Malaysian practice and application of the Child Act 
2001 when compared to the CRC. One key area that reflects this relates to the most 
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fundamental aspects of the CRC and the very basis of child rights: the best interests of the 
child principle. This is an oft-XVHG SKUDVH WR GHFODUH WKDW RQH¶V DFWLRQV ZHUH LQ WKH EHVW
interests of a child. Yet the phrase itself, as will be seen in Chapter Three, is ambiguous. 
 Nonetheless, it has to be mentioned that the process of amending the Child Act 2001 
has been arduous and time consuming. This has been further complicated by the lack of 
political will. The Ministries in Malaysia work well independently but do not work so well 
in cooperation with each other. Each Ministry becomes slightly defensive when it comes to 
amending the policies within their respective Ministries to accommodate the CRC. Referring 
to the definition of the child mentioned earlier, if there had been a strong political will, the 
requisite definitions would have been sorted long before now but so far the amendments are 
not forthcoming.  
 
Methodology: A Comparative Approach 
 ³7KHVWXGHQWRIWKHSUREOHPVRIODZPXVWHQFRPSDVVWKHODZRIWKHZKROHZRUOG
past and present, and everything that affects the law, such as geography, climate and 
UDFH GHYHORSPHQWV DQG HYHQWV VKDSLQJ WKH FRXUVH RI D FRXQWU\¶V KLVWRU\ ± war, 
revolution, colonisation, subjugation ± religion and ethics, the ambition and 
creativity of individuals, the needs of production and consumption, the interests of 
JURXSVSDUWLHVDQGFODVVHV´ 
The quotation above from Professor Dr Ernst Rabel, also known as the father of 
functionalist comparative law,82 sums up the reasons why functional comparative law was 
the adopted methodology for this thesis. There is a long history of comparative law dating 
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 As stated in the book by Samuel, Geoffrey. An Introduction to Comparative Law Theory and Method. 
Oxford and Portland, Oregon: Hart Publishing, 2014 at pg. 76. Print. 
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back to Ancient Greece83 and within the Islamic world, it was also said that Islamic 
scholars in Baghdad, Cairo and Damascus84 had referred to works from other jurisdictions as 
a means of comparison85. In Malaysia comparative law is also used albeit indirectly and 
subconsciously whenever a new law is to be drafted. The first reference would be other 
jurisdictions preferably with similar common law traditions. 
As with any other methodology, there are many facets of comparative law and many 
different approaches. For the purpose of this thesis, the scope has been narrowed to some 
authors that it is felt are relevant to this research. These authors are Geoffrey Samuel, 
Matthias Siems and Sebastian McEvoy. Based on personal understanding of the literature, 
Samuel presents a rather traditional or classical perspective of comparative law whilst Siems 
presents a modern perspective. McEvoy, on the other hand, is a development from the 
classical perspective. The various methods of comparative law will be briefly explained to 
ascertain the most appropriate methodology to be used.  
According to McEvoy, comparative law could be divided into four categories namely 
external comparative law (homogeneous), external comparative law (heterogeneous), 
internal comparative law and a hybrid category.86 As the name suggests, the first two 
categories refer to comparisons with non-domestic sources, the difference being that for 
homogeneous the comparison is strictly with the legal systems whereas for heterogeneous 
the comparisons include other disciplines such as sciences and religion. Internal comparative 
law is also homogeneous and refers to comparisons within the legal systems such as common 
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law and equity for England. The hybrid category is basically a category that involves all 
the other categories. 
The next perspective is provided by Professor Samuel who had stated that within 
comparative legal scholarship there are several schemes or paradigms that inter-relate with 
each other, or schemes of intelligibility adopted from the social sciences. According to 
6DPXHO³,QVRFLRORJLFDO WKLQNLQJDVFKHPHRI LQWHOOLJLELOLW\ LVD WHUPDSSOLed to the way 
natural or social facts are perceived and represented ± WKH ZD\ WKH\ DUH µUHDG¶ E\ WKH
REVHUYHU«´.87 The social sciences are complex because they are not an exact science. Unlike 
mathematics, there is no one formula or solution to the problem. In social sciences the 
observations are made on the subject matter and interpretation may differ between the various 
researchers, especially those with differing perspectives,WLV³«EHFDXVHRIWKLVFRPSOH[LW\
the social sciences make use of a plurality of schemes and paradigms, each of which describes 
DSDUWLFXODUNLQGRIVRFLDOUHDOLW\,QRWKHUZRUGVWKHUHLVQRVLQJOHUHDOLW\WKDWLVµRXWWKHUH¶
waiting to be modelled. Instead, there are different schemes of intelligibility and levels of 
observatioQ´88 For example, Samuels identified the functional approach and the structural 
approach as well as the hermeneutic approaches.89 
Another view has classified comparative research into other descriptions such as 
formants approach, legal positivism, constructivism or deconstructivism, descriptive, 
dialectical, purposive, external homogenous or heterogeneous, internal or hybrid, 
dimensional either vertical or horizontal, synchronic or contemporary and diachronic or 
historical.90  For this research the best scheme of intelligibility to analyse the law is 
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functionalism. This is one of the more traditional methods of comparative law or as Konrad 
Wiegert put it, functionality is, ³7KH EDVLF SULQFLSOH RI DOO FRPSDUDWLYH ODZ´91 It can be 
summed up as follows: 
³,QIXQFWionality the law analyst studies the law and the functions from two 
jurisdictions. The basic premise is that one must have a good understanding of the 
functions of the laws of both jurisdictions to do the comparison. One need not be an 
expert in the entire law but mainly in the law that is being compared to. As an 
example, if you want to compare the criminal law from England with France then the 
person should concentrate on criminal law only. The functional method can be broken 
down as follows. Identify the rule in the home system (of the researcher). Then 
understand the function of the rule in the home system. Subsequently understand how 
this function is fulfilled in the foreign system (the compared legal system). Next, 
identify the rule that fulfils the said function in the foreign system and finally draw 
XS\RXUFRPSDUDWLYHFRQFOXVLRQ´92 
   
Michaels goes further by saying that there are several concepts of functionalism³(1) 
finalism, a neo-Aristotelian functionalism based on inherent teleology, (2) adaptionism, an 
evolutionary functionalism in a Darwinian tradition, (3) classical (Durkheimian) 
functionalism, explaining institutions through their usefulness for society, (4) 
instrumentalism, a normative theory of using law for social engineering, (5) refined 
functionalism, a functionalist method that replaces certain postulates of classical 
functionalism with empirically testable hypotheses, (6) epistemological functionalism, an 
epistemology that focuses on functional relations rather than on the ontology of things, and 
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(7) equivalence functionalism, building on these concepts but emphasizing the non-
teleological, non-causal aspect of functional relations. Largely oblivious of incompatibilities, 
functionalist comparative law (8) uses all of these´93 Although Michaels proposes the 
concept of equivalence functionalism, for the reasons outlined below this research is more 
inclined towards number (8), which is basically all of the above.   
 Another classification makes further division within each category by firstly looking 
at the comparison either vertically or horizontally -vertically with entities that are higher or 
lower such as treaty bodies and conventions or horizontally with other states like Malaysia 
and the UK. Besides vertical and horizontal, there is another classification whereby the 
particular systems substantive findings as compared to method or procedural findings. 
Finally, there are subcategories within the categories, namely synchronic comparative law 
which is contemporary in nature and diachronic comparative law which is successive or 
subject to legal history. 
There have been a number of criticisms of comparative law approaches that must be 
acknowledged. For example, some judges have spoken out against comparative law: 
³7KHFODLPWKDWFRXUWVVKRXOd disregard comparative law was recently most 
clearly expressed by some judges of the US Supreme Court. In Lawrence v Texas 
Justices Scalia and Thomson disregarded all arguments based on foreign experiences 
EHFDXVH µWKLV &RXUW >«@ VKRXOG QRW LPSRVH IRUHLJQ moods, fads, or fashions on 
$PHULFDQV¶-XVWLFH6FDOLDDOVRUHIHUUHGWRWKHµSUDFWLFHVRIWKH³ZRUOGFRPPXQLW\´
whose notions RIMXVWLFHDUHWKDQNIXOO\QRWDOZD\VWKRVHRIRXUSHRSOH¶,QDQRWKHU
case, Justices Scalia, Thomson, Renquist criticised the use of comparative law as 
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6LHPV DUJXHV WKDW WKH ³GLVUHJDUG RI FRPSDUDWLYH LQVLJKWV LV D JHQHUDO IHDWXUH RI
FRQWHPSRUDU\86OHJDOFXOWXUH´EXWLWLVQRWOLPLWHGWRWKH86EHLQJVKDUHGE\PDQ\RWKHU
legal cultures (both England and Malaysia would fall within this category too). The term 
cherry picking is rather harsh since the US falls within the common law family (albeit 
loosely) and the doctrine of judicial precedent is important, unlike the civil law systems. 
Surely the legal practitioners would have referred to US law first before referring to examples 
from other countries. Even then, reference would have been made to other common law 
jurisdictions such as the UK.95 
 Besides that there are other pitfalls that have been highlighted by those critical of 
comparative law such as van Hoecke96. Among the more frequent is the constant criticism 
that comparative law lacks sufficient depth for academic research. The criticism is based on 
the fact that most comparative law studies have concentrated on either finding the differences 
or similarities of the laws and jurisdiction, leading to research analysis based purely on why 
they are different and what or which is the better law. 
In this research, the approach is to define the legal systems involved and identify the 
development of the legal principle. The analyses will look at why the law has been formed 
into the current situation based on the establishment of the systems. This is despite the fact 
that both the states involved should have a rather similar history due to the nexus of the law 
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in England and Malaysia. In this thesis, the goal is not to determine which is the better law, 
but rather, which law has adopted the best interests of the child as propagated by the CRC. It 
would be impossible to compare the entire Malaysian Child Act 2001. The research shall 
only focus on the application of the best interests of the child principle, as it is one of the 
pillars of child rights in the CRC, making it an ideal subject for analysis in order to ascertain 
how Malaysia has fared in her application of the principles of CRC as a party. 
 In the context of this research, a comparison between the law in England and Malaysia 
is useful, despite the critiques of comparative law. Although they are different, both 
jurisdictions apply the common law but, more significantly, Malaysia also studied the UK 
Children Act 1989 and drew on it, albeit not replicating it exactly, in drafting the Malaysian 
Child Act 2001. It is also necessary to look within Malaysia to compare civil and 6KDUL¶DK 
approaches to the best interests principle. In the context of her rich and diverse background 
(described above5DEHO¶V description of comparative law at the beginning of this section is 
reminiscent of the challenges and complexities faced by those doing research in law in 
Malaysia.  
This research will compare three jurisdictions (England and Wales; Malaysian civil 
law; and 6KDUL¶DK law) each with its own set of procedures and systems. It is not the more 
common exercise of comparing common law and civil law, but rather it entails an exercise 
of analysing common law, international law (with a mixture of common law and civil law) 
and 6KDUL¶DK law. There are particular challenges arising due to the dearth of literature 
relating to the best interests principle in 6KDUL¶DK law. The comparison between the common 
law and Shari¶ah law is essential for Malaysia; nevertheless the findings and application have 
to be operational. The application should be formatted to encourage the States to adopt the 
findings to allow for easier implementation of the said principles.  
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The comparisons of 6KDUL¶DK law in many Islamic states illustrate how the 
principles of the 4XU¶DQ and all other IDFHWV RI 6KDUL¶DK ODZ DUH FDUULHG RXW LQ SUDFWLFH
meaning that there is a functional aspect to this theological doctrine and it is not purely an 
abstract and theoretical concept. Besides that, 6KDUL¶DK law as applied in Malaysia is also 
enacted into statutes and bye-laws and, as such, is a written law. This would then form the 
basis for comparison between the two differing concepts of law. Therefore the comparative 
narrative in this research will be based on both traditional and contemporary applications of 
the 6KDUL¶DK. The main traditional facets of 6KDUL¶DK law are provided below. 
 The Shari¶ah uses several methods or sources in interpreting the 4XU¶DQ for legal 
purposes. The two primary sources, accepted by all Muslims, are the 4XU¶DQitself and the 
Sunnah or the teachings, actions and sayings of the Holy Prophet Muhammad (pbuh).97 A 
simple example to illustrate the two 6KDUL¶DK sources in practice is the five mandatory daily 
prayers. The 4XU¶DQ mandates that we pray to Allah but is silent on how it is executed. It was 
Muhammad (pbuh) who showed Muslims how to pray. Today that is how Muslims (Sunnis 
RU6KL¶LWHV) pray, that is, based on the teachings of the Holy Prophet (pbuh). 
There are other sources used such as ,MPD¶98 or consensus and Qiyas99 or analogical 
reasoning100. Both are part of a larger field called Ijtihad or reasoning, considered as 
secondary sources101. Basically any sources other than the primary sources are deemed to be 
Ijtihad. In this category the main methods of ijtihad are ,MPD¶ and Qiyas. Most Islamic 
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scholars agree that there can be no more legal reasoning through ,MPD¶102. With Qiyas it is 
still possible, but due to the divided situation of Muslims around the world, other forms of 
ijtihad are used. The other types of ijitihad are subjected to some differing views amongst 
the four Sunni schools as to which should be considered more authoritative. These include 
µXUI or local custom, maslahah mursalah or public interest/policy, istihsan or juristic 
discretion and istishab or for *RG¶VZLOO- in no particular order. With the exception of the 
4XU¶DQ and the Sunnah the other methodologies use human reasoning where no specific 
mention is made in either of these two main sources of the 6KDUL¶DK. 
 In Malaysia, the use of ijtihad is evidHQWLQWKHDGRSWLRQRIµurf or local custom in 
the 6KDUL¶DK Courts which has even been adopted as part of the civil law. In divorce 
proceedings the women are entitled to claim harta sepencarian,103 whereby any property 
acquired after the marriage is deemed to be equally shared between the couple irrespective 
of whether or not both of them had financially contributed to that property. Previously, this 
was not even considered in the 6KDUL¶DK &RXUWV¶DVLWZDVQRWZLWKLQWKH,VODPLFSUDFWLFHV
However, after some debate and research it was decided that it did not contradict the 
teachings of Islam and was accepted. It has also been accepted in the civil courts. The case 
of Roberts alias Kamarulzaman v. Ummi Kalthom104 illustrates the civil court accepting the 
principle as well as providing a legal definition for it. The presiding judge, Raja Azlan Shah 
J., who later became the Lord President,105 said as follows: 
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³7KHODWHVWH[SRVLWLRQRIWKHODZRQharta sapencharian106 was judicially 
considered by Briggs J. in 1950 in Hujah Lijah bte Jamal v. Fatimah bte. Mat Diah 
[1950] MLJ 63+HGHILQHGLWDV³DFTXLUHGSURSHUW\GXULQJWKHVXEVLVWHQFHRIWKHLU
PDUULDJHRIDKXVEDQGDQGZLIHRXWRIWKHLUUHVRXUFHVRUWKHLUMRLQWHIIRUWV´107 
A principle gleaned from the case established that harta sapencharian is a matter of 
Malay µDGDW¶108 and is applicable only to the case of a divorced spouse who claims against 
the other spouse during his or her lifetime. This is a rule of law based on local law that the 
Court must take Judicial Notice of and it is the duty of the Court to propound it, Ramah v. 
Laton (1927)109.110 
Clearly the common law in Malaysia has been through its own process of functional 
comparative law albeit inadvertently and within the same jurisdiction. It was done 
intermittently and sparingly because the parties involved tried their best not to introduce too 
many alien principles into the law for fear of the consequences and effects on the law in 
0DOD\VLD$VVXFK0DOD\VLD¶VXQLTXHVRFLDOFRQWH[WDQGKLVWRU\PXVWSOD\DQLPSRUWDQWLI
not paramount role in whatever research is conducted. 
Based on all the above, a comparison of the best interests of the child principle with 
the best equivalent in 6KDUL¶DK law is also made.111 If no such concept exists or it is only 
remotely similar, thence Malaysia as a party to the CRC, would find it difficult to fulfil her 
obligations in the face of this obvious contradiction. However, there should not be a 
contradiction since the principle was incorporated to be applicable to the whole world and 
should have taken into consideration an array of international customs, not just setting a 
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 The old spelling of the phrase harta sepencarian. 
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 Roberts alias Kamarulzaman v. Ummi Kalthom [1966] 1 MLJ 163 at 164 
108
 Malay and Arabic term for local customs. 
109
 6 F.M.S.L.R. 116, 128; 15/1 J.M.B.R.A.S. 35 
110
 Roberts alias Kamarulzaman v. Ummi Kalthom [1966] 1 MLJ 163 at 165. 
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 The detailed analysis will be in Chapter Five. 
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threshold unilaterally for all States has to abide by. This is the main objective of this 
research and it is hoped that there will some positive findings by the end of the process. 
 I will also analyse whether the best interests of the child principle functions in 
Malaysia in the same way as it does in England. The principle in both England and Malaysia 
was based on the CRC. The provision has been embedded in Article 3 of the CRC and is an 
essential principle in the recognition of child rights. This is another area for comparison 
within International Law, specifically through examining the international human rights 
instruments.  
 %DVHG RQ 0F(YR\¶V FDWHJRULVDWLRQ RU FODVVLILFDWLRQ DERYH WKLV UHVHDUFK LV
formulated as follows. Firstly, the research will definitely have a hybrid approach because it 
will encompass all three categories which are external, both homogeneous and 
heterogeneous, and internal comparative law. It will be looking at the UK Children Act 1989, 
the Malaysian Child Act 2001 and the CRC. A comparison involving the UK will involve 
the common law, statutory provisions, the European Convention on Human Rights and cases 
from the European Court of Human Rights. The current basis for comparisons in Malaysia 
include the common law, statutory provisions and 6KDUL¶DKlaw. Both jurisdictions will also 
have to include the CRC.  
 Secondly, the research involves three jurisdictions, therefore it will be both vertical 
and horizontal because it involves comparison on multiple levels. Malaysia will not only be 
compared with the UK but also with the CRC and other jurisdictions. The UK study will also 
include EU cases in the analysis. 
 Thirdly, the research would be mainly substantive and not in the procedural aspect. 
It is possible that the analysis may include procedural findings but that is not the main 
objective of this research. The final subcategorisation will be relatively complex since the 
analyses will involve contemporary situations as well as historical background. Therefore, it 
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will be both synchronic and diachronic depending on the issue that is being analysed. 
These will be analysed in detail in the proceeding chapters. 
 This is the backdrop to deciding the methodology to be used and requires a 
comprehensive evaluation of not only the written law but the sociological aspects of the 
relevant society. The analyses of the information collated will be conducted based on the 
methodology provided above.  
 
The Chapter Outlines 
Chapter Two will describe the best interests of the child principle from the CRC 
perspective. This will include a description of the development of an idea that finally became 
a universal human rights and legal principle. The chapter will also delve into the history of 
the child and the development of child rights until they were formulated into a Convention. 
Furthermore I present a common definition of the best interests principle that could be used 
as a common denominator. The travaux préparatoire regarding the negotiations that led to 
the incorporation of the principle illustrate some key features of the principle, namely the 
degree or burden of proof required. A specific section is dedicated to describing the 
GLIIHUHQFHVEHWZHHQ³SULPDU\´DQG³SDUDPRXQW´FRQVLGHUDWLRQV This is important as it will 
lay the basis for another discussion in Chapter Three related to the English concept of the 
best interests of the child principle which will be discussed below.  
The second chapter will also highlight the best interests of the child framework as 
understood by the CRC and the CRC Committee. This perspective will be provided by 
UHIHUULQJ WR 0LFKDHO )UHHPDQ¶V FRPPHQWDU\ as a basis. The best interests of the child 
principle in the commentary is comprehensive but with the drawback that no reference is 
made to the 6KDUL¶DKThe chapter will also discuss the definition of child in Islam and where 
the systems converged and diverged. The definition is important because it will provide the 
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basis of who is considered a child in Islam as well as a brief discussion as to why Islam is 
an important factor for Malaysia. 
The discussion will then move to Chapter Three, whereby an analysis of the English 
perspective will be provided and consequentially the differences between the rights-based 
approach and the paramountcy principle. It will initially look at the development of the 
principle and how the rights of the child first came to fruition. It will also examine how the 
codification of the common law principle became a statute leading to the culmination of the 
Children Act 1989. The chapter will explain how England is an important factor in the 
comparison with Malaysia due to both the historical aspect (based on colonialism) and the 
legal aspect (the common law tradition adopted in Malaysia). It will also briefly discuss the 
differences of opinion within England regarding the principle and discuss the actual position 
in England regarding the best interests of the child.  
Furthermore, the chapter will discuss the differences between the CRC concept of best 
interests of the child and the welfare principle in England. The Chapter will compare the 
English position of a welfare-based paramountcy principle approach and the rights-based 
approach of the best interests of the child principle in the CRC. It will also expressly analyse 
whether there is any difference between the welfare or paramountcy principle and the best 
interests of the child principle in the CRC, and ascertain the implications for Malaysia should 
it be confirmed that the actual best interests should not follow the English position but instead 
must stand guided by the CRC. It concludes that if England truly wants to be compliant with 
the CRC, then it has to amend the laws to mirror the CRC exactly so that the Judiciary in 
England will not misconstrue the meaning, scope and threshold of the best interests of the 
child principle. Alternatively, if the policy is to move away from the threshold as provided 
in the CRC best interests of the child principle, then it should do so clearly.  
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&KDSWHU)RXUGHVFULEHV0DOD\VLD¶VDSSOLFDWLRQRIWKH&5&VSHFLILFDOO\RQWKHEHVW
interests of the child principle as pronounced in Article 3, CRC. This non-compliance is 
SDUWO\LQIOXHQFHGE\0DOD\VLD¶VVRFLR-legal complexities but also the imprecise nature of the 
&5&&RPPLWWHH¶VLQWHUSUHWDWLRQRIWKHEHVWLQWHUHVWVRIWKHFKLOGSULQFLSOH7KHFKDSWHUZLOO
EHJLQE\SURYLGLQJPRUHGHWDLORQ0DOD\VLD¶VKLVWRULFDODnd legal background, specifically 
describing the development of the law and why the common law principles were accepted in 
Malaysia. However, it will also highlight where and how the law varies with that of England. 
It will be argued that the differences are affected by the social, cultural and political situation 
LQ 0DOD\VLD ZKLFK LQ WXUQ LV GLUHFWO\ UHODWHG WR IDFWRUV VXFK DV 0DOD\VLD¶V PXOWL-ethnic 
populace among others. This partly stems from the background information that has been 
raised in this chapter. 
Besides that, the different methods of acceptance of the common law may be seen as a 
factor in the varied development of the law in Malaysia. The chapter will further explain the 
difference in approaches in Malaysia as compared to England, where Malaysia has mainly 
followed a statutory approach whilst English law is based on the common law or precedents. 
Wherever possible, case law will be used to illustrate the point. It has to be reiterated that the 
researcher must bear in mind the background information mentioned earlier. 
Chapter Five will deliberate on the 6KDUL¶DK and its effect on international law in 
general and specifically in Malaysia. The entry of Islam into Malaysia and the various modes 
of application will also be discussed to allow the reader to understand the magnitude of the 
importance of Islam and how it is interwoven into the cultural, societal and political aspects 
of Malaysia. It will also discuss the separation of federal and state powers as demarcated by 
the Federal Constitution. This demarcation attributes to the different and varied 6KDUL¶DK
laws in the States. This will also touch on the seeming conflict between the common law 
courts and the 6KDUL¶DKcourts. 
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After analysing the 6KDUL¶DK I then argue that 6KDUL¶DK law and the CRC are in fact 
compatible. This research will demonstrate that the 6KDUL¶DK does not conflict with the major 
pillars of the CRC especially in regards to the best interests of the child. Chapter Five will 
also provide examples of the best interests of the child in the 6KDUL¶DK context. It will then 
be suggested that the 6KDUL¶DK position is closer to the CRC than some would have thought, 
including the researcher. 
The way forward for Malaysia in the CRC will be discussed in the final chapter. 
Ultimately, it will be argued that Malaysia has not yet fulfilled her obligations under the CRC 
by using the best interests of the child principle as a yardstick in other areas of the CRC. 
Malaysia needs to look again at the Child Act 2001 and not only make minor superficial 
amendments, but substantial amendments need to be made to actually fulfil the obligations. 
These obligations could be easily met by utilising an area which has been largely 
undeveloped, that of 6KDUL¶DKlaw which - as seen in this research ± is closer to the principles 
of the CRC than first thought. It will be seen that the importance of child development and 
rights within the family structure are essential in Islam and resonate well with the 













The principle of the best interests of the child in the Convention 
On the Rights of the Child 
 
 
³:KDW WKHUHIRUH LV PHDQW E\ µWKH EHVW LQWHUHVWV RI WKH FKLOG¶" ,V WKHUH D OHJDOO\
binding concept for the care and protection of children underlying this Convention? 
It seems that there might be three possible answers to the question raised. The first 
possibility is: yes, there is a legally binding concept to be defined in terms of the 
wording and the structure of the Convention. A second option is: no, a legally binding 
concept may be envisaged as a political aim but has not yet been elaborated within 
the framework of the Convention. The third possibility is: only to some extent may 
one speak of a coherent legal concept, shaped by contextual relations and different 





 The passage above succinctly encapsulates the legal issues relating to the best 
interests of the child principle. -RDFKLP:ROI¶s opinion illustrates three legal positions of the 
best interests of the child principle. The possibilities raised are firstly that the principle is 
binding. Secondly, that the best interests of the child principle has not been deemed binding 
but that is the ultimate aim of the CRC. Finally the third position is in his view, the most 
conducive of all the possibilities suggested as it seems to be a convergence of the first and 
second points, or the mutual concept. 
The quote above may seem simplistic but this article was published in 1992, three 
years after the CRC was formalised, and the points he makes merit further analysis. Several 
decades later and after countless discussions, debates, interpretations, articles, case laws and 
even books have been written on the principle of best interests, there is still ambiguity in the 
definition of the actual principle as well as its degree, whether binding or non-binding, 
primary or paramount. The principle is widely accepted as one of the main pillars of the CRC. 
                                                 
112
 Joachim Wolf, quoted in: Freeman, Michael and Philip Veerman (eds). The IdeolRJLHVRI&KLOGUHQ¶V
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However, it is interesting to nRWH WKDW :ROI¶V RSLQLRQ does not differ greatly from the 
current situation despite almost three decades having elapsed. 
The status of the principle is important because it has become the basis of the State 
Parties adherence and commitment to the CRC. Most common law States have accepted that 
the principle is binding and this can be seen in both the UK and Malaysia. However, the 
degree of the application of the principle has varied and it is important to understand why the 
acceptance of the principle has varied and how it has affected the application of the said 
principle domestically. Malaysia is a party to the CRC and must adhere to its principles. 
Although the best interests of the child principle is binding in Malaysia, it is believed its 
application does not meet the standards set by other states. This research will look at the 
development of the principle and the definition to assist in understanding the differences.  
This research agrees with Wolf on several aspects and the most salient point is that 
the CRC and its apparatus leads one to assume the same, that the principle is both binding 
and non-bonding at the same time. It is this ambiguous form that has clouded the best interests 
of the child principle for not only Member States but it seems the CRC Committee as well. 
This Chapter will shed light on the ambiguity that is shrouding the best interests of the child 
principle especially that surrounding the CRC Committee. 
 Before that it is essential to clearly define the best interests of the child principle and 
in this Chapter the research will analyse the principle based on the drafting process of the 
CRC, taking into consideration the historical background of the treaty. The research will also 
venture into the travaux préparatoires of Article 3 of the CRC with the intention of 
understanding the purpose of the principle and hopefully how it should be defined. Besides 
the historical background of the principle, this chapter will also analyse the development of 
the principle based on all the above information and this will allow for ascertaining whether 





The best interests of the child principle is an international human rights law principle 
with some historical significance. ³7KHOLWHUDWXUHRQµEHVWLQWHUHVWV¶LVYROXPLQRXVDQGWKH
criticisms of the concept are well-rehearsed. Robert Mnookin pointed out in 1975 that, 
µGHFLGLQJZKDW LVEHVW IRUDFKLOGSRVHVDTXHVWLRQQR OHVVXOWLPDWH WKDW WKHSXUSRVHVDQG
values of life itsHOI¶´113 Based on this it is clear that any further debate on the matter would 
be a mere footnote to a long list of academic views. Nonetheless, the crux of this research is 
based on the definition of the said principle and for this reason, the most prevalent definition 
for the best interests of the child principle within the CRC will be provided. This will 
ineYLWDEO\EHLQFRQJUXHQFHZLWKWKHFRPPHQWVPDGHE\WKH&5&&RPPLWWHHRQ0DOD\VLD¶V
CRC Report. Using that as the foundation, the researcher proposes to provide the closest 
equivalent under the 6KDUL¶DK. The definition of the child in 6KDUL¶DKlaw will be outlined in 
this chapter whereas the other areas relating to the best interests of the child in the 6KDUL¶DK
will be outlined in Chapter Five. 
 The best interests of the child principle may be viewed through various perspectives 
and in order to develop an understanding of the principle for the purposes of this thesis there 
are foundational precepts that have to be set out and then comparatively assessed based on 
the situation in Malaysia. This would mean that the principle needs to be defined in 
accordance with what was ideally referred to in the CRC and then practically by the member 
States; namely England and Malaysia for this thesis. In carrying out the comparative 
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assessment for Malaysia there would again be a theological element since it involves an 
analysis of 6KDUL¶DKlaw. 
 Clearly the 6KDUL¶DK aspect will be quite challenging because its position on child 
rights may not be reflected in the most recent articles and commentaries. This would be very 
intimidating, especially for the Muslim and Islamic States, and may lead to any report or 
discussion between them being seen as confrontational. This in turn would lead these States 
to be more apprehensive in accepting the CRC norms and specifically this principle. 
Nonetheless, this research broaches the topic as fairly as possible and from a neutral 
perspective and it is only through doing this that the conclusion will be able to provide an 
answer that is understood by all relevant parties. 
The best interests of the child principle was first introduced into the human rights 
sphere in 1959 through the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of the Child, mentioned 
as follows: 
³7KHFKLOGVKDOOHQMR\VSHFLDOprotection, and shall be given opportunities and 
facilities, by law and by other means, to enable him to develop physically, mentally, 
morally, spiritually and socially in a healthy and normal manner and in conditions of 
freedom and dignity. In the enactment of laws for this purpose, the best interests of 
WKHFKLOGVKDOOEHWKHSDUDPRXQWFRQVLGHUDWLRQ´114 
This principle has been enshrined and superseded115 in the CRC through Article 3, 
the full text which reads as follows: 
³,QDOODFWLRQVFRQFHUQLQJFKLOGUHn, whether undertaken by public or private social 
welfare institutions, courts of law, administrative authorities or legislative bodies, the 
best interests of the child shall be a primary consideration. 
                                                 
114
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115
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2. States Parties undertake to ensure the child such protection and care as is 
necessary for his or her well-being, taking into account the rights and duties of his or 
her parents, legal guardians, or other individuals legally responsible for him or her, 
and, to this end, shall take all appropriate legislative and administrative measures. 
3. States Parties shall ensure that the institutions, services and facilities responsible 
for the care or protection of children shall conform to the standards established by 
competent authorities, particularly in the areas of safety, health, in the number and 
VXLWDELOLW\RIWKHLUVWDIIDVZHOODVFRPSHWHQWVXSHUYLVLRQ´ 
 This forms the basis of the best interests of the child principle, but a more 
comprehensive background is required to understand the debate surrounding this particular 
principle. For the purposes of this thesis, the concentration would be specifically on Article 
3 paragraph (1). The research proceeds on the assumption that paragraphs (2) and (3) are 
quite straight forward and need no further clarification. Besides that, it has been accepted by 
all Member States and binds them to enforce this principle. Therefore, the thesis focuses on 
paragraph (1) and a presentation of the history of the creation of the CRC will also be focused 
on paragraph (1) to enable the principle to be understood clearly. 
The history of the CRC begins with the Geneva Declaration of the Rights of the Child, 
commonly known as the Geneva Declaration which was adopted by the League of Nations 
in 1924.116 The Geneva Declaration declares that mankind owes to the child the best that it 
has to give and accept that as its duty. The declaration also states that the duty goes beyond 
and above all consideration of race, nationality or creed, and that society has to provide the 
child with the means required for its normal development, both materially and spiritually. 
The Declaration also states that the child has the right to be fed when hungry, nursed when 
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sick, helped if backward, reclaimed if delinquent, sheltered and supported if orphaned and 
homeless, provided with relief in times of distress, put in a position to earn a livelihood and 
protected from all forms of exploitation. However, no interpretation or contextualisation was 
ever given for any of the situations expressed above. 
In 1948, the United Nations adopted the Universal Declaration of Human Rights,117 
which among others, provided that the states of motherhood and childhood are entitled to 
special care and assistance. This led to the adoption of the Declaration of the Rights of the 
Child by the United Nations General Assembly in 1959118 that again declared that mankind 
owes to the child the best it has to give and calls upon parents, men and women as individuals, 
and voluntary organizations, local authorities and national Governments to recognize the 
rights and freedoms in the Declaration without distinction or discrimination on account of 
race, colour, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, 
property, birth or other status, whether of himself or of his family. 
The rights and freedoms included the enjoyment of special protection and 
opportunities and facilities to enable the child to develop physically, mentally, morally, 
spiritually and socially in a healthy and normal manner. It included the entitlement to a name 
and nationality at birth, social security, adequate health care, nutrition and housing, special 
treatment for the handicapped, love and understanding of parents, particular care for children 
separated from their families, education and protection from all forms of neglect, cruelty, 
exploitation and discrimination. 
The United Nations General Assembly celebrated its twentieth anniversary of the 
1959 Declaration in 1979 and declared that year to be the International Year of the Child. 
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The SXUSRVHDPRQJVWRWKHUVZDVWRGUDZSHRSOH¶VDWWHQWLRQ to the problems that affected 
children throughout the world and to encourage countries to apply the rights and freedoms 
of the child as declared in the 1959 Declaration. A decade later, the rights and freedoms in 
the 1959 Declaration were transformed into a binding treaty which is known as the 
Convention on the Rights of the Child and was adopted by the United Nations General 
Assembly on 20 November 1989. 
It should be noted that it was Poland that moved for a child rights treaty in the 1978 
United Nations Commission on Human Rights (UNCHR) at the Thirty-fourth Session. In 
actual fact Poland had initially proposed a convention based on the 1959 Declaration but the 
world in general was not ready to consider child rights at that time.119 It was during the next 
session, the Thirty-fifth Session that the UNCHR decided to set up an open-ended Working 
Group on the Question of a Convention on the Rights of the Child120. Poland was heavily 
involved in the drafting of the text submitted by the Working Group that had been established 
to draft provisions for a future treaty, and in fact it was Poland that submitted a substantive 
working draft121. This will be discussed later in the chapter under the discussion on the 
travaux préparatoires. 
The CRC represents the first ever internationally recognised binding document that 
acknowledges child rights and subsequently the best interests of the child principle. However, 
this awareness did not suddenly appear due to the Polish initiative, the post-World War I 
situation or just prior to the Geneva Declaration 1924. It had begun much earlier. Some of 
the works or awareness date back to the first ever-recorded article in the west regarding child 
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rights - in June 1852- entitled ³7KH5LJKWVRIWKH&KLOG´122. Two other works followed this 
article on rights of children, namely Jean Valles in his novel /¶(QIDQW in 1879 and Kate 
'RXJODV:LJJLQV¶V&KLOGUHQ¶V5LJKWV in 1892.123 
 A common theme seen from this research was that a sense of guilt was simmering 
within society, amongst the enlightened at the very least, as to the treatment of children prior 
to and up until the end of the Nineteenth Century. In the age where human rights were being 
acknowledged and recognised, there was also an awareness that children too had rights. They 
were not mere property or sub-humans that existed to accommodate adults, as evidenced in 
the sufferings of children up to the time of the Paris Commune and the Victorian era.124 At 
this time, children did not grow up in an environment that is so desperately sought and 
demanded in this day and age. Information is sparse but it seems that during these times 
compulsory education for children had not yet been implemented in England and France or 
for most parts of the Western world, perhaps contributing to the abuse suffered by children. 
There was evidence of Church or Church run schools but not a state system.125 
The status of children during ancient times was bleak. The following passage sums 
up early child history or experience the best. 
³7KH HDUO\ ZULWWHQ KLVWRULHV ZKLFK GLVFXVV FKLOGUHQ DUH FKDUDFWHULVHG E\
children being considered as the raw material for successful adulthood in society 
rather than as individuals with interests separate from those of the adult population. 
,Q3ODWR¶VGLDORJXHVFKLOGUHQRUDWOHDVWWKRVHZKRZRXOGEHFRPHJXDUGLDQVRIWKH
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state or philosopher kings, are considered objects to be moulded by education 
rather than persons in their own right. The Aristotelian concept of child was likewise 
WKDWWKHFKLOGLVµLPSRUWDQWQRWIRUKLPVHOIEXWKLVSRWHQWLDO¶:LWKLQWKLVFRQWH[WWKHUH
are very few first-hand accounts of childhood and the place of children in the early 
historical record, which record contains only glimpses of the position of children in 
VRFLHW\ *DLXV FRQVLGHUHG WKDW µFKLOGUHQ KDYH QR LQWHOOHFW¶ DQG ZHUH FRPSOHWHO\
incapable under the law. The Emperor Hadrian sought to address the practice by 
which a father had the right under Roman law to kill his children by subjecting it to 
VRPHIRUPRIMXGLFLDOFRQWURO´126  
Historically the child was not deemed to be an individual that had rights in any shape 
or form. In fact, the child was a mere chattel in the eyes of society127. It is not surprising that 
when the realisation occurred that a child had rights, it also came with a sense of guilt and 
determination to correct those mistakes. Recent centuries have seen great strides in 
developing the human psyche especially in consideration of human rights but whether or not 
it has succeeded remains to be seen. Despite the best endeavours of the vast majority of 
society, there will always be a small minority that will take advantage and manipulate others 
for their own personal gains. One example of this manifestation is slavery, supposedly 
abolished in the 19th Century but still existing today, albeit subsumed in a different form 
namely trafficking. This research is not stating that human trafficking is slavery per se. 
However the definition of trafficking in the Human Trafficking Protocol serves as a model 
definition by most States and overlaps with certain elements of slavery.128  
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Child rights are still in a period of infancy as compared to other facets of human 
rights129. The wRPHQ¶V ULJKWV DQG ZRPHQ¶V OLEHUDWLRQ movements have been fighting for 
more than a century and are only now making some headway and getting a degree of 
recognition. Yet, even the more recent rights based treaty, the Convention on the Rights of 
Persons with Disabilities (CRPD), which came into effect on 3 May 2008, seems to be 
gaining more prominence in the public sector than child rights.130 Difficult as it seems, the 
efforts of the few in trying their utmost to ensure that child rights are protected is not only to 
be welcomed but indeed necessary IURPWKLVUHVHDUFKHU¶VSRLQWRIYLHZ. 
The CRC is the pivotal instrument for child rights and as with all pivotal instruments 
there are certain provisions that form the core or pillars of the entire treaty or instrument. 
Similarly, in the CRC there are several pillars or as stated by the United Nations Children 
Fund or UNICEF guiding principles131. According to UNICEF there are five guiding 






                                                 
Exploitation shall include, at a minimum, the exploitation of the prostitution of others or other forms of sexual 
exploitation, forced labour or services, slavery or practices similar to slavery, servitude or the removal of 
RUJDQV´ 
Slavery falls within the definition of trafficking, illustrating that the problem has not been eradicated. 
Today human trafficking, in any form, is a multi-billion dollar industry controlled by the biggest and most 
powerful criminal organisations. The problem exists and everyone condemns it but no viable solution is in 
sight, in the foreseeable future at least. This problem has been lingering for centuries but despite the best 
efforts of society to eradicate this disease, it still lingers. One wonders whether it can be eradicated or whether 
it exists innately in the human psyche to act in such a way towards other humans. It could be questioned 
whether children face the same reality.  
Malaysia has been classified as a source, transit and destination state by the United States of America 
Department of State annual country report. Malaysia has continuously lingered around the Tier 2 watch list 




 This observation is based on the practice and application of the convention in Malaysia whereby the 
government puts visibly more effort into protecting people with disabilities as compared to children. 
131
 As stated in their website at: https://www.unicef.org/crc/index_30177.html. 3 Jan 2018. Online.  
132
 The other four principles are non-discrimination; the right to life, survival and development; and the right 
to participate. All these rights have already been provided for in Malaysia albeit indirectly through the Federal 




Article 3: Best Interests of the Child in the Convention 
 
 The significance of the best interests of the child principle, as a pillar of the CRC 
cannot be taken lightly. The best way to acknowledge its importance is by understanding the 
principle. As seen through the brief history above, it is clear that the development has only 
recently gained momentum. Now to further understand its significance, one must truly 
understand the principle at the foundational level and the most basic foundational argument 





either within the CRC or from the CRC Committee. However, the principle itself could be 
broken up to provide a general definition as a starting point. The first area that should be 
PDGHFOHDULV WKHVFRSHRIWKHWHUPµFKLOG¶The layman might define a child as ³D young 
human being below the age of puberty or below the legal age of majority,´133 whilst another 
definition FRXOGEH³a boy or girl from the time of birth until he or she is an adult, or a son or 
daughter of any DJH´134 It should be noted there is a discrepancy as to the beginning of the 
existence of a child, either within the womb or only after birth. This will be vital later when 
comparing the civil law and 6KDUL¶DK law. However, before that, some legal definitions are 
necessary. The CRC provides for the definition of a child in Article 1, which states as follows: 
³)RUWKHSXUSRVHVRIWKHSUHVHQW&RQYHQWLRQDFKLOGPHDQVHYHU\KXPDQEHLQJEHORZ
the age of eighteen years unless under the law applicable to the child, majority is 
DWWDLQHGHDUOLHU´ 
                                                 
133
 Oxford Online Dictionary at https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/child as at 30 September 2016. 
134
 Cambridge Online Dictionary at http://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/child as at 30 
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The UNHCR guidelines also provide an extension to that definition, stating: 
³$µFKLOG¶as defined in Article 1 of the Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC), 
PHDQVµevery human being below the age of 18 years unless, under the law applicable 
to the child, majority is attained earlier¶. In terms of actions by UNHCR, the word 
³FKLOG´UHIHUVWRDOOFKLOGUHQIDOOLQJXQGHUWKHFRPSHWHQFHRIWKH2IILFH LQFOXGLQJ
asylum-seeking children, refugee children, internally displaced children and returnee 
FKLOGUHQDVVLVWHGDQGSURWHFWHGE\81+&5DQGVWDWHOHVVFKLOGUHQ´135 
 
In all probability, the definition was drafted to allow some flexibility for States to 
LQVHUWWKHLURZQGHILQLWLRQIRUµFKLOG¶Bearing that in mind, and for the purposes of this thesis, 
the common law and 6KDUL¶DK law definitions will be used where applicable. In addition to 
that, ZLWKLQWKH&5&WKHWHUP³FKLOGUHQ´FDUULHVDGGLWLRQDOmeaning in that it implies that 
children are also protected as a group and that there would be collective as well as individual 
rights. 
Besides the word child, there are other key words and phrases in the principle that are 
open to different interpretations. On dissecting the principle into its basic components, the 
WHUPµEHVWLQWHUHVWV¶LVDFRPELQDWLRQRIWZRZRUGVHDFKRIZKLFKKDVDdistinct meaning. 
Generally the word µEHVW¶could be an adjective, adverb or a noun but in the context of the 
principle it is an adjective. The adjective here LV³Dword naming an attribute of a noun, such 
DVVZHHWUHGRUWHFKQLFDO´136 This adjective is used to enhance the noun, which in this case 
is the word µLQWHUHVWV¶7KHUHDUHVHYHUDOGHILQLWLRQVEXWWKHPRVWDFFXUDWHGHILQLWLRQIRULWLV
                                                 
135
 UNHCR Guidelines on Determining the Best Interests of the Child available at 
http://www.unhcr.org/4566b16b2.pdf as at 30 September 2016 
136
 Oxford Online Dictionary available at https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/adjective as at 30 
September 2016. 
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³XVXDOO\ LQWHUHVWV D JURXS RU RUJDQLVDWLRQ KDYLQJ a common concern, especially in 
SROLWLFVRUEXVLQHVV´137 This description recognises a category as a whole and in this case 
µFKLOGUHQ¶DUHWKHFDWHJRU\RUJURXS1387KXVWKHSKUDVHµEHVWLQWHUHVWV¶FDQEHORRVHO\GHILQHG
as the best and most beneficial things for the group. 
However, for a more legally acceptable definition there must be more clarity 
especially when the group has no specific representative to express their interests. According 
to Michael Freeman the best definition is provided by John Eekelaar who stated that best 
interests, 
³«UHYROYH DURXQG FKLOGUHQ¶V µEDVLF¶ LQWHUHVWV WR SK\VLFDO emotional and 
LQWHOOHFWXDO FDUH WKHLU µGHYHORSPHQWDO¶ LQWHUHVWV WKDW WKHLU SRWHQWLDO VKRXOG EH
developed so that they enter adulthood as far as possible without disadvantage) and 
WKHLUµDXWRQRP\¶LQWHUHVWVWKHIUHHGRPWRFKRRVHDOLIHVW\OHRIWKHLURZQ´139 
Most other interpretations are of similar ilk although some other explanations or 
descriptions regarding the best interests of the child have been arisen in different 
circumstances. The following definition was provided by the former EU Commissioner for 
Human Rights in a talk, who stated: 
³«WKDW LW LV LQ WKHEHVW LQWHUHVWVRI WKH FKLOG WR UHFHLYHHGXFDWLRQ140 have family 
relations;141 know and be cared for by his or her parents;142 be heard in matters 
concerning him or her143 and to be respected and seen as DQLQGLYLGXDOSHUVRQ´144 
                                                 
137
 Op. Cit. n 136, as at 30 September 2016. 
138
 General Comment No. 14 (2013) on the right of the child to have his or her best interests taken as a 
primary consideration, (art. 3, para. 1). Online. 19 July 2017. Available at 
http://www2.ohchr.org/English/bodies/crc/docs/,GC/CRC_C_GC_14_ENG.pdf . para 23, pg. 7 
139(HNHODDU-RKQ³7KH,PSRUWDQFHRI7KLQNLQJWKDW&KLOGUHQKDYH5LJKWV´International Journal of Law and 
the Family. 6 (1992): 221-235 
140
 Article 28, CRC 
141
 Article 8, CRC 
142
 Article 7, CRC 
143
 Article 12, CRC 
144
 Article 16, CRC 
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In the same way, the CRC states what is not in the best interests of the child, for instance, to 
be exposed to any form of violence;145 to be wrongly separated from his or her parents;146 to 
be subjected to any traditional practices prHMXGLFLDOWRWKHFKLOG¶VKHDOWK147 to perform any 
work that is hazardous or harmful,148 or to be otherwise exploited or abused149´ 
In summary, the best legal definition for µWKHEHVWLQWHUHVWVRIWKHFKLOG¶LVDFKLHYHG
by providing an inclusive list of things that can be part of the definition and those specifically 
linked to child protection. It may not be as clear as most other legal definitions but one that 
allows a considerable amount of flexibility for member States to manoeuvre and on the 
positive side it creates parameters as to what the principle covers. There are other aspects 
within the principle that should be clarified but these will be better expressed whilst 
discussing the drafting process in the travaux préparatoires. 
 
Travaux Préparatoires  
The travaux préparatoires present a record of the discussion, debates and 
negotiations that States went through in order to finalise the CRC. In the travaux 
préparatoires one of the biggest disagreements amongst Member States was the usage of the 
seemingly innRFXRXV DUWLFOH ³D´ RU ³WKH´ EHIRUH WKH SKUDVH ³SULPDU\ FRQVLGHUDWLRQ´ 7KH
basic working text - as adopted by the 1980 working group set up to formulate the provisions 
of the CRC - stated: 
³«WKHEHVWLQWHUHVWVRIWKHFKLOGVKDOOEHWKHSDUDPRXQWFRQVLGHUDWLRQ´150 
                                                 
145
 Article 19, CRC 
146
 Article 9, CRC 
147
 Article 24, CRC 
148
 Article 32, CRC 
149
 Articles 33 ± 36, CRC 
150
 UN Documents E/CN.4/1349 available at http://hr-travaux.law.virginia.edu/document/crc/ecn41349/nid-
428 . Online.18 May 2017. 
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It was the United States of America that provided a counter proposal namely by 
UHSODFLQJ WKH DUWLFOH ³WKH´ ZLWK ³D´151, which was not deliberated immediately. Later the 
UHYLVHG3ROLVKGUDIWUHYHUWHGEDFNWRWKHWHUP³WKH´LQVWHDGRI³D´152 in the 1981 working 
JURXS1RQHWKHOHVVWKH8QLWHG6WDWHVUHLQWURGXFHGLWVSURSRVDORIWKHDUWLFOH³D´LQVWHDGRI
³WKH´RQWKHJURXQGVWKDWWKHprevious proposal had not had time to be debated during the 
same working group discussion. 
Initially, a number of speakers agreed that the Polish draft was wider and provided 
the child with better protection. However, in the search for a compromise it was agreed to 
take as a basis for discussion the proposal of the US delegation and a debate ensued as to 
whether the best interests of the child should be the pre-eminent consideration in actions 
undertaken by those with any dealings with children.153 Moreover WKHZRUG³SDUDPRXQW´
used in the revised Polish draft to qualify the consideration to be given to the interests of the 
child was considered too broad by some delegations who felt that the best interests of the 
FKLOGVKRXOGEH³DSULPDU\FRQVLGHUDWLRQ´154 
Such was the intensity of the discussion that it was not easily resolved as can be seen 
in paragraph 24 of the minutes of the 1981 working group which describes the continuation 
of the debate from the above as follows: 
³,QWKHFRXUVHRIWKHGLVFXVVLRQDVSeaker stated that the interests of the child 
should be a primary consideration in actions concerning children but were not the 
overriding, paramount consideration in every case, since other parties might have 
equal or even superior legal interests in some cases (e.g. medical emergencies during 
                                                 
151
 UN Documents E/CN.4/L.1542 available at http://hr-
travaux.law.virginia.edu/document/crc/ecn4l1542/nid-175 . Online. 18 May 2017. 
152
 UN Documents E/CN.4/L/1575 available at http://hr-
travaux.law.virginia.edu/document/crc/ecn4l1575/nid-176 . Online. 18 My2017. 
153
 Ibid, at paragraph 22. 
154
 Ibid, at paragraph 23. 
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childbirth). He also pointed out that his delegation did not attempt to regulate 
private family decisions but only official actions. The view was also expressed by 
some representatives that paragraph 1 [of Article 3 of the CRC] did not need to have 
a reference to specific obligations of States parties in respect of the best interests of 
the child; paragraph 1 enunciated general principles while the specific obligations of 
the State parties would be listed in the following provisions which would also take 
into consideration actions concerning children and undertaken by their parents or 
JXDUGLDQV´155 
 
Based on the travaux préparatoires, the discussion did not end there but after further 
deliberation a consensus paragraph was accepted based on the proposal by the US delegation 
with the deletion of the word ³RIILFLDO´156 The working group finally adopted the complete 
CRC text in 1987 at the first reading157 and submitted it to the UN Economic and Social 
Council (ECOSOC) for further deliberation or approval. Despite this, the text was not 
finalised until the second reading at another session in 1989.158 It was a compromise in that 
the word ³D´ZDVXVHG7KLVKDVVOLJKWO\GLOXWHGWKHIRUFHRIWKH best interests of the child 
provision where instead of being the ultimate test it becomes merely one of the tests159. 
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 Op. Cit, n. 152 at paragraph 24. 
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 Ibid, paragraphs 25 and 26. 
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 http://uvallsc.s3.amazonaws.com/travaux/s3fs-public/E-CN_4-1988-WG_1-WP_1.pdf?null  
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 81(&262&5HSRUW³4XHVWLRQRID&RQYHQWLRQRQWKHULJKWVRIWKH&KLOG5HSRUWRIWKH:RUNLQJ*URXS
on the draft convention on the rights of the child." http://uvallsc.s3.amazonaws.com/travaux/s3fs-public/E-
CN_4-1989-48.pdf?null , at page 143. Online. 19 July 2017. 
159
 However, a vast majority of scholars have agreed that instead of the watered down effect it has actually 
given it a wider berth. 
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that the delegations which felt that it should be did not insist on removing this 
revisioQFRQVHQVXVZDVUHDFKHGWRPDNHWKHLQWHUHVWVRIWKHFKLOGRQO\µD¶SULPDU\
consideration in all actions, as it had been in the text adopted during the first 
UHDGLQJ´160 
The debate on primary and paramount was still ongoing. TKH&5&XVHV³SULPDU\´
whilst WKH'HFODUDWLRQXVHGWKHWHUP³SDUDPRXQW´161 This was evident in the travaux 
préparatoires when the representative from the Netherlands first proposed that the draft text 
RI$UWLFOHSDUDJUDSKVKRXOGEHDPHQGHGE\UHSODFLQJ³SULPDU\´ZLWK³SDUDPRXQW´162 
However, as the records in the travaux préparatoires attest, the accepted terminology was 
³SULPDU\´7KHGLIIHUHQFHVLQWKHWHUPLQRORJLHVDQGWKUHVKROGVXVHGIRUWKHSULQFLSOHGLUHFWO\
affect the best interests of the child principle because both terms connote different meanings 
(to be elaborated below). The issue stems from something much deeper, and relates to the 
practice of other jurisdictions. In this case the UK position regarding the best interests of the 
child principle or as it is known in the UK the welfare or paramountcy principle forms part 
of the issue.  
The welfare principle has a higher degree of application than the CRC where the 
principle is paramount and not primary, thus WKHWHUP³SDUDPRXQWF\´SULQFLSOHIn the UK 
the paramountcy forms part of the common law and developed independently without any 
necessity for external encouragement163. The English Courts have maintained that the 
paramountcy principle is the same as the requirement under the CRC and the European 
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 Op. Cit., n. 152, at paragraph 125. 
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 In Chapter Three there will be a discussion on the application of the welfare/paramountcy principle in 
England which would include some reference to paramount vs primary, whilst the discussion in this chapter 
will focus on the difference of the paramount and primary consideration of the principle. This research will 
not overlap and instead cross-refer between the Chapters to avoid repetitive analysis and debate. 
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 Op. Cit., n. 152, at paragraph 119. 
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 Whereas Malaysia needed an intervention from the CRC to persuade the authorities in Malaysia to apply 
the CRC principles in Malaysia. 
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Convention on Human Rights (ECHR) provisions but this position is one that this research 
neither supports nor could justify (see discussion in Chapter 3).  
The debate is not limited to the judiciary but extends to academia. The literature has 
swung back and forth with no concrete end in sight. The situation is not helped by the fact 
WKDWWKHUHDUHVRPHZKRVXJJHVWWKDWWKH&5&¶VSULPDF\FRQVLGHUDWLRQLVµGLOXWHG¶DQGWKDW
the UK should lead the way in developing a different or stronger standard. This could be true 
but this is not how international treaties operate. If the CRC is truly diluted any change ought 
to be made through amendments in the CRC. There has to be a discussion at the CRC, led by 
the UK, to amend the CRC to enable this development of the principle to be codified, 
otherwise the CRC remains the standard that has to be followed. 
Furthermore, the CRC Committee seems to agree with the fact that there is a 
GLIIHUHQFHEHWZHHQ³SULPDU\´DQG³SDUDPRXQW´7KLVLVLOOXVWUDWHGWKURXJK$UWLFOHRIWKH
CRC and the General FRPPHQW1RZKLFKVWDWHV³,QUHVSHFWRIDGRSWLRQDUWWKH
ULJKWRIEHVWLQWHUHVWVLVIXUWKHUVWUHQJWKHQHGLWLVQRWVLPSO\WREH³DSULPDU\FRQVLGHUDWLRQ´
EXW³WKHSDUDPRXQWFRQVLGHUDWLRQ´164 There is clear evidence that the two terms are not the 
same and have specific uses in other parts of the CRC. 
All the issues above have implications IRU0DOD\VLDHVSHFLDOO\ZLWKWKH&5&¶VDQG
(XURSHDQ&RXUWRI+XPDQ5LJKW¶V(ECtHR) tacit approval of the degree of importance placed 
on the principle in the UK. Malaysia has tried its best in implementing the obligations placed 
by the principle, even before the 6KDUL¶DK is taken into consideration. The requirements have 
been implemented with the best interests of the child taken to be the primary consideration, 
as stated in the CRC. The issue of whether the principle is based on primacy or paramount 
consideration is one that Malaysia would probably not hesitate to define because of the 
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 Op. Cit. n. 138 at pg. 10 
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differences in the threshold. It is highly likely that, if given the discretion, Malaysia would 
have defined it based on the lower threshold, the reason due mainly to 0DOD\VLD¶VVRFLR-legal 
complexities. 
The socio-legal complexities in Malaysia have played a significant role. Malaysia is 
multi-racial but extremely conservative, notwithstanding the different races, cultures and 
customs that are being practised in both East and Peninsular Malaysia. If the principle is 
merely based on primary consideration then the privacy of the family institution would be 
protected. Taking into consideration the Malaysian context165 where conservatism is the 
norm, the paramountcy principle would be almost impossible to enforce in Malaysia. When 
Malaysia acceded to the CRC, it was under the notion that the principle is of primary 
consideration and not paramount. This allows a gradual implementation of the principle on 
the family institution and the government authorities at an acceptable pace for Malaysia. It 
also allows the Government flexibility in the determining the degree of the test to be applied, 
ZKHQWKHFKLOG¶VEHVWLQWHUHVWZRXOGEHWKHSULPDU\FRQVLGHUDWLRQDQGZKHQWKHLQWHUHVWVRI
others may be considered without damaging the interests of the child. 
What this implies is that any decision taken would still be for what constitutes the 
best interests of the child but the interests of others like siblings, parents and even close 
family members would also be considered before that decision was made. The concept that 
the EU practices that some call proportionality - and which Jonathan Herring refers to as 
balancing all interests -166 SURYLGHVWKDWWKHFKLOG¶VDUHQRWWKHonly interests to be considered. 
Under the paramountcy principle, the only consideration is that of the interests of the child 
in question, even at the cost of other children or members of the family.  
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 $VKLJKOLJKWHGLQ&KDSWHU2QHXQGHUWKHKHDGLQJ³%DFNJURXQG´WKHUHDUHDORWRILGLRV\QFUDVLHVZKHQHYHU
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However, in summarising the discussion above, had the terms been more 
determinate it would have made the principle too rigid and probably impossible to be 
effected. Michael Freeman¶V statement perfectly illustrates the issue of a rigid approach as 
follows: 
³7KHFKLOG¶VEHVWLQWHUHVWVDUHWREHthe paramount consideration. They are not 
therefore one factor among others. They are not even the first consideration. Under 
this test they are not merely the most important consideration. They are simply 
GHWHUPLQDWLYH´167 
 
According to Michael Freeman the principle had to be drafted in such a way as to 
make it acceptable to all. Therefore a compromise was reached that made it acceptable to all 
and where each would have their own interpretation based RQWKH0HPEHU6WDWH¶VVLWXDWLRQ
This is where the United States proposal during the travaux preparatoires was used as 
discussed above. Freeman continues as follows: 
 
³7KH EHVW LQWHUHVWV concept is indeterminate. And there are different 
FRQFHSWLRQV RI ZKDW LV LQ D FKLOG¶V EHVW LQWHUHVWV 'LIIHUHQW VRFLHWLHV GLIIHUHQW
KLVWRULFDOSHULRGVZLOOQRWDJUHH«,WPD\EHWKDWWKHGHFLVLRQRQHFRPHVWRVD\LQD
disputed custody, or the policy a legislator adopts, will depend on which aspect of a 
FKLOG¶VZHOIDUHLVGRPLQDQWLQWKHPLQGVRIWKHMXGJHRUOHJLVODWRU´168 
 
 This then begs the question as to why the CRC Committee continuously reminds 
States to follow other countries that they feel are more adaptive to the principle and where it 
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has been interpreted to the extreme or higher threshold. Surely, the States have accepted 
these principles and have interpreted them in their own way, bearing in mind the customs 
and historical background of their own country - that is unless the answer is that the CRC is 
heading towards a harmonised definitive principle. Legally, it makes sense to have a 
definitive principle to eradicate all ambiguity, however, this is not the situation in the 
international law or human rights forum. 
 The international law and human rights forum is a conundrum of layer upon layer of 
interpretive issues, exemptions, negotiations, and most importantly having an inability to be 
clear to ensure States are not bound or obligated to follow provisions which are deemed 
politically unviable for a specific state. To explain further, if states felt cornered or obligated 
to perform in a situation against their wishes, they would feel the need to withdraw from the 
said treaty or convention. Even worse, as the US has done before, they would unsign from a 
treaty or convention.169 In an international instrument, whilst disagreements or disputes can 
be negotiated, the worst case scenario is a complete withdrawal. As long as the States remain 
within the treaty, the relevant committees and States would be able to negotiate a 
compromise. 
 Nonetheless, the bar has been set whereby, the best interests of the child principle has 
EHHQGHILQHGDVDERYHDQGWKHSULQFLSOHLVRQHRIWKHPDLQRU³SULPDU\´FRQVLGHUDtions but 
QRWWKHGHILQLWLYHRUDEVROXWHRU³SDUDPRXQW´FRQVLGHUDWLRQ. The travaux préparatoires have 
also illustrated the debate surrounding the principle, that iWLVQRW³the SULPDU\FRQVLGHUDWLRQ´
EXW³a SULPDU\FRQVLGHUDWLRQ´7KLVLVWKHSULQFLSOHDVset out in the CRC, the one that should 
be accepted by all member states and also the position that this research supports. 
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 The US Government under the Clinton Administration had signed the Rome Statute and informed the 
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Critiques of Article 3 
 
The best interests of the child principle encapsulated in Article 3 paragraph 1 is well 
drafted but it is by no means perfect. Based on the travaux préparatoires and articles from 
various scholars it is clear that the principle could have been more comprehensive and clearly 
expressed. In this research one of the most glaring issues in the drafting is the absence of 
referencing or discussion of the CRC to include the provisions of the 6KDUL¶DKIt is not the 
intention of this research to criticise any specific author or scholar but since Islam is one of 
the major world religions with its faith and beliefs being practised as part of daily life, so 
there ought to be some effort to study some of the salient provisions. 
Moreover, the most comprehensive work on the best interests of the child principle 
in the CRC is that of Michael Freeman.170 This is the most comprehensive study on the best 
interests of the child available, providing a complete background and the development of all 
the relevant treaties prior to the CRC. However, the commentary has one major flaw in that 
it has made no mention of 6KDUL¶DK law or any mention of the Islamic legal position on the 
ULJKWVRIDFKLOG,QPRVWRI)UHHPDQ¶VDUWLFOHVWKHUHLVDODFNRIFLWDWLRQRQDQGUHIHUHQFHWR
Islamic law and Islamic scholarship but it is argued here that there is much that a comparative 
study would have provided had 6KDUL¶DK law been included. Among points for discussion is 
the definition of the child in Islam which is significantly different from those definitions 
discussed previously. 
 
The Definition of Child in Islam 
 
A more detailed discussion on the Islamic views on the rights of the child is provided 
in Chapter Five. The definition of a child in Islam is different to that in the CRC and other 
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Western jurisdictions. The Organization of Islamic Conference (OIC) came together and 
drafted the Covenant on the Rights of the Child in Islam (the Covenant) seemingly in 
response to the CRC. The Covenant defines the child as, ³«HYHU\ KXPDQ EHLQJ ZKR
DFFRUGLQJWRWKHODZDSSOLFDEOHWRKLPKHUKDVQRWDWWDLQHGPDWXULW\´171 The selection of the 
term maturity and not majority is significant. 
7KH &DPEULGJH RQOLQH 'LFWLRQDU\ GHILQHV PDMRULW\ DV ³WKH DJH ZKHQ \RX OHJDOO\
become an aGXOW´,WFRQQRWHVDVSHFLILFSRLQWLQWLPHZKHUHeveryone attains majority and, 
in the case of the CRC, is eighteen.172 However, the term maturity in the same dictionary is 
GHILQHGDV³PHQWDOGHYHORSPHQWWKHTXDOLW\RIEHKDYLQJPHQWDOO\DQGHPRWLRQDOO\OLke an 
DGXOWDQGIXOOJURZWKWKHVWDWHRIEHLQJFRPSOHWHO\JURZQSK\VLFDOO\´7KHWHUPLQRORJLHV
used indicate different meanings with the latter describing a person that becomes an adult 
both biologically and mentally. This best defines the adult in Islamic law. However, the 
phrase age of majority is still used in this research because Malaysia has her own Age of 
Majority Act 1971.173 
The difference with the above definition is that the cut-off point is the age of majority 
or in Islamic terms baligh. This term will be explained in detail in Chapter Five. What should 
be highlighted here is that the definition is generic enough for domestic legislation to make 
it more specific. The SharL¶ah in Malaysia has not defined the child in any written law. 
However, therHLVDQHGLFWZKLFKVWDWHVWKDWWKHIRHWXVLVµEUHDWKHGOLIH¶DWWKHDJHRIGD\V
and therefore LQFOXGHVDEDE\VWLOOLQWKHPRWKHU¶VZRPE  
Therefore, the definition of a child in the context of the 6KDUL¶DKin Malaysia is from 
a 120-day old foetus until the child comes of age or baligh. Although the rights of the foetus 
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 Article 1, the Covenant 
172
 The Western concept is determinate based on the age of the individual i.e. as stated in Article 1 of the 
CRC. Whereas in Islam the concept is flexible based on the biological clock and physiology of the individual 
as illustrated in this Chapter. 
173
 More will be discussed on the Malaysian position in Chapter Four. 
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are not as developed as those of the child, the foetus still has rights.174 Although this is not 
DQLGHDOGHILQLWLRQDQGFRXOGEHWHUPHGDµGLYLQHEDVHG¶SURYLVLRQLWFDQQRWEHVSHFLILFVince 
includes the concept that different people come of age (or reach maturity) at differing ages. 
From some perspectives, including the Islamic perspective, a IRHWXV¶ right to life is subject 
WR DZRPDQ¶V ULJKW WR DQ DERUWLRQ.175 Even in the definitions above, the beginning of the 
existence of the child has never been fully accepted by all. In Islam the issue is clear that the 
child176 in the womb is an individual with every right to live.177 The only exemption to the 
said maxim is if the bearing of the child endangers the life of the mother, and thence an 
abortion becomes a necessity or when the child has no chance of survival, for example an 
encephalic baby.178 This is basically the definition of a child in Islam.  
The difficulty for researchers that do not know Arabic in order to have access to the 
6KDUL¶DKmaterial is understood, particularly since material in English is very limited. The 
researcher himself faced the same problems because the discussions within the Islamic 
scholarly circles were more often than not in Arabic. The difficulty for a non-Muslim and 
non-Arabic reader or researcher to study the 6KDUL¶DK is considerable because the Arabic 
language does not have exact equivalence with English179. Furthermore if it was difficult 
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 The rights of an unborn child is not a complete right. It has the right to life during the time they are in their 
PRWKHU¶VZRPEDQGHYHQWKHULJKWWREHFRQVLGHUHGIRUfaraidh or succession. For further reading see Majdah 
Zawawi, Assisted Reproductive Technologies in Malaysia: Balancing Rights and Responsibilities. 
Unpublished PhD Thesis. Kuala Lumpur: International Islamic University, Malaysia, (2007) p. 303. See also 
<DVHLQ0RKDPHG³FiÏrah DQG,WV%HDULQJRQWKH3ULQFLSOHVRI3V\FKRORJ\´The American Theories of 
Islamic Law Journal of Islamic Social Sciences, 12: 1, (1995): 12. Print. 
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 7KLVWKHVLVZLOOQRWGHEDWHRQDSHUVRQ¶VULJKWWRKDYHDQDERUWLRQEHFDXVHLWLVQRWSDUWRIWKLVWKHVLVand is 
subject to the laws of the relevant State. The abortion law in Malaysia is very strict but this in turn has given 
ULVHWR³LOOHJDO´DERUWLRQFOLQLFVEHLQJUXQE\PHGLFDOSURIHVVLRQDOV,QDPHHWLQJZLWKWKHUHSUHVHQWDWLYHVRI
WKH0DOD\VLD0HGLFDO&RXQFLOWKHPHGLFDOSURIHVVLRQDOVIHHOWKDWWKHZRPDQ¶VULJKWQRt to be 
burdened/humiliated by the presence of the child supersedes the law. The section 315, Malaysian Penal Code 
specifically states that an abortion is illegal unless it is to save the mother (there are more explanations and 
exceptions). 
176
 This issue will be described in more detail in Chapter Five. 
177
 At the very least, from when the foetus is 120 days old. 
178
 In Malaysia, most medical practitioners have ruled that the child has no chance of survival; although in the 
western civilisations there have been cases of successful birth and survival after medical surgery. 
179
 The Arabic language does have similarities with the French language. 
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enough to find material on WKHFKLOG¶VHQYLURQPHQWLQWKHZHVWZKLOHLWLVQHDUO\LPSRVVLEOH
to find it for the Muslim world, especially in English180. The language barrier is therefore 
significant. Arabic is not an easy language to learn and for juristic interpretation one must 
have a strong command of the Arabic language. The mere fact of being a practising Muslim 
does not entitle or allow a person to make interpretations of the Quran. 
The fear is that without the necessary training and education in the Arabic literature, 
the interpretation may be awry. Therefore for the untrained scholar one has to accept the 
approved texts either from one of the branches of the Sunni schools or from one of the 
Muslim scholars. It comes as no surprise therefore that there is an absence in Western 
literature of any reference to Islamic thinking and thought in this area. However the concern 
is that in developing and progressing the principle there might be challenges and obstacles 
arising from differences in the understanding and interpretation of the principle. Also, any 
progress or development made without input from the Muslim perspective may give the 
wrong impression to the Muslim world. 
Some other examples of the application of best interests of the child in Islam will now 
be looked at, first going back to the birth of the child and the issue of the rights of a woman 
to have an abortion mentioned earlier. The life of a child begins at the foetal age of 120 days 
old for Muslims, at least in Malaysia. The protection of the life of the child falls within the 
definition of the best interests of the child principle. However, the question remains as to 
how one woXOGHQIRUFHLWLILWFRQWUDGLFWVDZRPDQ¶VULJKWWRKDYHDQDERUWLRQ181. 
Basically the question is whether the rights of the child or the rights of the woman 
prevail,QIDFWLQ0DOD\VLDWKHUHLVQRFKRLFHDVWKLQJVVWDQGGHVSLWHFDOOVIURPZRPHQ¶V
advocate groups, and this situation will continue until the Penal Code is amended and there 
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 The literature in Arabic is quite extensive. 
181
 The argument in footnote 174-178 above. 
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is the notion that the Government might be inclined to side with women. However, this 
may not be happening in the foreseeable future on the grounds that the current Malaysian 
Government cannot be seen to be contradicting Islamic teachings or the 6KDUL¶DK. Therefore 
abortion would never be legal in Malaysia, especially for foetuses above 120 days old and 
therefore on this debate, the rights of the child would probably prevail over the rights of the 
woman. 
Another difficulty that arises in interpreting the definition of the best interests of the 
child, is the right of the child not to be subjected to any traditional practices prejudicial the 
FKLOG¶V KHDOWK RU $UWLFOH  RI WKH &5& 7KH PRVW REYLRXV H[DPSOH LV WKH LVVXH RI
circumcision in Islam, which is mandatory for boys.182 There have been cases in England 
whereby the judge has ruled that male circumcision for boys (under the age of 18) is deemed 
WREHQRWLQWKHFKLOG¶VEHVWLQWHUHVWVEDVHGRQ$UWLFOHVDQGRIWKHCRC.183 The practice 
is to have the circumcision at a young age before the boy has reached five years old. However, 
some have even argued that circumcision at a young age is a human rights violation.184 It is 
interesting to note that the author of the article claiming that circumcision is a human rights 
violation is also the Executive Director, Attorneys for the Rights of the Child and was 
referring to a German case on the matter.185 
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 Despite it being quite rampant in Muslim countries, female circumcision or female genital mutilation is not 
compulsory and some jurists have levelled it as merely recommended. However, it has to be stated that the 
practice of female circumcision in Malaysia is not the same as practiced in Africa. In Malaysia, for those who 
want to be circumcised, it can only be done by medical professionals or midwives who have had proper 
medical training. It should also be noted that in Islam there are also exceptions to the rule but it is mandatory 
for men especially when they want to attend congregational prayers or lead the said prayers. 
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There are some cases where it has been argued to be a human rights violation, such 
as SS (Malaysia) v Secretary of State for the Home Department186 and Re B and 
G.187Although the researcher understands the judges¶ perspective, the fact remains that the 
procedure is medically safe with modern technology being used188 and the procedure is 
mandatory for Muslim men. This also illustrates another facet of Islam that may be 
contradictory to the western sphere of thought in that the reason a Muslim child is 
circumcised is to bear witness that the parents have fulfilled their duty to ensure that their 
children are Muslims. However, in western civilization, a child should be free to decide for 
himself when he or she comes of age, usually at 18 or 21 depending on their upbringing. 
This illustrates both the positive and negative aspects of a theological approach to the 
best interests of the child principle. In the 6KDUL¶DK this principle is applied for religious 
reasons. None of those reasons can be questioned. Muslims accept them as they are and are 
unlikely to amend the provisions at all. However, there are some Muslim scholars who 
TXHVWLRQWKLVULJLGLW\LQ,VODPHVSHFLDOO\WKRVHRI6KL¶LWHGHQRPLQDWLon. 
7KH6KL¶LWHVEHOLHYH WKDW WKLV ULJLGLW\ LQ WKH6XQQLV LVKLQGHULQg the progression of 
Islam. Taking for example the 6KDUL¶DK LWVHOI DFFRUGLQJ WR VRPH 6KL¶LWH scholars, the 
6KDUL¶DK law is not divinely ordained and as such more flexibility should be allowed. Despite 
there being some truth regarding the so-called rigidity,189 the truth is there is still room for 
innovation when the need arises and as long as it does not constitute a violation of the 
6KDUL¶DK. Some of these arguments have been mentioned in Chapter Five, but let us take one 
example to try and negate this argument. 
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 [2013] EWCA Civ 888, Case No: C5/2013/3057 Court of Appeal (Civil Division) 18 July 2013  2013 WL 
3550456 
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 [2015] EWFC 3 
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 A common practice in Malaysia is to use laser cutters for more hygienic procedures. 
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 The term Sunni comes from the Arabic phrase Ahlul Sunnah Wal Jamaah which is literally translated LQWR¶
WKHSHRSOHIROORZLQJSUDFWLFHVRIWKHVRFLHW\¶and refers to the teachings of the Holy Prophet Muhammad 
(pbuh). 
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To take the example of a girl going to a boarding school in some faraway place,190 
according to the Sunnah, a girl or woman can only leave the house with a muhrim or a person 
related; or someone she cannot marry. This is a mandatory provision in the Sunnah. However, 
the Muslim scholars have agreed, including the Sunnis, that a girl who wants to stay in a 
boarding school has been deemed to fulfil that requirement once she has obtained her parents 
approval to register in the said school. The same applies to a woman heading off to work. 
Technically, she has to meet the said requirement or obtain KHU KXVEDQG¶V RU SDUHQWV¶
approval everyday she wants to go to work. The Muslims scholars have agreed that the initial 
permission is sufficient until the husband or parents expressly state otherwise. 
Therefore there is innovation within the 6KDUL¶DK and it is not so rigid in situations 
that it becomes stagnant. There can be interpretation of the SKDUL¶DK in certain circumstances 
but it must fulfil certain elements. This then leads to the next issue of whether there is an 
ulterior motive to these so-called human rights instruments. In a meeting to draft 0DOD\VLD¶V
next CEDAW and CRC Reports within the Ministry of Women, Family and Community 
Development it was raised by the then Law Lecturer, ProfeVVRU 'DWR¶ 'U =DOHKD
Kamaruddin191 that when Malaysia is preparing reports it has to ensure that it does not fall 
into the trap of becoming too western-centric, thereby foregoing all our Asian values. There 
is an awareness within Asian academia that there should be some safeguards in place to check 
this phenomenon192. 
 In summary, the best interest of the child principle is an acceptable principle to all, 
be it the common law or the 6KDUL¶DK. Acceptance itself is not a problem as proven by the 
fact that all the Islamic States have accepted Article 3 of the CRC in the current form whereby 
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 Most of the top academic schools in Malaysia either secular or religious are boarding schools. 
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 Now the Rector of the International Islamic University Malaysia 
192
 The shortage of material in Malaysia affects several other Asian jurisdictions. However, there are now 
literatures from Pakistan and Iran in trying to clarify 6KDUL¶DK law for western consumption. There are also 
other theoretical perspectives, such as post-colonialism, highlighting Asian-centric thinking. 
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the threshold is a primary consideration without any reservations. The issue however is the 
understanding of the said principle and working with the same interpretation. 
 
Horses for Courses 
 Another area that should be highlighted relates to the primary versus paramount 
debate. That debate is specific but it illustrates the general feeling that surrounded the drafting 
of the CRC and lingers today within the CRC Committee. The travaux préparatoires clearly 
indicated that compromise was necessary to ensure the smooth passage of the CRC and in 
the case of this research included the best interests of the child principle. Besides the lack of 
6KDUL¶DK reference, the interpretation of the provisions of the treaty differs on a case-by-case 
basis. This should not be the case for a treaty that has to apply to all the Member States. 
 The degree involved in Article 3 paragraph 1, was drafted specifically to allow for 
flexibility giving all States room WRFRPSO\7KHLPSRUWDQFHKHUHLVWKDWWKHDSSOLFDWLRQ³VKDOO
EH D SULPDU\ FRQVLGHUDWLRQ´ DQG QRW ³shall EH WKH SDUDPRXQW FRQVLGHUDWLRQ´ 7KLV WKHVLV
DJUHHVWKDWWKHPHDQLQJRI³SULPDU\´DVfirst or main but it is not the only consideration. This 
research is of the view that if the intention of the drafters was for the best interests of the 
child to be the only consideration then Article 3 paragraph 1 would have read differently. 
 Looking at the travaux préparatoires above, it was not a coincidence that the US 
proposal was chosen over the Polish proposal despite the latter being a more popular 
choice193 but despite this the CRC Committee seems reluctant to abide by the consensus. The 
principle is accepted but what is applicable and how it is to be defined in order to apply it in 
practical terms, acceptable to all parties, remains unclear. The principle was defined loosely 
but the application has been narrowed through the comments made by the CRC Committee 
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 Refer to the discussion above in footnote n. 150-154. 
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on States that have used their own interpretation on the said principle. The problem arises 
when the CRC Committee insists on it being harmonised into what they deem acceptable 




³ The best interests of a child shall be a primary consideration in the adoption 
RI DOO PHDVXUHV RI LPSOHPHQWDWLRQ 7KH ZRUGV ³VKDOO EH´ SODFH D VWURQJ OHJDO
obligation on States and mean that States may not exercise discretion as to whether 
FKLOGUHQ¶V EHVW LQWHUHVWV DUH WR EH DVVHVVHG DQG DVFULEHG WKH SURSHU ZHLJKW DV D
primary consideration in any action undertaken. 
37. 7KHH[SUHVVLRQ³SULPDU\FRQVLGHUDWLRQ´PHDQVWKDWWKHFKLOG¶VEHVWLQWHUHVWV
may not be considered on the same level as all other considerations. This strong 
position is justified by the special situation of the child: dependency, maturity, legal 
status and, often, voicelessness. Children have less possibility than adults to make a 
strong case for their own interests and those involved in decisions affecting them 
must be explicitly aware of their interests. If the interests of children are not 
highlighted, they tend to be overlooked. 
38. In respect of adoption (art. 21), the right of best interests is further 
strengthened; it LVQRWVLPSO\WREH³DSULPDU\FRQVLGHUDWLRQ´EXW³WKHSDUDPRXQW
FRQVLGHUDWLRQ´,QGHHGWKHEHVWLQWHUHVWVRIWKHFKLOGDUHWREHWKHGHWHUPLQLQJIDFWRU
when taking a decision on adoption, but also on other issues. 
39. However, since article 3, paragraph 1, covers a wide range of situations, the 
Committee recognizes the need for a degree of flexibility in its application. The best 
interests of the child ± once assessed and determined ± might conflict with other 
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interests or rights (e.g. of other children, the public, parents, etc.). Potential 
conflicts between the best interests of a child, considered individually, and those of 
a group of children or children in general have to be resolved on a case-by-case 
basis, carefully balancing the interests of all parties and finding a suitable 
compromise. The same must be done if the rights of other persons are in conflict 
ZLWK WKH FKLOG¶V EHVW LQWHUHVWV ,I KDUPRQL]DWLRQ LV QRW SRVVLEOH DXWKRULWLHV DQG
decision-makers will have to analyse and weigh the rights of all those concerned, 
bearing in mind that the right of the child to have his or her best interests taken as a 
primary consideration means that the child's interests have high priority and not just 
one of several considerations. Therefore, a larger weight must be attached to what 
serves the child best. 
40. 9LHZLQJWKHEHVWLQWHUHVWVRIWKHFKLOGDV³SULPDU\´UHTXLUHVDFRQVFLRXVQHVV
DERXWWKHSODFHWKDWFKLOGUHQ¶VLQWHUHVWVPXVWRFFXS\LQDOODFWLRQVDQGDZLOOLQJQHVV
to give priority to those interests in all circumstances, but especially when an action 
KDVDQXQGHQLDEOHLPSDFWRQWKHFKLOGUHQFRQFHUQHG´194 
 Based on the above, specifically paragraphs 36 and 37, the CRC describes the 
LPSRUWDQFHRI³DSULPDU\FRQVLGHUDWLRQ´+RZHYHUWKHOHYHOGHVFULEHGGRHVQRW reconcile 
with the description in paragraphs 38 and 39. In paragraph 38, the principle is described as 
LPSRUWDQW EXW LI LW LV WR EH WKH GHWHUPLQLQJ IDFWRU WKHQ LW VKRXOG EH ³WKH SDUDPRXQW
FRQVLGHUDWLRQ´DVGHVFULEHGHDUOLHULQWKLVFKDSWHU7KHUHIRUHLW is natural to conclude that 
there have to be differing levels of application based on the terminologies used. 
 Furthermore, in paragraph 39, the CRC describes possible conflicts if the best 
interests of the child principle is applied in isolation. The application should look at the facts 
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 Op. Cit., n. 138, paragraphs 36-40, pg 10. 
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of the case as well as other factors that are also principles existing within the CRC albeit 
not having the same status as the best interests of the child, but important nonetheless. This 
research is of the view that if consideration is to be given to other elements and aspects of 
the CRC then the best interests of the child are not the paramount considerations because 
there will be conflict between the different considerations. 
 This research reaffirms this position based on the understanding that if the best 
interests of the child principle is to be applied it must consider all factors before any decision 
is made. It does not matter whether the consideration is based on an individual child or a 
group of children; it has to EHGRQHFRPSOHWHO\7KHIDFWWKDWWKHFKLOG¶VLVVXHVPXVWEHVWXGLHG
on a case-by-case basis is agreed, after which the other factors must be reviewed. The 
elements that have to be considered have already been provided by the CRC and are further 
entrenched by the CRC Committee195 LQFOXGLQJWKHFKLOG¶VYLHZ196 SURWHFWLRQRIWKHFKLOG¶V
identity,197 the preservation of the family environment and maintaining relations,198 care, 
protection and safety of the child,199 situation RIYXOQHUDELOLW\WKHFKLOG¶VULJKWWRKHalth200 
DQGWKHFKLOG¶VULJKWWRHGXFDWLRQDOORIZKLFKPXVWEHFRQVLGHUHGEDVHGRQWKHEHVWLQWHUHVWV
of the child. 
 The principle has been clarified but there are still implementation issues that remain 
ambiguous. This research is mindful that the CRC is an international treaty that was built on 
consensus, but it is binding. There should not be different standards applied to different States 
because there is only one treaty. The principle was drafted loosely for a purpose, nonetheless 
it has to be followed. 
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 This chapter has tried to convey the debate surrounding the best interests of the child 
principle with a more practical appreciation. The theoretical aspect is still being debated and 
shows little sign of abating. What the discussion proves is that the CRC has determined the 
scope of the best interests of the child principle and the threshold. However, there seems to 
be a move to enhance the threshold beyond the mandate. This factor can be seen in the 
application of the best interests of the child principle in certain States that have gone above 
what has been set by the CRC. 
 If the development were universally accepted then this development would be a 
natural progression and should be acceptable to all Member States. However, the fact that 
some States are still lagging behind in implementing the most basic of all the pillars of the 
CRC is clearly not a sign that progress and development is the next step for the CRC. Instead 
it should still be seeking to understand and maintain the current position. 
 This chapter reiterates the position that the best interests of the child principle is 
legally binding on all Member States and the principle has been specifically stated in Article 
3 paragraph 1. The principle also states that the best interests of WKH FKLOGSULQFLSOH LV ³D
SULPDU\ FRQVLGHUDWLRQ´ DQG QRW ³WKH SDUDPRXQW FRQVLGHUDWLRQ´ 7KLV HQWDLOV DQ DSSURDFK
involving greater compromise whereby the rights of the child are still the main and most 
important interests to be protected but will be balanced out with other interests. This may not 
be the same approach taken to the principle as in one of the States used for comparison in 
this research, namely the UK. In Chapter Three, the research will look at the best interests of 
the child principle in the UK and its application. 
 Besides the above, this Chapter has also offered another critique towards the best 
interests of the child principle, namely that the CRC does not view the 6KDUL¶DKas a valid 
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source. Despite some referral to the 6KDUL¶DK in articles 14 and 20, there is no record of 
any relevant discussion on this in the drafting of Article 3 paragraph 1. Although some of the 
blame could have been laid on the Muslim countries themselves for not seeking involvement 
in the earlier sessions or Working Group discussions, this should not be an excuse to 
marginalise the views of about twenty percent of the world population201. In Chapter Five, 
this research will delve into the 6KDUL¶DK realm to compare the best interests of the child and 
the 6KDUL¶DKequivalent. 
The CRC is the treaty for child rights and should be representative of all the best 
principles available and therefore the absence of the 6KDUL¶DKprinciples in Article 3 is not 
ideal. This should not have been the case since the CRC was debated in a friendlier 
environment as compared to other conventions. The following quotation elucidates that fact:  
³7KH:RUNLQJ*URXSRSHUDWHGRQWKHEDVLVRIFRQVHQVXV$WQRWLPHGXULQJ
its work, in other words, was a proposal taken to a vote. Besides being important to 
the spirit of the drafting exercise, this had three important ramifications. 
Firstly, it contributed to the fact that the drafting process was so lengthy, since 
it meant that every text and proposed modification had to be debated until all 
members of the Working Group could agree or at least agree not to disagree. 
Secondly, the consensus system resulted in the abandonment of certain 
proposals, notwithstanding the support of a clear majority. One casualty was a 
proposal to include a provision explicitly placing severe limitations on medical 
experimentation on children: there was general agreement on the principle, but no 
formulation could be found that satisfied all delegations, so the issue was quite simply 
dropped. 
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Another major factor which affected the functioning of the Working Group, 
more especially in its early years, was the political climate. The change in the 
atmosphere of the meetings as of 1985, when East-West relations began to thaw in 
earnest, was remarkable. It contributed greatly to the Working Group being able 
gradually to move into top gear from then on, since it reduced to a minimum the 
purely political statements and negotiation that had previously been a hallmark of the 
GLVFXVVLRQ´202 
 
The quotation describes an environment that was initially tedious but ended in being 
very affable. The Working Group should have invited experts or NGOs that had a background 
in 6KDUL¶DK law to assist them or at the very least provide some input. Nonetheless, this 
research will hopefully provide more insights into the 6KDUL¶DK in Chapter Five. 
The situation that currently exists should not be a blueprint for the way forward for 
the best interests of the child principle. This is the standard and level that exists today but it 
need not be the future for the best interests of the child principle. In the proceeding chapters, 
the best interests of the child principle in the CRC will be analysed comparing England and 
0DOD\VLD¶V LPSOHPHQWDWLRQ LQ WKH&5&E\DQDO\VLQJ WKH8.&KLOGUHQ $FWDQG WKH
Malaysian Child Act 2001 as well as the 6KDUL¶DK. This will entail comparisons of the UK 
equivalent of the best interests of the child principle namely the welfare or paramountcy 
principle, and the best interests of the child principle in Malaysia with the influence of the 
6KDUL¶DK on Malaysian law. The next chapter will first introduce how the best interests of the 
child principle developed in England, with a brief historical segment. The chapter will then 
look at the law today. 
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Finally, the best interests of the child principle has been applied throughout the 




has yet to acquire much specific content or to be the subject of any sustained analysis 
designed to shed light on its precise meaning. The most important formulation is 
FOHDUO\WKDWFRQWDLQHGLQ$UWLFOHRIWKH&RQYHQWLRQRQWKH5LJKWVRIWKH&KLOG« 
Yet despite its very limited jurisprudential origins, the principle has come to 
be known in one form or another to many national legal systems and has important 
analogues in diverse cultural, religious and other traditions. This apparent 
commonality contrasts sharply, however, and potentially very revealingly, with the 
very diverse interpretations that may be given to the principle in different settings. 
Thus, to take one example, it might be argued that, in some highly industrialized 
FRXQWULHV WKH FKLOG¶V EHVW LQWHUHVWV DUH µREYLRXVO\¶ EHVW VHUYHG E\ SROLFLHV WKDW
emphasize autonomy and individuality to the greatest possible extent. In more 
traditional societies, the links to the family and the local community might be 
FRQVLGHUHGWREHRISDUDPRXQWLPSRUWDQFHDQGWKHSULQFLSOHWKDWµWKHEHVWLQWHUHVWVRI
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The best interests of the child principle in England 
 
Introduction 
In the previous chapter, it was established that the best interests of the child principle 
was formalised after a series of declarations which finally led to the negotiated convention. 
It established the necessary requirements that States must abide by in order to fulfil the best 
interests of the child principle. Initially, the chapter looked at the travaux préparatoires and 
the definition of the best interests of the child principle in order to understand the historical 
background of the principle with the hope of further understanding it. The historical aspect 
is important because it provides some of the answers as to why the principle was drafted in 
its current form. 
As stated in the previous chapter the importance of the principle is such that it is 
acknowledged as one of the five main pillars of the CRC204. Some of the salient features of 
the principle include: when the principle should be applied, who should apply it and how 
States should enforce it. Even at sentence structure level, the difference of a definite and 
LQGHILQLWH DUWLFOH ³D´ DQG³WKH´had led to the best interests of the child principle being 
construed as either the sole criteria or merely one of the criteria to be considered whenever 
the interests of the child are raised. The discussion regarding the level of consideration to be 
given to the principle was further debated as to whether it should be construed as paramount 
or primary, which must be read together with the previous factor of the definite and indefinite 
article. Read together, this meant that the principle either attained an absolute status - where 
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no other consideration was remotely as important - or it had to be considered together with 
other factors or interests. 
Among the issues that will be looked into in this chapter is the UK application of the 
ZHOIDUHRUSDUDPRXQWF\SULQFLSOHDQGLILWIXOILOV8.¶VUHTXLUHPHQWVXQGHUWKH&5&7KLVLV
important because the central issue to be deliberated in this chapter regards the debate 
between the rights-based perspective of the CRC and the primary consideration it gives to 
the best interests of the child principle, as opposed to the welfare principle or paramountcy 
principle enunciated in the English jurisprudence, which is a welfare-based approach. The 
best interests of the child principle has been applied in England since the late nineteenth 
century, as part of the common law. 
This chapter begins with a brief historical overview of the principle as applied in the 
common law of England. This is important for this thesis because the crux of this research is 
the comparison of two States, England and Malaysia, who are both parties to the CRC and 
share an almost identical legal system. The similarity extends to the application of the law 
within both legal systems. Innately, the application of the principle should be similar no 
matter which country is involved but Article 3 paragraph 1 has not been applied uniformly 
throughout. This occurs because the principle has been interpreted differently in Malaysia, 
which sees it as an international human rights principle205, as compared to England which 
applies it as a family law principle206. However to have any semblance of understanding the 
application of the principle in England one needs to look at the history and development of 
the principle. 
Following this, the welfare principle in English law is considered in the context of 
the CRC. Referring to the literature mentioned above, it is shown how the application of the 
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SULQFLSOHLVLQIOXHQFHGE\WKHIDFWWKDW(QJODQG¶VGRPHVWLFODZDOVRKDVLVVXHs within itself 
that require specific interpretation. In the UK it is known as the welfare or paramountcy 
principle. This chapter also looks at the possible future direction of the principle, including 
not only the academic perspectives, but also the practical aspects of the principle. The 
implications for Malaysia will be discussed in Chapter Four 
 
Background 
The Common Law has been developed over centuries, some records putting it as early 
as the middle of the 12th Century. Therefore, before the best interests of the child principle 
was introduced in England there were other maxims and norms applicable or exercised. The 
earliest known child law principle was in the pre-Common Law era when the British Isles 
were ruled by the Holy Roman Empire. Emperor Hadrian, who happened to be the first ruler 
to attempt making a law for children, tried to curb the absolute power of parents over children. 
The Roman maxim then was known as patria potestas or power that the male head of a family 
exercised over his children and his more remote descendants in the male line, whatever their 
age, as well as over those brought into the family by adoption207. This was the norm and the 
state tried its best not to intervene with internal family matters. The issue of child protection 
and upbringing was essentially therefore an internal family matter; and for the most part 
untouchable by the State. 
However, there were exceptions to the rule which alludes to another maxim and that 
is parens patriae208,QFDVHVZKHUHWKHFKLOG¶VSDUHQWVZHUHGHHPHGWREHXQILWWRFDUHIRU
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 Parens patriae is Latin for "parent of the nation." In law, it refers to the public policy power of the state to 
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the child, the courts would then order the government to take intervening action. Initially, 
this was only done in cases where the parents were deemed to be of unsound mind. This 
development came in the late 16th and early 17th Century209. So far this is the earliest known 
record of any form of rights or norm on children per se in the English legal system. Ironically 
from this maxim there are traces of the best interests of the child principle and it is possible 
that it was developed from this. Although the courts and the government did not declare it as 
such, their actions were taken in the best interests of the child to ensure that children were 
cared for and not left in the hands of an incapacitated person.210 Initially it began as rights 
for the child. 
 
Origins of the Welfare Principle 
 This chapter continues by focusing on the law relating to the welfare of the child 
principle itself whilst tracing the legal origins of the principle. According to Eekelaar, the 
origins of the welfare principle originated from the case of R. v De Manneville.211 It was in 
this case that the Court had to consider whether a father who would put his child in bodily 
danger should be allowed to claim possession of his child. The Court decided that it was for 
the welfare of the child that custody was not awarded to his father if to do so would put him 
LQERGLO\GDQJHU7KLVZDVWKHRULJLQRIWKHµZHOIDUHSULQFLSOH¶RIWKH&KDQFHU\FRXUWV212 
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However, the principle as it was practised then was not the same as the principle 
that is being practised in England today. The welfare principle today is child-orientated or 
child-friendly whereas the principle then was totally different, being more patriarchal. One 
need only compare the principle by looking at some of the decisions taken in cases that 
illustrate the application of the principle as it was first understood in the nineteenth century. 
They show that the principle was directly linked to the parents or as another stated³«WKH
private family sphere English Law continued to view children as the property of their 
IDWKHU´213 
 These following cases were referred to both by Eekelaar214 and MacDonald215 to 
illustrate the welfare principle in its infancy. In Wellesley v Duke of Beaufort216 WKH³«ILOLDO
DIIHFWLRQDQGGXW\WRZDUGVWKHLUIDWKHURSHUDWHWKHXWPRVW´6RWKHFKLOG¶Vinterests were best 
met by showing duty to the father. Then in Symington v Symington,217 Selborne LC said, (it 
is) ³in the material and moral interest of boys to leave them in the care of their natural and 
OHJDOJXDUGLDQ´,WLVDVVXPHGWKDWWKHSRVLWLRQLVWKHVDPHIRUgirls. The best case to sum up 
the principle as it was then is the case of re Agar-Ellis.218 ,WZDVVWDWHGWKDW³«ZKHQE\ELUWK
the child is subject to a father, it is for the general interest of families, and for the general 
interest of children, and really for the interests of the particular infant, that the Court should 
not, except in very extreme cases, interfere with the discretion of the father but leave it to 
him the responsibility of exercising that power which nature has given him by birth of the 
FKLOG´7KLVFRXOGEHVDLGWREHDQDWXUDOLVWYLHZRIWKHVWDWXVRIFKLOGUHQDWWKDWWLPHDQG
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seems to ignore the need to acknowledge the role of the mother or wider familial care. The 
extremity referred to was not defined but could be seen on a case-by-case basis. 
 Nonetheless, despite this initial approach taken by the Courts and the Government to 
leave the welfare of the child purely in the hands of their father or legal guardian this situation 
did not last. It was during the late nineteenth century that the child protectionist movement 
gained momentum in Europe (as mentioned in Chapter Two). Similarly, in England a new 
law was passed to that effect, namely the Prevention of Cruelty to, and Protection of, Children 
Act 1889. Section 1 provided that it would be an offence to ill-treat and neglect children.  
³Any person over sixteen years of age who, having the custody, control, or 
charge of a child, being a boy under the age of fourteen years, or being a girl under 
the age of sixteen years, wilfully ill-treats, neglects, abandons, or exposes such child, 
or causes or procures such child to be ill-treated, neglected, abandoned, or exposed, 
in a manner likely to cause such child unnecessary suffering, or injury to its health, 
shall be guilty of a misdemeanour, and, on conviction thereof on indictment, shall be 
liable, at the discretion of the court, to a fine not exceeding one hundred pounds, or 
alternatively, or in default of payment of such fine, or in addition to payment thereof, 
to imprisonment, with or without hard labour, for any term not exceeding two years, 
and on conviction thereof by a court of summary jurisdiction, in manner provided by 
the Summary Jurisdiction Acts, shall be liable, at the discretion of the court, to a fine 
not exceeding twenty-five pounds, or alternatively, or in default of payment of such 
fine, or in addition thereto, to imprisonment, with or without hard labour, for any term 
not exceeding three months.´ 
It is interesting to note that the Act above created an offence for any person above 16 
years old, against boys under 14 and girls under 16; while no definition of child was provided 
for in the said Act. It is assumed that childhood ended at the age of sixteen in the late 
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nineteenth century. 219 This shows that childhood ended earlier then, before the 
developments in the late nineteenth century. There is no evidence as to whether the age of 
majority was by design or the necessity of getting more people into the labour force, but that 
was the age of majority in the 1889 Act. This also shows that the current generation is 
accorded more time to mature and develop than their ancestors. 
The above provision also listed the categories of offences namely that one, ³LOO-treats, 
neglects, abandons, or exposes such child, or causes or procures such child to be ill-treated, 
neglected, abandoned, or exposed, in a manner likely to cause such child unnecessary 
VXIIHULQJRULQMXU\WRLWVKHDOWK´This was clearly a paradigm shift from leaving the care, 
protection and development of the child HQWLUHO\WRWKHFKLOG¶VSDUHQWVDQGOHJDOJXDUGLDQ
The shift from the extreme cases scenario before state intervention was quite clear although 
it took time before the implementation was completed by all interested parties, both 
administrators and Courts. 
The Courts also began leaning more closely to a welfare principle that was more 
child-centric. For example, in re McGrath220 Lindley J held that: 
³7KHZRUGwelfare must be taken in its widest sense. The moral and religious 
welfare of the child must be considered as well as its physical wellbeing, nor can ties 
RIDIIHFWLRQEHGLVUHJDUGHG´ 
 
Subsequently, not only was the welfare principle established, there was also an 
enhanced level or importance of the principle since the welfare of the child had to be the 
paramount consideration in the case. The case of F v F,221 )DUZHOO-KHOGWKDW³7KHFRXUWLQ 
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considering the question of guardianship has regard before all WKLQJV WR WKH LQIDQW¶V
welfare; it has regard, of course, to the rights of the father and the mother, but the essential 
UHTXLUHPHQWVRIWKHLQIDQWDUHSDUDPRXQW´7KLVFDVHfollowed an earlier American case that 
had coined the phrase that everyone knows today. The Kansas Supreme Court held that the 
courts paramount consideration ZDVWREHWKHFKLOG¶VZHOIDUH222 
'HVSLWH(HNHODDUVWDWLQJWKDWWKH&RXUWV¶PRWLYHVPD\QRWEHSXUHO\IRUWKHFKLOG¶V
best interest,223 the enactment of the 1889 Act and the Courts actions marked the advent of 
the welfare principle in England. This sowed the seeds of the welfare principle espoused in 
the English Courts to this day, in cases involving children. Although other aspects may be 
considered, it is the welfare of the child that must be given the paramount consideration. 
While the principle did not begin with that express intention, it has developed into that 
condition. The paramountcy principle basically means that in cases involving aspects of the 
child that are listed in Section 1 of the 1889 Act, the most important consideration must be 
the welfare of the child. 
 
Is the Welfare (or Paramountcy) Principle in the Children Act 1989 Similar to the 
Best Interests of the Child Principle in the CRC? 
 
Now that it has been established that the welfare principle is embedded in the English 
common law, the main question is whether the welfare principle is equivalent or fulfils 
(QJODQG¶VREOLJDWLRQVXQGHU$UWLFOHRIWKH&5&ZKLFKVSHDNVRIthe best interests of the 
child principle. The best interests of the child principle is not expressly stated in the English 
Children Act 1989. This is so despite the fact that the UK and England are parties to the CRC. 
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In England the best interests of the child principle has been construed as part of its 
well established welfare principle, which is enshrined in the Children Act 1989. The welfare 
principle has been defined in case law to be as follows:  
 
³«D SURFHVV ZKHUHE\ ZKHQ DOO UHOHYDQW IDFWV UHODWLRQships, claims and 
wishes of parents, risks, choices and other circumstances are taken into account and 
weighed, the course to be followed will be that which is most in the interests of the 
FKLOG¶VZHOIDUHDVWKDWWHUPKDVQRZWREHXQGHUVWRRG7KDWLVWKHfirst consideration 
because of its first importance and the paramount consideration because it rules upon 
RUGHWHUPLQHVWKHFRXUVHWREHIROORZHG´224 
 
 This is also why the welfare principle is also called the paramountcy principle. The 
historical reasoning behind this has been discussed above. In addition to that, an event closer 
in time could be studied, that is the repealed $FWRIZKLFKXVHG WKH WHUP³ILUVW DQG
SDUDPRXQWFRQVLGHUDWLRQ´QXPHURXVFDVHODZVWKDWKDYHLQWHUSUHWHGWKLVWHUP7KHZHOIDUH
of the child is the first and ultimately only consideration that the Courts should entertain 
ZKHQGHDOLQJZLWKWKHFKLOG¶VEHVWLQWHUHVWV7KHGUDIWLQJRIWKH$FWZDVSUREDEO\RQ
the above quoted case, thereby codifying the common law ratio at the time. 
Nonetheless, the welfare or paramountcy principle is a rather ambiguous term since 
the literature on the matter is divided, even in England. Some claim that the principle follows 
the principle as laid down in the CRC225 however others claim that it is the main and only 
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test to be administered in cases involving children.226 This has led to it being deemed 
contradictory with another English Law, the Human Rights Act that will be explained further 
in this chapter. 
The welfare or paramountcy principle is not only ingrained in the English common 
ODZEXWDFFRUGLQJWRFDVHODZLWLVSDUWRIWKH&RXUW¶VLQKHUHQWSRZHUV7KLVLQKHUHQWSRZHU
of the Court was there even before the welfare or paramountcy principle was expressed in 
the Children Act 1989. The welfare priQFLSOH WDNHV WKH FKLOG¶V ZHOIDUH DV LWV SDUDPRXQW
FRQVLGHUDWLRQ DQG WKHUHIRUH WKLV LV DOVR WKH FKLOG¶V EHVW LQWHUHVW 7KH ZHOIDUH SULQFLSOH LV
provided for in section 1 of the Children Act 1989, which states as follows- 
 
³1. Welfare of the child. 
(1) When a court determines any question with respect to² 
(a) the upbringing of a child; or 
(b) WKH DGPLQLVWUDWLRQ RI D FKLOG¶V SURSHUW\ RU WKH DSSOLFDWLRQ RI DQ\
income arising from it, 
WKHFKLOG¶VZHOIDUHVKDOOEHWKHFRXUW¶VSDUDPRXQWFRQVLGHUDWLRQ. 
(2) In any proceedings in which any question with respect to the upbringing of a 
child arises, the court shall have regard to the general principle that any delay in 
determining the question is likely to prejudice the welfare of the child. 
(3) In the circumstances mentioned in subsection (4), a court shall have regard in 
particular to² 
(a) the ascertainable wishes and feelings of the child concerned 
(considered in the light of his age and understanding); 
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(b) his physical, emotional and educational needs; 
(c) the likely effect on him of any change in his circumstances; 
(d) his age, sex, background and any characteristics of his which the court 
considers relevant; 
(e) any harm which he has suffered or is at risk of suffering; 
(f) how capable each of his parents, and any other person in relation to 
whom the court considers the question to be relevant, is of meeting his needs; 
(g) the range of powers available to the court under this Act in the 
proceedings in question. 
(4) The circumstances are that² 
(a) the court is considering whether to make, vary or discharge a section 
8 order, and the making, variation or discharge of the order is opposed by any 
party to the proceedings; or 
(b) the court is considering whether to make, vary or discharge a special 
guardianship order or an order under Part IV. 
(5) Where a court is considering whether or not to make one or more orders under 
this Act with respect to a child, it shall not make the order or any of the orders unless 
it considers that doing so would be better for the child than making no order at all.´ 
[emphasis added] 
 Section 1 has been interpreted to include the best interests of the child principle in 
WKDWLWFRQVLGHUVWKHFKLOG¶Vwelfare as the primary concern in determining what is best for 
the child. This section goes on to explain when and how to use the principle. The elements 
that form the welfare principle have been provided for in paragraphs (a) to (g) of subsection 
3. There is no mention of referring to the parents or guardians of the child in question. 
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Similarly there is no referencing to siblings in the provisions. There is a glaring propensity 
for supporting WKHFKLOGDQGWKHFKLOG¶VQHHGVRQO\ 
As with any other general principles of law or maxims there are of course exemptions 
to the said principle. These exemptions are provided for in subsections (4) and (5). This law 
and the exemptions are part of the welfare and paramountcy principle, but the main question 
is whether it also falls within the ambit of the best interests of the child principle provided 
for in the CRC. 
 England of course, has an obligation to ensure that the provisions of the CRC are 
fulfilled especially those that are deemed to be the general principles of the CRC.227 
However, since the Children Act 1989 came into force before the CRC, the Courts have taken 
the role of incorporating the principles of the CRC into English law since Parliament itself 
has not done so. Again, the question arises as to whether that meets the requirements of the 
CRC. The last CRC Committee Recommendations to the UK do not really answer this but 
they do seem to show that the Committee feels that whatever the rule that has been placed to 
fulfil these obligations has not been executed completely 7KH &RPPLWWHH¶V




26.  The Committee regrets that the principle of the best interests of the child is 
still not reflected as a primary consideration in all legislative and policy matters 
affecting children, especially in the area of juvenile justice, immigration and freedom 
of movement and peaceful assembly. 
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27. The Committee recommends that the State party take all appropriate 
measures to ensure that the principle of the best interests of the child, in 
accordance with article 3 of the Convention, is adequately integrated in all 
legislation and policies which have an impact on children, including in the area 
of criminal justice and immigration.´228 
 The paragraph above has been emphasised in bold type exactly as done by the CRC 
Committee in their recommendation report. It should be pointed that the report above is for 
the UK as a whole and includes the position of Scotland, Northern Ireland and Wales229. This 
research will limit the focus on England as mentioned in Chapter One. 
The recommendation stated that the UK has not fully incorporated the best interests 
of the child principle in all legislative and policy matters involving children. The CRC 
Committee illustrated three areas of concern, namely criminal justice, immigration and 
freedom of movement and assembly. However the CRC Committee recommended that the 
best interests of the child should be more integrated especially in specific areas, namely 
criminal justice and immigration. The CRC Committee did not elaborate further than that 
and one can assume that the transgressions were not major ones.230 It merely mentioned that 
the UK should address and integrate the principle into UK policies and law. 
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In the current global climate the issue of immigration is a sensitive one,231 
especially for this current government with all the election campaigns revolving around the 
issue of immigration.232 The fact that the Courts have tended to allow the Secretary of State 
considerable discretion in dealing with immigration cases, even those involving children has 
not helped matters.233 Nonetheless, the CRC Committee had specifically mentioned the 
immigration policies of the UK as a specific area of concern and clearly some effort needs to 
be made to address the recommendation, such as reviewing the said policies. 
 Despite the above, one cannot but notice the difference both in the phrases and the 
level of proof applied (either as the only inference or as one of the inferences). This will be 
considered later in the chapter, suffice to say at this stage that the matter is far from being 
resolved and extremely ambiguous. Let us now look at the law in general in England 
regarding child welfare. 
 
The Law in England 
 The principle has developed and evolved within the English legal system without 
much international exposure until recently. The evolution could be seen through the 
development of the principle on a rights-based and welfare-based approach. As mentioned 
earlier, the law in England on child rights began through a recognition of some form of basic 
rights for children. This later developed into welfare-based rights since the wordings of the 
Children Act 1989 and the precedent of the Courts had interpreted them in such a manner. 
Currently, there seems to be a return to a rights-based concept, although with a more 
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expansive set of rights. The excerpt below illustrates how the law in England has 
developed and evolved encapsulating the issue concisely. 
³$EULHIFKURQRORJLFDl overview of judicial pronouncements reveals a gradual 
VKLIWQRWRQO\IURPµULJKWV¶ WRµZHOIDUH¶ZLWKLQWKHODVWFHQWXU\EXWDOVRDVWHDGLO\
LQFUHDVLQJUHVLVWDQFHWRµULJKWV-WDON¶LQWKHIDPLO\ODZFRQWH[W,QS v S,234 Wilmer LJ 
GHVFULEHG FRQWDFW DV µQR PRUH WKDQ WKH EDVLF ULJKW RI DQ\ SDUHQW¶ +RZHYHU WKLV
characterisation of contact was rejected subsequently by Ormrod LJ in A v C.235 He 
IRXQGWKDWµ6RIDUDVDFFHVVWRDFKLOGLVFRQFHUQHGWKHUHDUHQRULJKWVLQWKHVHQVH
in which lawyers understand the word. It is a matter to be decided always entirely on 
WKHIRRWLQJRIWKHEHVWLQWHUHVWVRIWKHFKLOG¶7KLVVKLIWIURPµULJKWV¶WRµSULQFLSOH¶
was further affirmed by Lord Oliver in Re K D (Minor) (Ward: Termination of 
Access)236 a pre-HRA wardship case. He VSHFLILFDOO\FRQVLGHUHGWKHPRWKHU¶VDSSHDO
that the right of access was a parental right protected by Article 8 ECHR and that to 
WHUPLQDWHDFFHVVZLWKKHUFKLOGZRXOGUHVXOWLQEUHDFKRIKHU$UWLFOHULJKWV´237 
 7KHUHOHYDQWSRUWLRQRI/RUG2OLYHU¶VGHFLsion was as follows: 
³3DUHQWKRRG>FRQIHUV@«RQWKHSDUHQWVWKHH[FOXVLYHSULYLOHJHRIRUGHULQJ«
WKH XSEULQJLQJ RI FKLOGUHQ RI WHQGHU DJH « 7KDW LV D SULYLOHJH ZKLFK « LV
FLUFXPVFULEHGE\PDQ\OLPLWDWLRQV«:KHQWKHMXULVGLFWLRQRIWKHFRXUWVLVLQYRNHG
for the protection of the child the parental privileges do not terminate. They do, 
however, become immediately subservient to the paramount consideration- «WKH
ZHOIDUHRIWKHFKLOG´238 
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 Therefore, although the CRC declares that rights are important and should be 
upheld in all Member States, some are still apprehensive. Referring to the above statement 
there seems to be a reluctance on the part of the English Courts to allow rights to other 
categories of persons other than children due to the paramountcy principle in cases falling 
within the ambit of section 1 of the Children Act 1989. Nonetheless, this has actually allowed 
the Courts to develop a more balanced interpretation of the principle which is closer to the 
CRC. 
 Furthermore the English Courts are also bound by other laws when interpreting the 
welfare principle and the best interests of the child principle under the CRC. These include 
both domestic and international law. The first law is the Human Rights Act 1998, which was 
enacted after both the Children Act 1989 and the CRC; whilst the second is the European 
Convention on Human Rights (ECHR) and its cases decided under the relevant provision of 
the ECHR by the European Court on Human Rights. This was the legal provision, Article 8 
of the ECHR, referred to in the Re K D (Minor) (Ward: Termination of Access)239 mentioned 
above. Therefore, in looking at the current development of the English principle one must 
look at the major influences on the principle.  
 The above is just some of the legislation that has some manner of influence on the 
application of the principle. The next part of the chapter deals with the extent to which the 
influence of these laws has on the application of the welfare and the best interests of the child 
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Other Legal Influences on the English Courts 
 As stated earlier, the English Courts have to take into account various other laws in 
interpreting the welfare principle as well as the best interests of the child principle. These 
influences are both domestic and international.  
The English courts are free to interpret domestic laws based on how the common law 
has led them. In other words the variation would be minimal as the justification and rationale 
would be based on their understanding of the law based on their training in the common law. 
The international influence is of a different kind. Most international instruments are 
structured and drafted in the civil law method and this would require a different mind-set to 
interpret. The issue here would be whether England has adopted and accepted the principle 
appropriately, as envisaged by the CRC, or has it adopted a different path.  
The influence discussed here is limited to the issue of the best interests of the child. 
Looking at the main issue at hand, it is an amalgamation of international and domestic laws. 
The most prominent law is the Human Rights Act 1998, specifically Article 8, which states 
as follows: 
³$UWLFOH5LJKWWRUHVSHct for private and family life; 
 
1. Everyone has the right to respect for his private and family life, his home 
and his correspondence. 
2. There shall be no interference by a public authority with the exercise of this 
right except such as in accordance with the law and is necessary in a 
democratic society in the interests of national security, public safety or the 
economic well-being of the country, for the prevention of disorder or crime, 




Although the above cited provision does not specifically touch on the best interests 
of the child or the welfare principle, it is related to it. The provision above relates to family 
freedom from government interference or how the family unit may bring up their child as 
they seem fit. The provision has an inevitable effect because when the courts make their 
decision it is not based purely on what is in the best interests of the child or his welfare but 
instead on the balance of all interested parties, according to case law. The English courts have 
construed the above provision to include the welfare principle and therefore the law has not 
changed. 
The influence of the Human Rights Act should also be read together with the ECHR 
whereby the Human Rights Act incorporated the provisions of the ECHR making it part of 
UK law.240 This can be seen in the introduction to the Human Rights Act 1998 which states 
as follows: 
³$Q$FW WRJLYHIXUWKHUHIIHFW WR ULJKWVDQGIUHHGRPVJXDUDQWHHGXQGHU the 
European Convention on Human Rights; to make provision with respect to holders of 
certain judicial offices who become judges of the European Court of Human Rights; 
DQGIRUFRQQHFWHGSXUSRVHV´ 
 
Therefore, Article 8 above is literally the provision in the ECHR. If we were to take 
the interpretation of the words literally, the emphasis of the courts would no longer be the 
best interests of the child or the welfare of the child being paramount but would be only one 
of the interests or be based on proportionality. The dicta of Hirst LJ in R v Secretary of State 
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for Home Department, ex parte Gangadeen and Khan,241 ³VWDWHG WKDW LQKLVYLHZ WKH
Convention case law cited to him: 
³«GHPRQVWUDWHVTXLWHFOHDUO\WKDWLQWKHLULQWHUSUHWDWLRQRI$UWLFOHLQWKH
present context, the human rights court and the Commission approach the problem as 
a straightforward balancing exercise, in which the scales start even, and where the 
weight to be given to the considerations on each side of the balance is to be assessed 
according to the individual circumstances of the case; thus they do not support the 
QRWLRQWKDWSDUDPRXQWF\VKRXOGEHJLYHQWRWKHLQWHUHVWVRIWKHFKLOG´242 
 
However, the courts when applying the interpretation have taken a rather narrow and 
³PLQLPDOLVWDSSURDFK´243 in interpreting Article 8. In fact, in construing the provisions and 
looking at the ECHR case law, the Courts have actually stated that there is absolutely no 
difference in the welfare principles applied in England and those of the laws of the ECHR 
through its incorporation via the Human Rights Act. There may be a reason to this since 
initially most have argued that the ECHR did not incorporate the best interests formula. 
³$ IDU PRUH IXQGDPHQWDO UHDVRQ KRZHYHU PXVW EH WKH ZD\ LQ ZKLFK WKH
ECtHR244 deals with the fact that the Convention contains no formula referring to the 
FKLOG¶VEHVWLQWHUHVWV8QOLNHWKHSDUDPRXQWF\SULQFLSOHWKDWJRYHUQVGHFLVLRQPDNLQJ
LQ RXU GRPHVWLF FRXUWV QRQH RI WKH &RQYHQWLRQ¶V DUWLFOHV LQGLFDWHV WKDW D FKLOG¶V
position commands DSDUDPRXQWSODFH,QFKLOGUHQ¶VFDVHVZKLFKQRUPDOO\LQYROYHD
conflict between the rights of several individuals, the ECtHR sees its job as to balance 
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one set of rights against another, without any initial presumption favouring one 
RYHUWKHRWKHU´245 
 
Initially, there was apprehension on the acceptability on the ECHR Convention 
HVSHFLDOO\DIWHU(QJODQGEHFDPHDSDUW\WRWKH&5&³«WKHUHLVDORQJ-standing suspicion 
of rights among family law lawyers, especially because the notion of parental rights might 
EHXVHGWRXVXUSWKHIXQGDPHQWDOSULQFLSOHWKDWWKHZHOIDUHRIWKHFKLOGVKRXOGEHWKHODZ¶V
paramount concern.246´3DUHQWDOULJKWVKDYH been one of the maxims used by the European 
courts within the concept of balancing of rights of those involved. 
There seems to be a major difference between the English and European positions, 
one that revolves around the paramountcy principle. This then relates to the earlier discussion 
on the definition of the best interests of the child principle in Chapter Two. The issue has 
been discussed in Chapter Two, regarding the different thresholds of consideration and later 
in this Chapter the rights versus principle or welfare approach will be examined. At this 
juncture the explanation by Michael Freeman is relevant, whereby the words in the CRC 
were purposely drafted to allow flexibility and not to be paramount but of primary only. If 
that is the stand then the following commentary regarding the ECHR illustrates the matter 
clearly. 
³7KXVWKHDSSURDFKRIWKH(&+5PXVWEHGLVWinguished from the application 
of the paramountcy principle simpliciter for this reason: in a choice between two 
outcomes for a child, the application of the principle would require that if one option 
ZRXOGEHHYHQVOLJKWO\SUHIHUDEOHIURPWKHFKLOG¶VSHUVpective compared to that of a 
parent, that outcome should be chosen even though it would cause a substantial 
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infringement of parental rights, where the other one would not. Hence, if it is 
DFFHSWHGWKDWWKH(XURSHDQ&RXUWRI+XPDQ5LJKW¶VDSSURDFKLVLQIOXenced by the 
CRC, as discussed above, then it also has to be accepted that the Court is responding 
WR D &RQYHQWLRQ WKDW FOHDUO\ UHIHUV WR WKH FKLOG¶V LQWHUHVWV DV µSULPDU\¶ QRW
µSDUDPRXQW¶7KXVE\DSSURDFKLQJWKHLVVXHRIµIDLUEDODQFH¶DVDQRSSRUWXQLWy to 
weigh all interests in the scales, the European Convention is still intrinsically opposed 
to the UK paramountcy approach, which rejects any notion of balance, since interests 
other than those of the child appear not to weigh in the scales at all. In contact disputes 
the Strasbourg approach may indirectly benefit fathers since their interests are ± to a 
greater extent than those of the mother ± prone to be viewed by domestic courts as 
opposed to those of the child since the father tends to be the non-reVLGHQWLDOSDUHQW´247 
The article above relates to a case of rights of access to the child, it nonetheless shows 
the tendency of the European Courts to view the matter based on proportionality. This chapter 
does not wish to highlight the shortcomings of the ECHR but merely illustrates the law that 
England is bound to follow. However, it does show that the ECHR and its Courts, whilst 
acknowledging the best interests of the child, may have placed the best interests of the child 
at too low a level to begin with.248 Suffice it to say, the English law and that of the ECHR are 
not in parallel concerning the best interests of the child. 
Moreover, the English courts have also been influenced by the Immigration Act 1971. 
As mentioned earlier the English courts have accorded the government some leverage 
especially involving deportation cases. This leverage can be seen as follows: 
³« WKH 6HFUHWDU\ RI 6WDWH¶V EURDG GLVFUHWLRQ WR GHSRUW ± traditionally 
respected by the courts under the Wednesbury grounds of review - «´249 
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7KLV DOORZDQFH KDV FOHDUO\ LQIOXHQFHG WKH FRXUWV¶ MXGJPHQWV HVSHFLDOO\ LQ FDVHV
involving immigration and deportation. This seems not to be in line with the requirements or 
conditions of the welfare principle or the CRC. However, the Courts may have begun to shift 
their stand, as Baroness Hale opined, in relation to the question of weight for the best interests 
of the child. This can be seen in the case of ZH v (Tanzania) (FC) v Secretary of State for the 
Home Department.250 It was held as follows: 
 ³)RURXUpurposes the most relevant national and international obligation of 
WKH 8QLWHG .LQJGRP LV FRQWDLQHG LQ DUWLFOH  RI WKH 81&5& µ,Q DOO DFWLRQV
concerning children, whether undertaken by public or private social welfare 
institutions, courts of law, administrative authorities or legislative bodies, the best 
LQWHUHVWVRIWKHFKLOGVKDOOEHDSULPDU\FRQVLGHUDWLRQ¶7KLVLVDELQGLQJREOLJDWLRQLQ
international law, and the spirit, if not the precise language, has also been translated 
into our national law. «7KHLPPLJUDWLRQDXWKRULWLHVZHUHDWILUVWH[FXVHGIURPWKLV
duty, because the United Kingdom had entered a general reservation to the UNCRC 
concerning immigration matters. But that reservation was lifted in 2008 and, as a 
result, section 55 of the Borders, Citizenship and Immigration Act 2009 now provides 
that, in relation among other things to immigration, asylum or nationality, the 
6HFUHWDU\ RI 6WDWH PXVW PDNH DUUDQJHPHQWV IRU HQVXULQJ WKDW WKRVH IXQFWLRQV µDUH
discharged having regard to the need to safeguard and promote the welfare of children 
ZKRDUHLQWKH8QLWHG.LQJGRP¶«´ 
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 Another law that used to influence the position is the repealed Adoption Act 1976. 
There is a specific part of the Act entitled Welfare of the Children containing sections 6 and 
7 that states as below. 
 
³6. Duty to promote welfare of child. 
In reaching any decision relating to the adoption of a child a court or adoption agency 
shall have regard to all the circumstances, first consideration being given to the need 
to safeguard and promote the welfare of the child throughout his childhood; and shall 
so far as practicable ascertain the wishes and feelings of the child regarding the 
decision and give due consideration to them, having regard to his age and 
understanding. 
 
7. Religious upbringing of adopted child. 
An adoption agency shall in placing a child for adoption have regard (so far as is 
SUDFWLFDEOH WR DQ\ ZLVKHV RI D FKLOG¶V SDUHQWV DQG JXDUGLDQV DV WR WKH UHOLJLRXV
upbringing of the child.´ 
 
 Note the language used in section 6, whereby the provision states clearly that the 
welfare of the children is the first consideration. It is not the paramount consideration as 
stated in the Children Act 1989. This provision clearly means that the welfare of the child is 
one of the considerations and not the ultimate consideration that shaped the way the English 
Courts approached the welfare principle. This would make it compatible to the CRC, ECHR 
and HRA. It is also in line with the balancing of rights theory espoused by the European 
Court of Human Rights. However, that interpretation does not sit well with some,251 who 
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argue that it degrades the status of child rights to lower than it should be or in other words 
lowering the threshold. 
The law that repealed it is the Adoption and Children Act 2002 and the words used 
reverted back to the position in the Children Act 1989. Currently, the specific part which 
related to the welfare of the children is no longer there. Instead the principle has been 
distributed within the Act, where and when it is applicable. The references are as follows: 
 
1. Considerations applying to the exercise of powers 
(1) This section applies whenever a court or adoption agency is coming to 
a decision relating to the adoption of a child. 
(2) The paramount consideration of the court or adoption agency must be 
WKHFKLOG¶VZHOIDUHWKURXJKRXWKLVOLIH 





52. Parental etc. consent 
(1) The court cannot dispense with the consent of any parent or guardian 
of a child to the child being placed for adoption or to the making of an 
adoption order in respect of the child unless the court is satisfied that² 
(a) the parent or guardian cannot be found or is incapable of giving 
consent, or 
(b) the welfare of the child requires the consent to be dispensed with. 
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The two provisions have differing levels of proof. Whilst section 1 is clearly in 
line with the Children Act 1989 together with an adherence to the paramountcy principle, the 
same cannot be said for section 52 where the Court is accorded discretion to interpret what 
DPRXQWV WR WKH ZHOIDUH RI WKH FKLOG 7KH SULQFLSOH LV DSSOLHG EDVHG RQ WKH &RXUW¶V
understanding of the law and how it is interpreted. This is also influenced by precedents in 
place from near similar situations and interpretations, resulting in the law being applied based 
on what the Courts are used too. 
There are other laws related to this matter that have been mentioned in case law such 
as the Borders, Citizenship and Immigration Act 2009. This was referred to in the ZH case 
mentioned earlier. The law was amended to accommodate the CRC provisions. The amended 
laws are as follows: 
³55. Duty regarding the welfare of children 
(1) The Secretary of State must make arrangements for ensuring that² 
(a) the functions mentioned in subsection (2) are discharged 
having regard to the need to safeguard and promote the welfare of 
children who are in the United Kingdom, and 
(b) any services provided by another person pursuant to 
arrangements which are made by the Secretary of State and relate to 
the discharge of a function mentioned in subsection (2) are provided 
having regard to that need. 
(2) The functions referred to in subsection (1) are² 
(a) any function of the Secretary of State in relation to 
immigration, asylum or nationality; 
(b) any function conferred by or by virtue of the Immigration Acts 
on an immigration officer; 
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(c) any general customs function of the Secretary of State; 
(d) any customs function conferred on a designated customs 
official«´ 
 The law initially allowed the Government to exempt itself from using the welfare 
principle for children in asylum and immigration cases. This was due to several immigration 
cases which invoked the welfare of the child to support their cases for asylum, such as the 
ZH case. However, this changed when UK lifted the reservation made on the CRC concerning 
immigration matters.  
Aside from the above legislations, there are also several other laws that did not 
mention the welfare principle directly but indirectly affected the welfare principle by placing 
exemptions on the application of the principle. These laws include the Sexual Offences Act 
2003 and the Equality Act 2010 neither of which have been considered in this research. 
 
The consideration for the Best Interests of the Child Principle 
 Before looking at the current law in England, it would be clearer to concisely group 
the various theories and possible developments relating to the best interests of the child 
principle and consider the direction in which the law could or should be heading. These 
theories are based on the consideration placed on the best interests of the child principle, 
whether it should be a paramount or primary consideration. There have been numerous 
theories espoused by various scholars and authors, but Jonathan Herring252 has managed to 
encapsulate them into five categories or groups which are listed below. Each has their own 
merit but again quite distinct from the other and some would probably not be in conformity 
with the CRC. 
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 The first is the welfare principle as practised by the English courts and as stated 
in the Children Act 1989. Herring states that it should be practised as it is, without any 
influence from any other law or convention. This would mean that the principle is the sole 
consideration in cases involving children and the interests of other parties are deemed not 
applicable by the Courts. However, when those interests include other children, then the 
Court is willing to balance the interests between the children to a certain degree.253 
Nevertheless, the balancing of rights between two children with conflicting interests is more 
difficult to adjudicate as seen in the case of Re A (Conjoined Twins: Medical Treatment).254 
The judge had to decide whether the life of one of the twins should be sacrificed for the 
survival of the other. The judge decided that the right to survival of one twin - who had a 
better chance of survival - outweighed the interests of the other twin who would have had a 
lesser chance of survival, had her life not been terminated. 
The second category is what Bainham calls the primary and secondary interests, 
which Herring TXRWHV DV IROORZV ³«Whe DQVZHU LV WR FDWHJRULVH SDUHQWV¶ DQG FKLOGUHQ¶V
LQWHUHVWVDVHLWKHUSULPDU\RUVHFRQGDU\LQWHUHVWV$FKLOG¶VVHFRQGDU\LQWHUHVWVZRXOGKDYH
WRJLYHZD\WRDSDUHQW¶VSULPDU\LQWHUHVWVDQGVLPLODUO\DSDUHQW¶VVHFRQGDU\LQWHUHVWVPXVW
give way to a chilG¶VSULPDU\LQWHUHVWV,QDGGLWLRQWKHFRXUWVKRXOGFRQVLGHUWKHµFROOHFWLYH
IDPLO\LQWHUHVW¶´255 The key point in this second category is that recognition is given to the 
interests of both the child and the parents or legal guardians. This would mean that the Court 
PXVWFRQVLGHUWKHFKLOG¶VUHODWLRQVKLSZLWKWKHIDPLO\DVVLJQLILFDQWLQDVFHUWDLQLQJWKHFKLOG¶V
best interests. The collective family interest is therefore an added factor that the court must 
also consider. It is argued here that this category, despite being well balanced and well 
thought out, may seem the most difficult category to implement as it is the furthermost from 
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the welfare principle in the English Children Act and may even be too extreme for best 
interests of the child in the CRC. 
The third category is a relationship-based welfare category proposed by Herring, 
based on the child being brought up in a suitable environment that allows him/her to develop 
positively. This concept seeks to teach the child positive social skills and obligations so as to 
enable him/her to fit into society. According to Herring,  
³,W LV EHQHILFLDO IRU D FKLOG WR EH EURXJKW XS LQ D IDPLO\ WKDW LV EDVHG RQ
relationships which are fair and just. A relationship based on unacceptable demands 
on a parent is not furtKHULQJDFKLOG¶VZHOIDUH,QGHHGLWLVLPSRVVLEOHWRFRQVWUXFWDQ
DSSURDFKWRORRNLQJDWDFKLOG¶VZHOIDUHZKLFKLJQRUHVWKHZHERIUHODWLRQVKLSVZLWKLQ
which the child is brought up. Supporting the child means supporting the caregiver 
and supporting the FDUHJLYHUPHDQVVXSSRUWLQJWKHFKLOG´256 
 
The second and third categories have some similarities whereby, they seem to share 
a societal and familial theme, the difference being the degree of preference given to the two, 
with the second category placing importance on the varying interests of the child and parents 
or guardians. The third category places importance on the family as a collective unit whereby 
the family must benefit for the child to benefit. This third category is probably aligned less 
with the CRC and more with the ECHR or Strasbourg. 
The fourth category is the modified and least detrimental alternative suggested by 
Eekelaar. He summarises his theory as follows: 
³7KHEHVWVROXWLRQLVWRVXUHO\DGRSWWKHFRXUVHWKDWDYRLGVLQIOLFWLQJWKHPRVW
damage on the well-EHLQJRIDQ\LQWHUHVWHGLQGLYLGXDO«LIWKHFKRLFHZDVEHWZHHQD
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VROXWLRQ WKDWDGYDQFHGDFKLOG¶VZHOO-being a great deal, but also damaged the 
LQWHUHVWVRIRQHSDUHQWDJUHDWGHDODQGDGLIIHUHQWVROXWLRQXQGHUZKLFKWKHFKLOG¶V
well-being was diminished, but damaged the parent to a far lesser degree, one should 




Freud and Solnit through their work in 1973258 where child rights, interests and welfare were 
still being developed and well before the inception of the CRC. This theory merges several 
categories into one. It tries to balance as many values as possible whilst retaining the best 
LQWHUHVWV RI WKH FKLOG SULQFLSOH (HNHODDU¶V PRGLILHG WKHRU\ GLIIHUV IURP WKH RULJLQDO EHVW
LQWHUHVWVSULQFLSOHEHFDXVHLQVWHDGRIIRFXVLQJPRUHRQWKHFKLOG¶VLQWHUHVWVWKHPDLQFRQFHUQ
is how the child will benefit without significantly damaging the interests of others. Basically, 
the child will benefit but maybe not as much as he would have benefitted had they used the 
RULJLQDO WKHRU\)XUWKHUPRUH LQ(HNHODDU¶VPRGLILHG WKHRU\ WKH LQWHUHVWVRI WKHSDUHQWVRU
guardians will be given more import if compared to the original best interests of the child 
principle in England.  
The fifth category is balancing all interests259 ZKLFKDFFRUGLQJWR+HUULQJ³VLPSO\
requires the courts to weigh up the interests of each party. There would be no particular 
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 Eekelaar, John. ³%H\RQGWKH:HOIDUH3ULQFLSOH.´Child and Family Law Quarterly, Vol 14:3, (2002): pgs 
243-244. Print. 
258
 Goldstein, J., A. Freud and A. J. Solnit. Beyond the Best Interests of the Child. The Free Press, (1973). 
Print. 
259
 According to Herring this category appears to be supported by Reece. Reece is highly critical of the 
paramountcy principle but argues more along the lines of a feminist view and how the principle has subverted 
ZRPHQ¶VULJKWV5HHFH (in her article Reece, Helen. ³7KH3DUDPRXQWF\3ULQFLSOH&RQVHQVXVRU&RQVWUXFW"´
Current Legal Problems 49.1 (1996): 267) is of the view that as the century was developing the Courts were 
more inclined to give women (specifically mothers) the benefit of the doubt in family matters. In custody 
PDWWHUVWKHFKLOGZDVPRUHRIWHQWKDQQRWDZDUGHGWRWKHPRWKHUDQGKLVLQFOXGHGDOOWKHFKLOG¶VLQWHUHVWV
protected through the mother. (According to Reece mothers obtained full parental authority in 1989 in divorce 
proceedings by virtue of the abolition of the rule that the father is the sole guardian of his legitimate child ± 
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preference for the interests of each of the parties. This approach would suggest that the 
court should make the order which would produce the most benefit and least detriment for 
the parties equally thereby creating an equilibrium of interest. 
The fifth category does seem to be in accordance with the ECHR position whereby 
the European Courts of Human Rights have always balanced the interests of all the parties in 
the family in custody and family cases. Again, in this instance, the interests of the child may 
even be overlooked or not given enough priority if it was felt that was in the interests of the 
whole family, according to Article 8 of the ECHR. This fifth category is more about equality 
of interests of all the parties involved, notwithstanding whether it is in the best interests of 
the child. If this fifth category is equilibrium of interests then it may fall short of the threshold 
that is required by the CRC.  
 These are the main clusters of theories that Herring has concisely identified and are 
considered relevant to this thesis. They represent part of the variations that were alluded to 
in the earlier part of this chapter. These seem to be the main theories raised as possible ways 
forward for the welfare principle in England. However, they remain theories and have not 
been accepted as the law or practice as yet. On the face of it, the closest to the ideal CRC 
threshold would be the one espoused by Eekelaar. His position encompasses a rather 
balanced approach, while always ensuring that the child benefits. This could also be the way 
forward for the CRC to look past the best interests of the child policy and use the one most 
beneficial to the child. 
However, the above remains theoretical and as stated several times, this research has 
to be based closer to practical applications than theory. Before concluding discussion on the 
                                                 
subsection 2(4) Children Act 1989). She was of the view that the principle was given paramountcy purely to 
IRFXVRQWKHLQWHUHVWVRIWKHFKLOGDERYHDOOVRERWKSDUHQWVZRXOGQRWEHQHILW1RQHWKHOHVV5HHFH¶VRSLQLRQ
LVSUREDEO\EDVHGRQKHURZQZRUGVLQWKHVDPHDUWLFOHZKHUHVKHVDLG³7KHSDUDPRXQWF\SULQFLSOe must be 
abandoned, and replaced with a framework which recognizes that the child is merely one participant in a 
SURFHVVLQZKLFKWKHLQWHUHVWVRIDOOSDUWLFLSDQWVFRXQW´ 
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best interest of the child policy, we should focus on the best that this principle could offer. 
/RRNLQJ DW WKH DFWXDO ODZ RU FXUUHQW SUDFWLFH LQ (QJODQG PXFK GHSHQGV RQ WKH &RXUW¶V
interpretation of the law; therefore an attempt is now made to ascertain which of the above 
theories is in use in England. 
 
Current English Position 
 The above represents the background to most of the development of the English law 
pertaining to the welfare/paramountcy principle or best interests of the child. Despite all the 
influences mentioned earlier and the binding Conventions above, the English Courts have 
maintained their position in upholding the paramountcy principle. The current position is best 
described by Baroness Hale in Re G (Children) (Residence: Same Sex Partner)260 where she 
stated: 
 
 ³7KH VWDWXWRU\ Sosition is plain: the welfare of the child is the paramount 
consideration. As Lord McDermott explained in J v C [1970] AC 668, 711, this means 
that it rules upon or determines the course to be followed. There is no question of a 
SDUHQWDOULJKW´ 
 Concise and true, the Courts are bound by the law and section 3 clearly states that the 
welfare of children is the paramount consideration. Clearly there has been no shift from the 
Courts position since 1970, when Lord McDermott stated the above and in 2006, where 
Baroness Hale reiterated the said ratio. This is despite the intervention of the CRC in 1989 
and the ECHR via the Human Rights Act in 1998. Recently however, there seems to be a 
slight softening of the said stance. This can be seen through the statement of Baroness Hale 
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herself in the case of ZH v (Tanzania) (FC) v Secretary of State for the Home 
Department261 that was quoted earlier in this chapter262. 
This is clearly a departure from the earlier case of Re G, whereby a clearly worded 
ratio that the burden of SURRI WR EH XVHG IRU WKH EHVW LQWHUHVWV RI WKH FKLOG LV ³D SULPDU\
FRQVLGHUDWLRQ´DQGQRW³WKHSULPDU\FRQVLGHUDWLRQ´RU³WKHSDUDPRXQWFRQVLGHUDWLRQ´7KHQ
Munby LJ in his decision in Re G (Children) (religious upbringing: education)263 stated that: 
³7KHZHll-being of a child cannot be assessed in isolation. Human beings live 
within a network of relationships. Men and women are sociable beings. As John 
'RQQHIDPRXVO\UHPDUNHG³1RPDQLVDQ,VODQG«´%ODFNVWRQHREVHUYHGWKDW³0DQ
ZDVIRUPHGIRUVRFLHW\´$QGORQJDJR$ULVWRWOHVDLGWKDW³+HZKRLVXQDEOHWROLYH
in society, or who has no need because he is sufficient for himself, must be either a 
EHDVWRUDJRG´$V+HUULQJDQG)RVWHUFRPPHQWUHODWLRQVKLSVDUHFHQWUDOWRRXUVHQVH
and understanding of ourselves and from the earliest days are charted by reference to 
our relationships, both within and without the family, are always relevant to the 
FKLOG¶VLQWHUHVWVRIWHQWKH\ZLOOEHGHWHUPLQDWLYH´ 
 
 His Lordship acknowledges the fact that man, as an individual, needs to be supported 
by his surrounding environment. This includes a family unit for a child, both created naturally 
by birth or adopted through the relevant adoption schemes. He went so far as to say that the 
environment that the child is in might prove to be even more important than what the child 
DVDQLQGLYLGXDOUHTXLUHVZKHQKHXVHGWKHZRUGV³RIWHQWKH\ZLOOEHGHWHUPLQDWLYH´ He then 
went on to pose questions on the duty of a judge in exercising the welfare principle. 
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³At this point a fundamental issue has to be grappled with. What in our 
society today, looking to the approach of parents generally in 2012, is the task of the 
ordinary reasonable parent? What is the task of a judge, acting as a 'judicial reasonable 
parent' and approaching things by reference to the views of reasonable parents on the 
proper treatment and methods of bringing up children? What are their aims and 
objectives? These are questions which, in the forensic forum, do not often need to be 
asked or answered. But in a case such as this they are perhaps unavoidable. 
In the conditions of current society there are, as it seems to me, three answers 
to this question. First, we must recognise that equality of opportunity is a fundamental 
value of our society: equality as between different communities, social groupings and 
creeds, and equality as between men and women, boys and girls. Second, we foster, 
encourage and facilitate aspiration: both aspiration as a virtue in itself and, to the 
extent that it is practical and reasonablHWKHFKLOG¶VRZQDVSLUDWLRQV)DUWRRPDQ\
lives in our community are blighted, even today by lack of aspiration. Third, our 
objective must be to bring the child to adulthood in such a way that the child is best 
equipped both to decide what kind of life they want to lead ± what kind of person 




 The objectives mentioned above illustrate that the Courts are aware that they must 
adapt to the times. This flexibility could be a way for the Courts to consider other factors that 
treat the best interests of the child holistically, in other words on a primary and not paramount 
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would be harmonised with those of the family instead of being concentrated purely on the 
LQGLYLGXDOFKLOG¶VLQWHUHVWV 
 It can be argued that the above case reinforces the case of ZH. However, as of today 
it has not been referred to in the welfare or paramountcy principle issue. So far it has been 
cited in three different cases regarding adoption matters. In all three cases the reference was 
to a quote from another case whereby the judge stated - in applying a paramount 
consideration for the welfare principle ± that it has to be for long term and not short term.265 
Nonetheless, the above cases show the current position in England and it is to be hoped that 
it will lead to a more harmonised position with the CRC. 
 
Best Interests of the Child Principle ± rights-based or welfare-based 
A recurring issue, especially when discussing the best interests of the child principle, 
concerns whether the provisions in the CRC - a rights-based treaty - are rights-based as 
opposed to welfare-based as prevalent in England. This issue is also related to the debate on 
the primacy and paramountcy principle because of the fact that the UK - which is practising 
the paramountcy or welfare principle - approaches the best interests of the child as welfare-
based.266 The welfare principle is based on a paramount consideration so that any notion of 
a primacy consideration reduces the significance or importance of the best interests to a lesser 
consideration.267  
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 Refer to In Re B-S (Children) [CA] [2013] WLR (D) 348, In the Matter of S (Children) [2014] EWCA Civ 
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reference could be made to some of these works, Choudhry, Shazia and Jonathan Herring. European Human 
Rights and Family Law. Oxford and Portland, Oregon: Hart Publishing, 2010; Eekelaar, John³
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Nonetheless, this issue is important because it directly relates to the comparisons 
that are being made and is one of the reasons that the jurisdictions in question have tended to 
maintain their positions as will be seen in Chapter Four when discussing the Malaysian 
jurisdiction. Historically the best interests of the child principle also began as a rights-based 
principle within the common law. The need was perceived for the State to intervene to protect 
children from an environment that was not child-friendly (in some cases from their own 
fathers). As the case laws and statutory provisions illustrate, the debate and the law have 
evolved from the rights-based principle. 
The debate in England has leaned towards a more welfare-based concept.                      
This could stem from the fact that the rights-based arguments are seen as abstract when 
compared to the welfare-based concept. Eekelaar stated that there are two senses of rights; 
namely moral rights and rights recognized through social and institutional mechanisms.268 
Moral rights are generic rights such as that every man has the right to life and so on, whereas 
rights derived from social and institutional mechanisms are rights that are enforced by social 
instruments. The latter could also be described as a legal right. Hart describes it as follows:  
³µDOHJDOULJKW¶$VWDWHPHQWRIWKHIRUPµ;KDVDULJKW¶LVWUXHLIWKHIROORZLQJ
conditions are satisfied: 
 (a) There is in existence a legal system. 
  (b) Under a rule or rules of the system some other person Y is, in the events 
which have happened, obliged to do or abstain from some action. 
  (c) This obligation is made by law dependent on the choice either of X or 
some other person authorized to act on his behalf so that either Y is bound to 
                                                 
Personal Life´2[IRUG2[IRUG8QLYHUVLW\3UHVV. Eekelar, John³%H\RQGWKH:HOIDUH3ULQFLSOH´Child 
and Family Law Quarterly, Vol. 14, No. 3, 2002 pp. 237-249. Fortin, Jane. &KLOGUHQ¶V5LJKWVDQGWKH
Developing Law. 3rd ed. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2009. Freeman, Michael³7DNLQJ
&KLOGUHQ¶V5LJKWV0RUH6HULRXVO\´International Journal of Law and the Family, 6 (1992) 52-71. Print. 
268
 See Eekelaar, J. Family Law and Personal Life. Oxford University Press. (2007): 134. Print. 
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do or abstain from some action only if X (or some authorized person) so 
chooses or alternatively only until X (or such person) chooses otherwise. 
$VWDWHPHQWRIWKHIRUPµ;KDVDULJKW¶LVXVHGWRGUDZDFRQFOXVLRQRIODZLQD
particular case which falls under such rules.´269 
 The purpose of the above is to illustrate that not all rights are enforceable by law. 
Similarly, LQWKLVVLWXDWLRQWKH&5&FDQQRWµHQIRUFH¶DQ\RIWKHSURYLVLRQV270 This appears 
to corroborate the fact that the CRC is a rights-based instrument because it affirms more of a 
moral right as compared to a legal right. 
 Does the welfare-based concept then equate to a legal right? The evidence would 
suggest that the welfare-based concept is the same as the paramountcy principle. The 
paramountcy principle dictates an obligation upon the executing institution to enforce it in a 
specific method. This seeming inflexibility forms an obligation and a duty that is enforceable 
by law. In other words it is a legal right because it has the force of law. 
The position that the UK has moved on to - from rights - is further strengthened by 
the Supreme Court case of Re B (A Child)271 who stated the following: 
 
³To talk in terms of child's rights ± as opposed to his or her best interests ± 
diverts from the focus that the child's welfare should occupy in the minds of those 
called on to make decisions as to their residence.272 
All consideration of the importance of parenthood in private law disputes about 
residence must be firmly rooted in an examination of what is in the child's best 
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interests. This is the paramount consideration. «It is only as a contributor to the 
child's welfare that parenthood assumes any significance. In common with all other 
factors bearing on what is in the best interests of the child, it must be examined for its 
potential to fulfil that aim.273 
 
 Despite the fact that the decision above relates to a custody battle between the 
grandparents and the biological father, the decision in that case is clear. The apex court has 
decided that child rights are not synonymous with the best interests of the child principle. 
This would indicate that the courW¶V view is that the best interests of the child have a higher 
threshold of than child rights.274 
This conclusion is arrived at based on the suggestions made in available literature on 
the above subject. However the CRC is a rights-based treaty, as any other international 
human rights instrument. It cannot be construed otherwise and it should not be interpreted 
otherwise. Based on this fact, this research submits that the best interests of the child principle 
is a rights-based provision. States should therefore change these treaty rights into legal rights 
in domestic law to allow for better application and enforcement. However, this should not 
change the nature or form of that right otherwise the objective and purpose of the right would 
be lost. 
 Currently, the position of the best interests of the child principle in England is not 
clear-cut. Although the English Courts are slowly leaning towards using the same concept 
that is being set by the CRC and the ECHR, it is still ambiguous as to when they will fully 
comply with the same levels as mentioned above. This position is not helped by the 
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confirmed that the welfare of the child is the paramount consideration. 
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OHJLVODWLYH¶VRPLVVLRQWRDPHQGWKH&KLOGUHQ$FW7KHSKUDVHEHORZVXPPDUises 
the position in England quite succinctly. 
³:KLOVWWKHLQHVWLPDEOHYDOXHRIWKHFRQFHSWRIWKHFKLOG¶VµEHVWLQWHUHVWV¶LV
DUJXDEO\ EH\RQG GLVSXWH WKH WHQVLRQ EHWZHHQ WKH µSDUDPRXQW¶ SRVLWLRQ RI EHVW
interests in the domestic jurisdiction and the µEHVW LQWHUHVWV¶ IRUPXODWLRQV RI WKH
international and regional human rights instruments and jurisprudence constitute 
more than theoretical difficulties. The prevailing and quite possibly mistaken 
GRPHVWLFYLHZWKDWWKHµSDUDPRXQWF\¶SULQFLSOHLVFRPSDWLEOe with the rights based 
approach of Art 8(2) of the ECHR has potentially detrimental consequences for both 
FKLOGUHQDQGSDUHQWV´275 
 
 Although the cases of ZH and Re G should have negated the above statement, the law 
remains the same. The necessary solution is the amendment of section 1 Children Act 1989. 
Until that day arrives, the ambiguity will continue and perhaps complicate matters even more. 
 
Conclusion 
 Therefore, the answer to some of the questions raised earlier is that the paramountcy 
principle is not the same as the best interests of the child as set out in the CRC. This is despite 
the best efforts of the English Courts in trying to equate the welfare and paramountcy 
principle with the best interests of the child. The problem is not one of semantics but a deeper 
underlying issue. The negative aspect of the welfare principle is the use of a higher threshold 
WKDQWKH&5&QDPHO\WKHµSDUDPRXQWFRQVLGHUDWLRQ¶LQVWHDGof the µSULPDU\FRQVLGHUDWLRQ¶
This higher threshold points the welfare principle towards having a different meaning as 
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highlighted by the numerous authors and articles referred to earlier. Clearly, the English 
position is neither similar nor the same as the CRC. In fact, it sets a different standard 
altogether and one which some would state is the way forward for the CRC. 
 Although some have argued that the threshold provided for by the CRC is too low 
and that England should lead the way forward, the threshold is nonetheless binding. 
Therefore, the law and application of the welfare principle or the best interests of the child 
has to be treated as a primary consideration. This means that besides the interests of the child, 
the authorities must consider other factors to ensure that any decision made is not only in the 
FKLOG¶VLQWHUHVWVEXWRthers around him as well. However, if England has made a conscious 
decision to proceed along the lines where the consideration is paramount, it should state so 
especially when submitting its Reports to the CRC. This would be difficult considering the 
fact that England is a party to the CRC and ECHR. Nonetheless, as a sovereign state, England 
may want to head in that direction. 
 It is likely that the CRC would encourage this line since it reflects a progressive 
interpretation of the CRC. However, it is one that not many Member States would approve, 
including Malaysia which could never reach that level of consideration, not in the foreseeable 
future at the least. As it stands now, Malaysia is having enough problems trying to fulfil the 
requirements of the best LQWHUHVWVRIWKHFKLOGZLWKLWEHLQJPHUHO\µDSULPDU\FRQVLGHUDWLRQ¶
Besides that, the application of the principle in Malaysia is specifically limited to care and 
protection matters and some criminal matters. Only recently has it considered custody matters 
and this area is still developing; therefore any comparison would be meaningless at the initial 
stage. 
The threshold also relates to the rights-based versus welfare-based principle, which 
in England is clearly the latter. However, this is not reflected in the CRC nor any other State 
for that matter. In fact as we shall see in the next Chapter, Malaysia will be hard pressed to 
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follow the English method. The CRC provision clearly states that the best interests of the 
FKLOGSULQFLSOHLVRIµDSULPDU\FRQVLGHUDWLRQ¶DQG0DOD\VLDKDVDSSOLHGWKH&5&WKUHVKROG
The CRC threshold should be the benchmark for the CRC best interests of the child.  
 In summary, the English position on this matter is ambiguous but continually 
developing. It has created an imperfect implementation of the best interests of the child 
principle as envisaged by the CRC. However, what is undeniable is that the starting point of 
the law for England is far better than in Malaysia. Therefore, at the very least England has a 
head start in implementing the best interests of the child principle in whatever shape or form.   
The next chapter encompasses the next part of the comparison, which is the best 
interests of the child principle in Malaysia. In that discussion the socio-legal complexity 
previously referred to will be illustrated, and an in-depth comparison with the English 

















The Child Act 2001: The CRC and Malaysian Law 
 
Introduction 
 In the previous chapter the application of the best interests of the child principle in 
England was described, tracing its history and development. The difference between the 
English equivalent of the best interests of the child principle, namely the welfare or 
paramountcy principle, and the CRC was also explained. The differences between the best 
interests of the child principle envisaged in the CRC as compared to the welfare principle 
espoused in the Children Act 1989 of the UK are different based on the threshold at which it 
has to be implemented. This is despite the fact that several court decisions276 and leading 
scholars277 claim that the position in England is similar to that of the CRC. The chapter also 
illustrated the influences on the best interests of the child principle in English law and how 
these have either directly or indirectly affected the said principle. 
This Chapter now highlights the application of the best interests of the child principle 
in Malaysia. It answers some of the prevailing questions that surround this research, namely 
how far Malaysia is compliant with the CRC specifically in fulfilling the best interests of the 
child principle. Therefore, this chapter will describe the application of the best interests of 
the child principle in Malaysia and analyse how compliant it is with the CRC. It is an 
important issue because the imprecise nature of the CRC requirements and Malaysia's socio-
legal complexities will provide a unique contrast as compared with the more detailed and in-
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depth approach in England. This will be done through understanding some of the said 
socio-legal complexities, which will enable an XQGHUVWDQGLQJRI0DOD\VLD¶V OHJDl system. 
Inevitably, an understanding of these complexities will hopefully shed light on the current 
standards applied on the best interests of the child principle. 
 Aside from the above, this chapter also addresses several of the areas of interest 
previously mentioned. Those include how the factors raised in this research impact upon the 
best interests of the child principle in Malaysia278 and why the application and interpretation 
of the Malaysian Child Act 2001 differs from that of the English Children Act 1989.279 This 
chapter also leads into an in-depth discussion of the implications of the welfare/paramountcy 
principle and the best interests of the child principle debate in both England and Malaysia.  
 Nonetheless, before looking into the crux of the issues above, it is necessary to first 
understand the socio-legal complexities of Malaysia, which is clarified through examining 
the historical background and current environment of Malaysia as well as taking into 
consideration the background provided in Chapter One. Understanding the complexities 
would require the researcher to absorb all the information in Chapter One280 and apply it to 
the information in this chapter to appreciate the enormity of the socio-legal complexities that 
were raised.  
 
Demography of Malaysia 
As mentioned in Chapter One, geographically Malaysia lies in the south east of Asia 
and comprises of two territories, that of Peninsular Malaysia in the west and the states on the 
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isle of Borneo in the east. It borders Brunei Darussalam, Indonesia and Thailand and lies 
just north of Singapore. Peninsular Malaysia consists of 11 states (Johor, Melaka, Negri 
Sembilan, Pahang, Selangor, Perak, Terengganu, Kelantan, Kedah, Perlis and Pulau Pinang) 
and two Federal Territories (Kuala Lumpur and Putrajaya). The eastern territory of 
Malaysia281 consists of the states of Sabah, Sarawak and the Federal Territory of Labuan. 
The South China Sea separates Peninsular and East Malaysia. The Peninsular straddles the 
longest channel in the world, the Straits of Malacca, separating it from the island of Sumatra 
of Indonesia. To the north of Sabah lie the Sulu Sea and the Philippines. 
Malaysia has a population of about 31.7 million282 people of which the vast majority 
live in Peninsular Malaysia. There are three major races in Peninsular Malaysia namely the 
Malays, Chinese and Indians and other minority races including the Orang Asli.283 In Sabah 
and Sarawak these three races are there but the majority are the Natives284 of Sabah and 
Sarawak who are also known as the Dayaks285 who consist of many different tribes that 
spread across the two states. There are other races that have assimilated into the Malaysian 
society such as the Dutch and Portuguese descendants predominantly in Malacca, and over 
the years since independence a large Malay Kampuchean group known as Malay Khmers 
was also identified, and other races. 
Politically, Malaysia is a constitutional monarchy that practises the Westminster-type 
of parliamentary government. It is a federation of 13 states and three federal territories. The 
states each have state legislative assemblies and enact laws within state powers. Members of 
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Parliament represent the Federal parliament from all the states and federal territories. The 
powers of the state and federal governments have been prescribed in the Federal 
Constitution.286 There are basically three lists that provide the jurisdiction and powers of both 
Federal and State governments. They are the Federal List, State List and the Concurrent List. 
Furthermore, nine states have sultans who are also state constitutional monarchies. The King 
or Yang DiPertuan Agong287 is chosen from these nine states on a rotation basis once in every 
five years or earlier if required. 
From the religious perspective, Islam is the official religion of the Federation288 but 
other religions are free to be practised. The breakdown is roughly 65 per cent Muslim and 
the rest are made up of Buddhists, Hindus and Christians.289 However, Paganism is still 
practised amongst the Orang Asli and Dayaks. The official heads of Islam are the Sultans in 
their respective states. In the states (there are four states: Malacca, Penang, Sabah and 
Sarawak) that have no Sultan as well as all the Federal Territories the Yang DiPertuan Agong 
is the Islamic leader. It is important to KLJKOLJKW0DOD\VLD¶VPXOWLFXOWXUDOPL[RISHRSOHas it 
explains why there are different types of private laws applied in Malaysia based on racial and 
cultural lines. This is also true for children and child related laws. 
 
0DOD\VLD¶V/HJDO+LVWRU\ 
 The brief history and background discussion in Chapter One as well as the discussion 
above must be considered whenever Malaysia is being discussed and especially in this and 
the preceding chapters.290 %ULHIO\0DOD\VLD¶VVRFLR-legal complexities stem from its unique 
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history, background information in Chapter One and demography. One important aspect 
that epitomises these complexities is how the Malays have maintained power by using history 
and all the related social issues to entrench their power291. Besides the indigenous Orang asli 
in East and West Malaysia, the Malays are also indigenous. The other races such as the 
Chinese and Indians are not and this is always used as a reason to strengthen the Malay 
position including the legal aspect of the matter292. 
Before further examination of the topic, there is an aspect of Malaysia that has to be 
clarified especially in the field of law and its application in Malaysia. Currently Malaysia 
practises a dual legal system.293 The easiest method of division would probably be to identify 
it through private and public law. The private law or the individual aspect is largely 
influenced by religious laws, especially for the Muslims whilst the public law governing the 
state is based on common law and written law. The individual is still bound to all the state 
laws but for the Muslims in the country, the personal laws like those concerning inheritance, 
marriage, death and others are based on the 6KDUL¶DK law that has been codified. 
 This rather awkward arrangement has its roots in the judicial system that was 
introduced by the English. Prior to English intervention, the legal system in Peninsular 
Malaysia was basically a mixture of feudal, Hindu and Islamic law294. The Sultans and their 
administrators would make certain rules and decrees that were deemed law and enforceable 
by his enforcers. However, the Islamic scholars would provide advice on matters that involve 
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religion.295 For the purpose of this chapter, suffice to say that the 6KDUL¶DK had been the 
governing law for all the Malay states since the 14th century. 
 One of the earliest recorded cases on the position of the 6KDUL¶DK was the case of 
Ramah binti Taat v Laton binti Malim Sutan.296 An English Judge, Thorne J, recognised that 
Islamic law was the law of the land. What this basically infers is that should there be a lacuna 
in the law applied in Malaysia then the obvious reference ought to be made to the 6KDUL¶DK297. 
This does not prevent the authorities from enacting laws and several laws were passed 
without any reference to the 6KDUL¶Dh. 
 This is especially so for the Straits Settlement colonies where the British control was 
absolute and without any interference from any of the Malay rulers. The English enacted the 
laws without any semblance of the 6KDUL¶DK and all the laws were enacted and construed 
based on English law298. As such the development of the law in this Straits Settlement rivalled 
that of India, Pakistan and Hong Kong299. However, the same could not be said for the other 
Malay states and East Malaysia since their background was different. 
 The Federated Malay States were coerced slowly into accepting British Residents 
who in turn introduced British laws to the people of these states300. The British Residents 
were not only advising the Malay rulers but took over the administration the states. The 
Sultans and rulers were left to become mere figureheads and only made decisions regarding 
Islamic issues301. These British Residents reported to the British Governor stationed in 
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Singapore who in turn reported to the Viceroy in India. Most of the law after the advent 
of the Residents was similar to that of the Straits Settlements. In fact, several laws were 
harmonised to allow a more uniform system. Nonetheless, the initial system was still in place 
with certain exceptions. Some facets of the law were incorporated through the judiciary who 
were distinctly English trained. One example is the case of Motor Emporium v Arumugam302 
where the Terrell Ag. C.J., in introducing the law of equity said as follows: 
³,W LVVDLG WKDW WKH(QJOLVKUXOHVRIHTXLW\DVDGPLQLVWHUHGE\ WKH&RXUWRI
Chancery, have no application in the Federated Malay States, as the Court has not 
been given the jurisdiction of the Court of Chancery, nor is there any Civil Law 
Enactment incorporating into the law of the Federated Malay States the equitable 
principles applied in England. This is perfectly true as far as it goes. But under section 
49(1) of the Courts Enactment, the Supreme Court has the widest possible jurisdiction 
in all suits, matters and questions of a civil nature, and although the legislature has 
given no indication on what principles such jurisdiction is to be exercised, every court 
must have inherent jurisdiction to do justice between the parties, and apply such 
principles as are necessary or desirable for attaining such object, and for giving 
decisions which are in conformity with the requirements of the social conditions of 
the Community where the law is administered. Looked at in this way, it would hardly 
be reasonable to exclude in the Federated Malay States a principle of natural justice 
merely because a no less civilised community, namely England, has adopted such a 
principle as part of its recognized legal system. On the contrary, it is a cogent reason 
for adopting the same principle in the Federated Malay States. 
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The Courts in the Federated Malay States have on occasions acted on 
equitable principles, not because English rules of equity apply, but because such rules 
KDSSHQWRFRQIRUPWRWKHSULQFLSOHVRIQDWXUDOMXVWLFH´ 
 The Unfederated Malay States suffered a rather slower death when the British could 
only place a Resident who had an advisory role with the exception of foreign policy. Most 
matters, including the law were executed in the traditional Malay system303. It was only after 
the Residents were given more powers that the English law began to assimilate into the Malay 
legal system in these States. The introduction of the English law should be seen more as an 
intervention rather than assimilation. One case that was decided in the Unfederated Malay 
States illustrates how the judiciary acted as the agent provocateur to facilitate the inclusion 
of English law. The Johore case was the Goh Chong Hin v Consolidated Malay Rubber Estate 
Ltd304 that stated as follows: 
³ The legislature of Johore had by necessary implication declared as its policy 
the adoption of the English law on this point; for section 303 of the Civil 
Procedure Code in use in Johore introduced the lDZDVWR WHQDQW¶VIL[WXUHV
and that was only intelligible and applicable by introduction of the general 
English law of fixtures of which it formed a part; 
(2) In the definition of land in the Land Enactment, the draftsmen used such apt 
words for the introduction of the English law of fixtures as to make it appear 
likely that the legislature intended its adoption; 
(3) The balance of convenience and reason demanded that the Court of Johore 
should adopt, not a local hybrid system of its own, but the English law of 
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fixtures which had prevailed in the neighbouring jurisdictions of the 
FRORQ\0DODFFD3HQDQJDQG6LQJDSRUHDQGWKH)HGHUDWHG0DOD\6WDWHV´ 
Prior to the intervention the Malay Peninsular had its own legal system, as mentioned 
earlier, based on the 6KDUL¶DKand a feudal system. This research is not going to discuss the 
merits of the case but suffice to state that it introduced English law into Malaysia. 
 In the traditional Malay legal system the Penghulu or village headman was in charge 
of meting out judgment on behalf of the Sultan at the most fundamental level. The parties 
would present their cases before the village headman in what was known as the 3HQJKXOX¶V
Court. Further up the jurisdictional hierarchy the nobleman in charge of several villages 
ZRXOGGHFLGHRQLQWHUYLOODJHPDWWHUV%LJJHUPDWWHUVZHUHKDQGOHGE\WKH6XOWDQ¶VRIILFH
specifically the Bendahara who in this modern day is equivalent to the Prime Minister. When 
the British intervened, they maintained some of the original establishment at the lower levels. 
To this date the 3HQJKXOX¶V Courts still exist in Malaysia.  
 Compared to Peninsular Malaysia, the development in East Malaysia is slightly 
different. When the British Government took control of North Borneo/Sabah after WWII it 
began to impose English law throughout the state. Prior to WWII, when it was under the 
British North Borneo Company, the state of Sabah became a protectorate state of England 
together with Brunei and Sarawak305. The Company had the responsibilities to abolish 
slavery and administer justice. This was done by adopting the legislation from India, the 
Straits Settlements and other British colonies306. Besides the above, the law in Sabah 
developed through the judiciary, similar to the Peninsular Malaysia. 
Whilst in Sarawak, the first White Rajah (or Rajah Brookes) had initially codified a 
lot of the local customs and laws to become the State law307. The First White Rajah tried as 
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much as possible not to disturb the native customs and laws of the locals. However, with 
the installing of the Second White Rajah, English style laws were beginning to be 
incorporated by adopting English and English Colony Laws. However by the Third and last 
White Rajah, the English laws were fully adopted into Sarawak. An example of the case law 
that confirmed the status of English law is the case of Chan Bee Neo (f) and Ors. V Ee Siok 
Choo (f)308 that stated as follows: 
³7KHHIIHFWRIWKH/DZVRI6DUDZDN2UGLQDQFHLVWKDWWKHODZRI(QJODQGLQ
so far as it is not modified by Sarawak Ordinances, and in so far as it is applicable to 
6DUDZDN µKDYLQJ UHJDUG WR QDWLYH FXVWRPV DQG ORFDO FRQGLWLRQV¶ LV WKH ODZ RI
Sarawak. The Supreme Court has interpreted this Ordinance, if not expressly at all 
events by implication, as meaning that, native law and custom will be respected and 
LQDSURSHUFDVHPXVWEHDSSOLHG%XWµQDWLYHFXVWRP¶PHDQVWKHFXVWRPRIQDWLYHVRI
Sarawak, and the natives of Sarawak must belong to one of the races considered 
indigenous to the Colony and enumerated in the schedule to the Interpretation 





 Due to this diverse legal background it is not surprising that the Malaysian Judiciary 
has been divided into two, namely the High Court of Malaya and the High Court of Sabah 
and Sarawak; both these High Courts are known as Courts of Coordinate Jurisdiction.309 
Above them are the Court of Appeal of Malaysia and the Federal Court of Malaysia. Both 
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these courts preside in one place namely, Putrajaya, the Federal Administrative Centre, 
and hear appeals from both the High Courts. These Courts cater for both the Peninsular 
Malaysia and East Malaysia appellate cases, taking into consideration the differences in the 
law from both regions. There is also a quota system in that there have to be at least three - 
four Federal Court Judges from Sabah and Sarawak and about the same in the Court of 
Appeal310. 
All this pertains to administrative, criminal and civil law matters but excludes the 
private law spectrum, which is under the purview of the civil law courts for non-Muslim 
cases and 6KDUL¶DK Courts for Muslim cases. The determination of the jurisdictions of each 
court is designated in the Federal Constitution. This will be explained next in order to give a 
clearer picture of the sources of law for child rights. 
 
Child law and its source of power 
The general source of the law which governs the laws relating to children is found in 
the Federal Constitution whereby all international relations and obligations or external affairs 
for Malaysia fall within the ambit of Federal Government311 and not the states. This includes 
signing and implementing treaties and conventions. As mentioned earlier Malaysia became 
a party to the CRC in 1995. Becoming a party to the CRC was merely the first step for 
Malaysia because Malaysia practises a dualist system and this meant that the law has to be 
domesticated to become binding in Malaysia. This was clearly stated by the Malaysian Courts 
in the following cases. 
In the case of AirAsia Bhd v Rafizah Shima bt Mohamed Aris312 the Court of Appeal 
had decided that international treaties do not form part of the law in Malaysia unless such 
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treaties have been incorporated into the municipal law. The Court of Appeal held, among 
others, as follows: 
³[37] In our considered opinion, CEDAW does not have the force of law in 
Malaysia because the same is not enacted into any local legislation. 
[44] When it comes to giving effect to treaty provisions in domestic law, 
however, it remains the case that for a treaty to be operative in Malaysia, legislation 
passed by Parliament is a must.´ 
Although the case law refers to CEDAW, the following paragraph states that the 
position is applicable for all international instruments. This position is further entrenched 
ZKHQUHDGZLWKRWKHUFDVHODZ0DOD\VLD¶VDSH[FRXUWWKH)HGHUDO&RXUWKDGGHFLGHGin the 
case of Bato Bagi & Ors v. Kerajaan Negeri Sarawak & Another Appeal,313 the position of 
international law in Malaysia and stated as follows: 
³>@ 2Q WKH LVVXH ZKHWKHU WKLV FRXUW VKRXOG XVH LQWHUQDWLRQDO QRUPV
embodied in the UNDRIP to interpret arts. 5 and 13 of the Federal Constitution I 
have only this to say. International treaties do not form part of our law, unless 
those provisions have been incorporated into our law. We should not use 
international norms as a guide to interSUHWRXU)HGHUDO&RQVWLWXWLRQ´ 
[Emphasis added] 
The position in Malaysian law is clear and this position was reiterated recently in the 
case of Than Siew Beng & Anor V. Ketua Pengarah Jabatan Pendaftaran Negara & Ors314. 
The High Court held that: 
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such treaties have been incorporated into the municipal ODZ´ 
The cases above illustrate that for Malaysia to accept international law or treaties that 
Malaysia is a party to, is a two-tier mechanism. The first step is becoming a party either by 
signing, ratifying or acceding to the said treaty. The second step is to domesticate the 
provisions of the said treaty. This was done through the Child Act 2001. There are however 
other sources of law based on the brief legal background that has been explained earlier. 
Initially we shall look at the main source of power for child related laws and agencies. 
The federal agency tasked with the implementation of the CRC is the Department of 
Social Welfare (the Malay abbreviation of the Department is JKM) which is placed under the 
Ministry of Women, Family and Community Development (MWFCD). The MWFCD is also 
the lead agency for all human rights based treaties that Malaysia has become a party to. 
Legally, the CRC is implemented through the Child Act 2001, specifically enacted to ensure 
compliance with the CRC obligations. This seems straight forward enough but the issue is 
UDWKHUPRUHFRPSOH[GXHWR0DOD\VLD¶VFRPSOH[KLVWRU\The Child Act 2001 is not the only 
law involved in child matters in Malaysia nor is JKM the only agency involved.  
The protection of women, children and young persons as well as social welfare falls 
within the Concurrent List.315 This means that despite the fact that the agency involved is a 
Federal agency, there is some State316 involvement in the implementation and general policy. 
This dynamic has been the root of much discomfort for JKM when exercising their role as 
protectors of children because the political differences of the federal and state governments 
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affect the objectivity of JKM officers.317 Besides that, there is some overlap with other 
Federal agencies that have jurisdiction over children within certain fields such as 
employment and education. 
Another area that needs to be highlighted here is the role of the 6KDUL¶DK. The 
6KDUL¶DK is strictly a matter for the State318 and will be discussed in greater detail in Chapter 
Five. Suffice to mention at this juncture that it too is involved LQFKLOGUHQ¶Vissues and affects 
this research profoundly. Moreover, this involvement includes the execution and 
implementation aspect of the law as well. It is however limited in the sense that it is confined 
to the private law sphere.  
Based on this brief explanation there are at least three federal and state agencies from 
all the 14 states in Malaysia that are involved in implementing child laws. There is also the 
difference in the level of interference each state is prepared to invoke in child matters due to 
the sensitivity of the relevant state authorities. This would also include the religious 
authorities of these states, as they are not part of the federal agency. Therefore, the 
implementation and execution of child laws is ambiguous and this is without even mentioning 
the degree placed on the best interest of the child principle in these cases. 
 
An Introduction to the Child Act 2001 
The Child Act was enacted in 2001 but the debate in Parliament was protracted and 
therefore it did not receive the sufficient amount of concentration that was necessary. The 
first reading was tabled in 1999 but the second reading was delayed till 2000 because 
Parliament was dissolved for an election in October 1999. This resulted in some of the 
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members of Parliament that were acquainted with the bill losing their seats and therefore 
no longer in Parliament. The Bill was passed without adequate debate to fully test it. The 
only issue agreed amongst the members of Parliament was that child issues should not be 
politicised. The result was a law that seemed comprehensive on the face of it but left many 
prevalent issues unresolved. 
As mentioned earlier the Child Act 2001 was actually an amalgamation of three other 
Acts that have been mentioned in the introductory chapter. Despite that, the Child Act 2001 
ZDVVXSSRVHGWRKDYHIXOILOOHG0DOD\VLD¶VREOLJDWLRQWRWKH&5&HVSHFLDOO\the underlying 
principles of the CRC. Besides these underlying principles, there is also an important test or 
principle in the CRC which is the best interest of the child principle. As mentioned in Chapter 
3 earlier, it is one of the most important maxims or principles in the CRC and should be 
adopted by all member states. Malaysia has also incorporated the said principle. The research 
will provide a brief overview of the Child Act 2001 before analysing the best interests of the 
child principle. 
The Child Act 2001 consists of 135 sections, which have been compartmentalised 
into 15 parts. The Long title states that it is, ³$Q$FWWRFRQVROLGDWHDQGDPHQGODZVUHODWLQJ
to the care, protection and rehabilitation of children and to provide for matters connected 
WKHUHZLWKDQGLQFLGHQWDOWKHUHWR´,WDOVRKDVDSUHDPEOHZKLFKLVQRWDFRPPRQIHDWXUHLQ
Malaysian statutes. There are currently only four or five other acts with the preamble, all of 
which incorporate 0DOD\VLD¶V LQWHUQDWLRQDO REOLJDWLRQV LQWR WKH GRPHVtic law such as the 
Person with Disabilities Act 2008 (Act 685) or the Chemical Weapons Convention Act 2005 
(Act 641). The Child Act 2001 could be subdivided into several Parts but the main 
substantive areas are as follows: 
1. Courts for Children (Part IV); 
2. Children in need of care and protection (Part V); 
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3. Children in need of protection and rehabilitation (Part VI); 
4. Beyond control (Part VII); 
5. Trafficking in and Abduction of children (Part VIII); and 
6. Criminal Procedure in Court for Children (Part X). 
 
The Child Act 2001 should have included all aspects required by the CRC on all 
member states, especially the basic principles and maxims. However, based on the list above 
of the areas covered, the Act did not fulfil its main objective. Was there a reason why the 
Malaysian drafters limited the scope of the Act to the above-mentioned areas? Clearly, the 
drafting was done with the specific intent to address the above aspects but the CRC is not 
merely confined to the above. The CRC covers a wider spectrum but it is still a rights-based 
treaty, which would be difficult to be translated into an Act or law, from a Malaysian 
perspective. This is especially so in the common law methodology whereby the maxim 
UHPDLQV³ZKHUHWKHUHLVDUHPHG\WKHUHLVDZURQJ´ 
Despite the above limitations the Child Act 2001 was enacted. Turning our attention 
to the principle specifically, where is the best interest of the child principle placed in the Act? 
It should be at the beginning of the Act applicable to all provisions in the Act (as in the UK), 
or at the very least the preamble to note the significance of the test and hopefully for the 
Courts to infer its significance. This is not the case for the Child Act 2001 whereby the 
principle was only mentioned in one part of the Act. Ordinarily, this would be sufficient for 
the courts to interpret the remainder of the Child Act 2001 with the same principle but the 
courts in Malaysia have always been conservative in its interpretation. Besides that, the CRC 
requires that the best interests of the child principle is applied as a primary consideration in 
all cases involving children. However, the application and execution of the Act did not have 
the desired effect. 
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The Child Act 2001 in Operation 
Since its enactment the main enforcers of the Child Act 2001 have been the JKM 
whose officers are either gazetted or appointed as Protectors,319 probation officers320 and 
Social Welfare Officers.321 These officers had a small adjustment to make with the advent of 
the Child Act 2001 but otherwise it was business as usual. The reason for this was that the 
three Acts, the Juvenile Courts Act 1947, the Women and Girls Protection Act 1973 and the 
Child Protection Act 1991, were also under their jurisdiction. 
Besides JKM, the other agency heavily involved would be the Royal Malaysian 
Police (the Malay abbreviation is PDRM). There were cases where JKM had to refer matters 
to PDRM and others where the PDRM initiated some investigations on their own. In the latter 
cases, inevitably the matter would be referred to JKM. There have been cases whereby the 
police totally ignored reports regarding children.322 JKM and the Ministry have tried to bridge 
the gap between itself and PDRM but it has only happened at the headquarters level of PDRM 
(Bukit Aman)323 and the same cooperation has not been witnessed at the operational level - 
the police stations. In fact, the bulk of the cases are handled by the JKM. 
The Child Act 2001 was supposed to be the manual for all things related to children. 
However in reality JKM continued in their customary way and read the Child Act 2001 as 
three separate Acts that are not inter-related or connected. They reverted to what they were 
accustomed to and read the Act as the three separate Acts mentioned above. This practice 
continued unabated until it was questioned in 2009. In that year the Chairman of the Co-
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ordinating Council for the Protection of Children,324 who was the Minister of the 
MWFCD, raised issues at a meeting on the implementation of the Child Act 2001. The reply 
they received was that it was how they had been taught and instructed to execute. 
Dissatisfied with the reply, an investigative committee was established under the 
Ministry to study the Child Act 2001 and to prepare proposals for amending it, if necessary, 
to bring it up to speed with the recent GHYHORSPHQWVLQVRFLHW\DQGFKLOGUHQ¶VZHOIDUHDVwell 
DVUHIHUULQJWRWKH&5&&RPPLWWHH¶VFRPPHQWVRQ0DOD\VLD¶VFRXQWU\UHSRUW$PRQJWKH
findings of the committee was that the Child Act 2001 was in dire need of a revision and that 
the fundamental principles of the CRC had to be incorporated into the Child Act 2001. The 
implementation by JKM was not in the true spirit of the CRC but legally they were following 
the letter of the law of the Child Act 2001. 
The findings were surprising to many politicians, policy makers and senior 
government officers but not to the non-governmental organizations (NGOs) and JKM. The 
NGOs have long and tirelessly fought for better rights for children and have been more 
receptive and adoptive of the CRC principles325. Their efforts fell on deaf ears, but despite 
this the NGOs continued to adopt a more cooperative approach especially with JKM. The 
JKM thought that they were following what they were instructed to do and followed the 
law326. They knew what the NGOs wanted but were powerless to assist as the decision was 
up to the policy makers. Nonetheless, JKM provided all the assistance requested by the 
NGOs. 
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The politicians, policy makers and senior government officers were not too 
happy327 as they wanted the Child Act 2001 to be the benchmark for child rights in Malaysia 
DV ZHOO DV IXOILO 0DOD\VLD¶V REOLJDWLRQV XQGHU WKH &5& 7KH ILQGLQJV ORZHUHG WKHir 
expectations but instead of accepting it, the blame was placed on JKM328. The grounds were 
that JKM did not understand the requirements of the Child Act 2001 and the CRC. Since 
2006, when the initial and first country reports were submitted, it was hoped that Malaysia 
would make improvements to fulfil most of the recommendations that have been raised by 
the CRC Committee.329 The politicians, policy makers and senior government officers had 
ZDQWHG 0DOD\VLD WR RYHUFRPH WKH VKRUWFRPLQJV PHQWLRQHG LQ WKH &5& &RPPLWWHH¶V
&RPPHQWVRQ0DOD\VLD¶V&RXQWU\5HSRUW6RPHKRZWKHJDSEHWZHHQWKHSROLcy makers and 
those implementing the policies had never been bridged. 
Despite the discontent from the politicians, policy makers and senior government 
officers, the legal opinion prevalent at that time was that JKM was correct in their 
interpretation of the Child Act 2001. This was because there was no commonality between 
the three amalgamated Acts. They all had separate functions but had some overlap in the 
method of redress.330 This was specifically concerning the places of refuge or rehabilitation 
centres for children with problems. The differences were minor enough to be disregarded 
until an unreported case came up in 2008. 
In this case, the parents of an Indian girl felt that they could no longer control their 
teenage daughter and sought counselling from JKM. It was agreed that the child be placed 
                                                 
327
 Based on the researchers meetings with the top management of the MWFCD and the Minister recorded her 
dissatisfaction on the child issues and the lack of action being done to curtail the child issues. It was during 
this high level meeting that the Minister instructed a study to be conducted to identify the problems. 
328
 The findings of the study were never published but in the meeting held to discuss the problems, the blame 
was placed squarely on JKM. The study stated that JKM did not enforce the provisions of the Child Act 2001 
and that was the main reason why several aspects of the CRC were not being practised. 
329
 Within the treaty bodies, the initial report is filed upon becoming a party which is within two years of 
becoming a member, whilst the 1st Country Report is five years after the initial report. 
330
 The term redress is used, as the concept of the Child Act 2001 was that children would not be punished. 
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under the protection of JKM under the provision of children beyond control331 pursuant 
to section 46 Part VII of the Child Act 2001. The parents brought the child voluntarily to 
JKM and subsequently brought the matter to the Court for Children who issued an order 
pursuant to paragraphs 46(2) (aa) and (bb) of the Child Act 2001. This entails a supervision 
period RIXSWRWKUHH\HDUVLQRQHRI-.0¶VLQVWLWXWLRQV7KLVSURYLVLRQZDVWDNHQIURPWKH
abolished Women and Girls Protection Act 1973. 
The problem arose when the case was compared with cases under children in need of 
care and protection (Part V), children in need of protection and rehabilitation (Part VI) and 
criminal procedure in court for children (Part X). These would involve children who were 
involved in more dangerous scenarios or even crime. Technically, most of them were caught 
and were involuntarily brought to court. Children that were given orders under these 
conditions had no specific term or provision regarding their term of rehabilitation. Therefore, 
they would be subject to the general provision under subsection 67(2), the Child Act 2001 
where the term is also up to three years; the difference being that subsection 67(2) is also 
read with subsection 67(3) which states that the Board of Visitors332 may shorten the period 
of detention. 
In the case of the Indian girl above, she was so dejected with her detention that she 
VRXJKW KHU SDUHQWV¶ IRUJLYHQHVV DQG SOHDGHG WR JR KRPH +HU SDUHQWV UHTXHVWHG -.0 WR
release her but were told that they were unable to since detention under paragraphs 46(2) (aa) 
and (bb) of the Act had no provision for the shortening of her detention period. After hearing 
the news, the distraught girl ran away from the institution and was caught. The effect was 
worse for her, since running away from a JKM institution is an offence punishable as a 
                                                 
331
 Beyond control here means that the parents or guardians could no longer control the child within the 
reasonable means associated with the upbringing of the said child. 
332
 Appointed by the Minister under section 82, the Child Act 2001 
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crime.333 She had unforeseeably added time to her incarceration334 or reformation since 
the crime was a separate matter from the control issues. She would have to be brought before 
the Court for Children for an order under the relevant provision in the Child Act 2001 based 
on the institution she was placed in. 
The anomaly is that children detained for a criminal offence, for example stealing, 
would be eligible for the shortening of their time in the institutions. In the criminal cases that 
are definitely not voluntary; the Board of Visitors may revieZWKHLUFDVHV,QWKH,QGLDQJLUO¶V
case she may only be allowed review for the order for running away from the institution but 
not for paragraphs 46(2) (aa) and (bb). The JKM had requested the politicians, or members 
of Parliament to amend the Child Act, 2001 to remedy the situation. They wanted the Board 
to have the power to review a matter where there was ample proof of support from the parents. 
JKM had foreseen this problem but without the approval to amend the Child Act 2001 they 
were powerless to act. 
Clearly, the implementation of the Child Act 2001 leaves much to be desired. There 
should be mechanisms in place to correct these mistakes. This is merely regarding the general 
application or implementation of the Child Act 2001. Following on from this, and the main 
crux of this research, is how the method of implementation of the Child Act 2001 has 
hindered the development of child rights or more specifically the issues around or 




                                                 
333
 Although most child offences under the Child Act 2001 are not deemed to be criminal but in cases where 
there is a court order the offence is not the actual violation of the Child Act 2001 but the fact that she had 
disobeyed a court order therefore bringing her in contempt of the Court order. Based on that she was deemed 
to have committed a crime. 
334
 This term is used loosely since technically no child can be incarcerated under the Child Act 2001. 
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The best interest of the child principle in Malaysia 
The best interest of the child principle has been provided for in the Child Act 2001 
but, as stated earlier, it is not in the opening, closing, preamble, miscellaneous or general 
application provisions of the Act. Rather it is stated 13 times in different parts of the Child 
Act 2001; namely in Parts V, VI, IX and X. The relevant provisions are subsections 18 (a), 
30 (5), 35 (3) and 37 (5), paragraphs 30 (6) (a) and (13) (aa) in Part V; subsection 40 (5) and 
paragraphs 40 (12) (aa), 42 (7) (a) and (b)335 in Part VI; section 80 in Part XI; and subsection 
84 (3), section 89 and 90 (13) (a) in Part X. As mentioned earlier most of the Parts in the 
Child Act 2001 are read disjunctively so each of these parts are read separately and illustrate 
that since there is no universal application, it is only applicable in specific situations. The 
situations will be highlighted for a clearer illustration of the encumbrances placed on the 
Child Act 2001. 
 
A) Part V ± Children in need of Care and Protection 
The circumstances for invoking the test are based on the particular situation. Looking 
at the provisions one at a time, it is clear that the test can only be used in specific situations. 
The first provisions are as follows: 
 
³Taking a child into temporary custody 
 
18. Any Protector or police officer who is satisfied on reasonable grounds that a 
child is in need of care and protection may take the child into temporary custody, 
unless the Protector or police officer is satisfied that² 
(a) the taking of proceedings in relation to the child is undesirable in the best 





interests of the child; or 
(b) the proceedings are about to be taken by some other person.´ 
 Section 18 provides for the grounds when the Protector or police may take a child for 
temporary custody. This is usually in cases where the child is perceived to be in immediate 
danger or in danger of being absconded. However, the best interests of the child principle is 
used as an exemption - as when the child ought not to be taken - but this can be a double-
edged sword. In another unreported case a teenage boy called JKM to ask for help because 
he alleged his mother was abusing him. When JKM arrived with PDRM, the mother called 
the husband, who happened to be a Dutch national and brought a lawyer. The lawyer used 
his presence to influence the PDRM to not take the child immediately. PDRM, worried that 
they might be sued, asked JKM to use another method. 
 At this stage the JKM sought the MWFCD¶VOHJDODGYLVRUfor assistance. The legal 
advisor informed JKM and PDRM that PDRM had absolute power to take the child. However 
PDRM refused and JKM - who had no means of using force - instead decided it was in the 
best interests of the child to invoke another power to ask the parents to compulsorily 
surrender the child to the hospital for a check-up within 72 hours.336 The parents left the 
country with the child the next day, before the required date for the hospital check-up. This 
was indeed a sad state of affairs. The only resolution from that case was that JKM has had to 
build a better rapport with PDRM to ensure that something similar does not happen again. 
Nevertheless, that is not the only action that needs to be taken.337 The enforcement agencies 
and society at large need to understand the role played by the Protectors and the importance 
of listening to the child. The Protectors have a duty to listen to the child but the duty should 
                                                 
336
 Pursuant to subsections 20 (3) and (4), Act 611. 
337
 Unfortunately the case is not reported and not recorded and based purely on experience of the researcher. 
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not be limited to only the Protectors, but to other adults as well especially those with 
authority. 
The next provisions refer to the best interests of the child but the degree of proof is of 
paramount consideration. 
³Powers of Court For Children 
30. (5) In determining what order to be made under subsection (1), the Court 
For Children shall treat the best interests of a child as the paramount consideration. 
(6) Before making an order under subsection (1) or (4), the Court For Children 
shall consider and take into account any report prepared by the Protector which² 
(a) shall contain such information as to the family background, general conduct, 
home surrounding, school record and medical history of a child as may enable 
the Court For Children to deal with the case in the best interests of the child; 
and 
(b) may include any written report of a Social Welfare Officer, a registered 
medical practitioner or any other person whom the Court For Children thinks 
fit to provide a report on the child. 
 
(13) A Court For Children may, on the application of² 
(a) a Protector; 
(b) the person in charge of a place of safety; or 
(c) the parent or guardian of a child, 
amend, vary or revoke any order made under this section² 
(aa) if the Court For Children is satisfied that it is in the best interests of the child 
to do so; or 
(bb) upon proof that the circumstances under which the order was made have 
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changed after the making of the order.´ 
 Section 30 provides the power to the Court for Children to issue orders should there 
be enough evidence to show that the child is in need of care and protection. A child is in need 
of care and protection if anything under section 17, the Child Act 2001 has been proven or 
met. This forms the bulk of the work regarding protective child-care carried out by JKM. A 
problem arises when the persons causing the reason for the child to be in need of care and 
protection are the parents or guardians. In this case, would it not be in the best interests of 
the child to separate them? 
 A case in point was a child abuse case that happened in the capital Kuala Lumpur in 
2009, where a child was brought to a hospital with a broken hand and bruising all over his 
ERG\$IWHU-.0KDGFRQGXFWHGLWVLQYHVWLJDWLRQLWZDVGHGXFHGWKDWWKHFKLOG¶Vown mother 
had abused him. The woman claimed that she was disciplining the child. Despite that, the 
son wanted to be with his mother when JKM intervened and took temporary custody of the 
boy. The case was highlighted in all the daily newspapers with the public demanding justice. 
There was much speculation but in the end the woman admitted to doing it because she said 
that is how the Chinese community discipline their children. 
The woman is an educated Chinese Muslim lady, sole parent (husband believed to be 
a Malay Muslim drug addict) teaching the piano and earning a respectable RM3,000 to 
RM4,000,338 thus she is not a poor woman under duress bringing up her child. The boy went 
WRVFKRRODQGDWHUHJXODUO\VRWKHUHZDVQRQHJOHFWRQWKHPRWKHU¶VSDUW7KHRQO\LVVXHZDV
the method used to discipline her son. After a while the commotion died down, JKM had 
temporary custody, separated the mother and child to give them space and counselled both 
the mother and child. The mother visited the child regularly bringing him home-cooked meals 
                                                 
338
 £1 is equivalent to about RM4.70 in 2012 now RM5.40 
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and the matter was amicably resolved. 
The question here is the approach the Probation Officer would have to take in writing 
a report and proposing what would be in the best interests of the child. In the end, JKM wrote 
a report proposing that the mother and child be reunited but on the condition that the mother 
attended counselling sessions organised by JKM. The Court agreed and decided that it was 
in the best interests of the child that the parent and child be reunited but that both should 
attend regular periodic counselling to ascertain their progress. They have progressed well and 
no other issues came up between them. 
 The next provision where the best interests of the child principle is used is as follows: 
³Notification of taking a child into care, custody or control 
35. (3) If, after the inquiry referred to in subsection (2), the Protector deems 
it expedient to do so in the best interests of the child, he may either² 
(a) order that the child be returned to the care, custody or control of his 
parent or guardian or the person in whose care he was at the time of 
such taking; or 
(b) permit the taking of the child on such terms and conditions as the 
Protector may require. 
Power of Protector to require child to be produced before him 
37. (5) If, after the inquiry mentioned in subsection (4), the Protector deems 
it expedient in the best interests of the child, he may- 
(a) order that the child be returned to the care, custody or control of his 
parent or guardian or the person in whose care he was at the time of 
such taking; or 
(b) permit the taking of the child on such terms and conditions as the 
Protector may require.´ 
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 The above provisions have been grouped together because there are not many 
cases reported to JKM. There are a considerable amount of incidents that happen with 
unwanted babies being given to people, but most would only refer the matter to JKM when 
the children are about to enter school.339 This has caused a lot of problems with our migrant 
and refugee communities from Myanmar (Rohingyas), Filipinos, Acehnese and Malay 
Khmers, but that is another issue and not dealt with here. With reference to the issue at hand, 
JKM would not normally take the case further because policy dictates that if the child has a 
good family then it should not be disrupted. 
 
B) Part VI ± Children in need of Protection and Rehabilitation 
 
 The next part is pertaining to children requiring protection and rehabilitation as listed 
in section 38 of the Child Act 2001. The circumstances are limited to children that have been 
exposed to sexual abuse and its environment. Based on this research, there has never been a 
case referred to JKM regarding this Part. That is not to say that the situation does not exist 
but there is a lack of evidence to prove whether it is present or not in Malaysia. The situation 
is oQHZKHUH-.0KDVEHHQXQDEOHWRWDNHDQ\DFWLRQEHFDXVH0DOD\VLD¶VYHU\FRQVHUYDWLYH
society has negative perceptions towards these children in the community. JKM has an 
unofficial programme with NGOs that provide food, shelter and informal education to 
children living in environments of the sex industry. The government cannot do this openly 
because of the fear of a backlash from the rest of society who would claim that the money 
would be better spent on other programmes. 
 The best interests of the child principle was also used with paramount consideration 
in the following provisions. 
 
³Orders upon completion of an inquiry 
                                                 
339
 The Malaysian schools would only accept children with the complete documentation to show that they are 
the actual parents and to confirm the nationality of the children. 
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40. (5) In determining what order to be made under subsection (3), the Court 
For Children shall treat the best interests of a child as the paramount consideration. 
« 
(12) Without prejudice to the powers of the Board of Visitors pursuant to 
subsection (6) the Court For Children may, on the application in writing made by² 
(a) a Protector; 
(b) the parent or guardian of the child to whom an order made under this 
section relates; or 
(c) the child, 
amend, vary or revoke any order made under this section² 
(aa) if the Court For Children is satisfied that it is in the best interests of the 
child to do so; and 
(bb) upon proof that the circumstances under which the order was made 
have changed after the making of the order. 
 
 
Inquiries and detention of a child who has been bought or acquired under false 
pretences, etc. 
 
42. (7) If after considering the report submitted under subsection (6) the Court 
For Children is satisfied that a child brought before it is in need of protection and 
rehabilitation, the Court may² 
(a) order the child to be detained in a place of refuge for such period not 
exceeding three years from the date of the order as the Court may in 
the best interests of the child deem fit; or 
(b) make an order placing the child under the supervision of a Social 
Welfare Officer appointed by the Court for such period not exceeding 
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three years from the date of the order as the Court may in the 
interest of such child deem fit.´ 
 
 The wordings above are almost identical to the wordings of the provisions in Part V. 
The procedure is the same but as mentioned earlier, the test has been rarely invoked for this 
part of the Child Act 2001. Thus it would be difficult to construe how the courts would 
interpret the test. 
 
C) Part IX - Institutions 
 
 This provision is more of an administrative provision giving the Director General of 
JKM the authority to move children within the institutions under JKM in the best interests of 
the child. This decision does not entail legal issues but rather more sociological 
considerations, with the interest of the child and the relevant institution being weighed. 
 
³Transfer of child from one place of safety or place of refuge to another place of 
safety or place of refuge. 
 
80. Without prejudice to any written law relating to immigration, whenever an 
order has been made under this Act for the detention of a child in a place of safety or 
place of refuge and it appears to the Director General that in the best interests of the 
child it is expedient that he be transferred from that place of safety or place of refuge 
to another place of safety or place of refuge within Malaysia, it shall be lawful for the 
Director General to issue an order that the child shall be so transferred.´ 
 
 
D) Part X ± Criminal Procedure in Court for Children 
 
 Of all the provisions cited above this is the most used by JKM. JKM has limited 
resources and manpower, so a rationalisation process has seen it mainly focused towards 
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reported cases, thus making it more reactive than proactive. This is not the best approach 
to the situation but it is the one that it has been accustomed to and changes would require a 
drastic policy shift. Coming back to the provisions at hand, these provisions basically address 
the conduct of criminal cases for children. One of the principles of the CRC is that children 
cannot be punished as criminals; this procedure seeks to provide alternative methods of 




84. (3) The Court For Children before whom a child is brought shall inquire 
into the case and unless² 
(a) the charge is one of murder or other grave crime; 
(b) it is necessary in the best interests of the child arrested to remove him 
from association with any undesirable person; or 
(c) the Court For Children has reason to believe that the release of the 
child would defeat the ends of justice, the Court For Children shall 
release the child on a bond, with or without sureties, for such amount 
as will, in the opinion of the Court For Children, secure the attendance 
of that child upon the hearing of the charge, being executed by his 
parent or guardian or other responsible person. 
 
Parents or guardian may be required to withdraw 
 
89. If in any case the Court For Children considers it necessary in the best interests 
of the child, the Court may require his parents or guardian, as the case may be, to 





Procedure in Court For Children 
 
90. (13) A probation report referred to in subsection (12) shall be prepared by 
a probation officer and the report- 
(a) shall contain such information as to the child¶VJHQHUDOFRQGXFWKRPH
surroundings, school record and medical history as may enable the 
Court For Children to deal with the case in the best interests of the 
child; and may put to him any question arising out of the probation 
report; and 
(b) may include any written report of a Social Welfare Officer, a registered 
medical practitioner or any other person whom the Court For Children 
thinks fit to provide a report on the child.´ 
 
 Currently, the above provisions are read in conjunction with the Criminal Procedure 
Code (Act 593). This is because they all pertain to criminal or pseudo-criminal matters. There 
was a proposal to amend the provisions regarding all procedures in cases where a child has 
committed a crime. The purpose was to erase any traces of criminal matters from child 
matters. This was one of the objectives of the Child Act 2001, that is, to distance the child 
from the crime. Based on the said proposals, all child arrests or detentions would then be 
subjected to the Child Act 2001 instead of the Criminal Procedure Code. 
The PDRM was totally against this proposal. They insisted that the new procedures 
would be problematic as they would have to incur more costs. The costs involved in the 
recalling and re-training all their officers was too much for PDRM to absorb. Aside from 
that, the PDRM explained that they were already comfortable with the current procedure and 
any new procedures would be too troublesome. Due to this rejection, the MWFCD had no 
alternative but to forgo the said proposals. It should be noted that the drafters had prepared 
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over 30 provisions for the said Child Criminal Procedures to be included into 
amendments to the Child Act 2001. 
Coming back to the best interests of the child principle, all the above provisions are 
in the Child Act 2001 but are limited to specific situations. Even within the purview of the 
Child Act 2001, there are areas that would not be able to invoke the principle due to its 
specific nature. These areas include Part VII on children beyond control and Part XI on the 
care of fit and proper person. The Court would have no specific recourse to invoke the 
principle for other parts unless it is used as persuasive authority. 
 Before proceeding into the decided case relating to this issue, it is interesting to note 
that the Courts have always taken a rather unilateral approach in interpreting the best interests 
of the child in Part X. The exception is section 84 whereby the best interests of the child is a 
consideration in cases where the Court has to decide whether or not bail is to be granted to 
the child defendant or accused.340 However, the application of the principle in other 
provisions is purely at the court¶s discretion. The court would refer to the Probation Officer 
and his report and to the Court Advisors as well as the parents, but they rarely ask the child 
himself. 
 Generally the Court assumes that the best interests of the child is for the child to be 
disciplined and the best way to do that is to send him or her to an approved school under 
JKM. The probationary report would try to provide an in-GHSWK UHSRUW RI WKH FKLOG¶V
background. However, in practice the courts would ask the Probation Officer to summarize 
their findings. Usually these summaries are not complete and the Court will decide based on 
this VXPPDULVHGEULHILQZKLFKWKHFKLOG¶VYLHZLVQRWWKHSDUDPRXQWFRQFHUn. In fact this 
runs contrary to the principles of CRC but the Malaysian judicial system accepts that the 
                                                 
340
 The term accused is not used in the Child Act 2001. 
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children are offenders and need to be punished for their misdeeds. 
 The duty of both the Court and the Probation Officer is to ensure that the child has 
been given the best opportunity to change and develop into a proper citizen. The child may 
have been poorly educated or misguided, or perhaps the family was unable to provide a 
conducive environment, or there may be other reasons that have led the child down the path 
of crime. The child deserves a second chance in life to change for the better. Should the case 
warrant - or the family is truly unable to provide for the child - intervention is unavoidable. 
-.0ZRXOGWKHQEHWKHFKLOG¶VDSSRLQWHGSURWHFWRUuntil they have reached adulthood which 
is generally at 18 years old. 
 This is only the criminal aspect of the best interest of the child principle but one that 
is the norm in Malaysia. Since the test is not of universal application, it can only be applied 
outside through judicial interpretation and stare decisis. However, even this is not accepted 
as a common law or accepted law and has only persuasive authority. 
 
E) The Application of the test in decided cases  
 There are several instances where child matters arise in cases that have been decided 
by the Courts in Malaysia. Most of these cases are in custodial and divorce proceedings as 
well as instances of inheritance cases. Other than that, children are not involved directly in 
judicial proceedings. Looking at the cases involved, the Courts have not used the test 
universally as accepted by law but rather applied it only on a case-by-case basis and not in 
its truest form. In fact, in a seminar held in the Judicial and Legal Training Institute or 
ILKAP341 for Judges of the High Court, one of the Judges claimed that the CRC is not a law 
as Malaysia is only a signatory and no laws have been passed to bring in the principles of the 
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 ILKAP is the Malay abbreviation of the institute, which stands for Institut Latihan Kehakiman dan 
Perundangan. The website of the institute is www.ilkap.gov.my and there is an English version. 
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CRC. This is pertinent bearing in mind that the seminar was in 2009 but Malaysia became 
a party to the CRC in 1996. 
 The Federal Constitution does not specifically mention the status of international law 
and conventions, thus giving them a merely persuasive authority. The Courts can only refer 
to these laws when there is a lacuna in the current law and when there are no other sources 
of law. The other method that was mentioned earlier is when the international law has been 
domesticated, that is, through an enabling act or a local law that adopts the international law 
into the domestic legal system. This is unlike some other countries where the acceptance of 
international law could be done through judicial notice of the same without the requirement 
of an enabling law. In a vibrant legal tradition this should not be too much of an obstacle. 
Malaysia has had the luxury of almost a century of practising and applying the common law.  
Furthermore, the Malaysian Judiciary has always been rather conservative in its 
approach to interpreting the laws. This conservatism manifests itself in most decisions 
wherein the Courts are reluctant and unwilling to adopt international laws even if there is a 
lacuna in the local law. The best interest of the child principle is an example of such a 
situation. Article 3 of the CRC clearly states that the best interest of the child is a primary 
consideration in child matters. Malaysia has made no reservations to Article 3 and therefore 
it is mandatory for Malaysia to implement this principle. The Courts await the enactment of 
an enabling law to implement the provisions instead of adopting to apply the principle 
directly from the CRC.  
Looking at certain cases on custodial matters, there are some judgments that have 
used the principle without actually referring to it as a specific and recognized test. One of the 
first reported cases of the introduction the best interests of the child principle was Jeyasakthy 
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Kumaranayagam v Kandiah Chandrakumaran.342 The husband, a British citizen, and the 
wife, a Sri Lankan citizen had filed a joint petition for the dissolution of marriage in the Kuala 
Lumpur High Court. The family had moved to Malaysia in July 1991 with their two children. 
7KH+LJK&RXUW¶Vfull decision is not related to this research, however, this research wishes 
to highlight the fact that the Judge did mention in his judgment the principle of the best 
interests of the child when he stated as follows: 
³Secondly, a duty is imposed on the courts by the Act to ensure that whatever 
terms which may have been agreed upon by the parties in the joint petition are fair to 
each of the parties, and more importantly to the welfare of the children (if any). The 
court has full powers under the Act to vary any of the terms which in the opinion of 
the court are not in the best interest of the wife or the children.  
It is generally an accepted principle that children should not be separated from one 
another, and yet in many joint petitions, provisions are made for the 'distribution' of 
the children between the spouses without any consideration for their welfare. In such 
cases, it is important that the judge considers in detail these provisions, and be 
satisfied that in the best interest of the children, particularly their welfare, the agreed 
arrangement between the parties for the children are acceptable (see generally ss 88 
and 89 of the Act343).´ 
Despite the case above, which was decided in 1996, very little development has taken 
place specifically on this matter. There is also a plethora of cases that make no inference or 
even try to make any inference whatsoever to the principle. These cases also include those 
WKDWKDYHJRQHDOOWKHZD\WRWKH)HGHUDO&RXUW0DOD\VLD¶VDSH[FRXUW$PRQJVWWKHVHis the 
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 Law Reform (Marriage and Divorce) Act 1976     
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case of 6HDQ2¶&DVH\3DWHUVRQY&KDQ+RRQJ3RKDQG2UV.344 This is a Federal Court 
case where the appellant was dissatisfied with the Court of Appeal decision. In the Court of 
Appeal, one of the reasons for their decision was, ³(f) The granting of any other prayers 
requested by the plaintiff would not be in the best interest of the child concerned." 
The Federal Court however did not go into the merits of this reasoning as they decided 
EDVHGRQDWHFKQLFDOLW\DQGXSKHOGWKH&RXUWRI$SSHDO¶VGHFLVLRQZLWKRXWPHQWLRQing the 
best interests of the child. If the Federal Court had referred to the test it would have been 
binding on all the courts in Malaysia. As it stands, the Court of Appeal decision is still binding 
on the lower courts so it is to be hoped that the application of the best interest of the child 
principle has been laid to rest. The Court of Appeal decision is as follows: 
³>@ Having arrived at the aforesaid finding it should logically follow that 
all the prayers except for prayer (a) asked for by the appellant in his application before 
the High Court below are unsustainable, as granting of those orders, in our view 
would not be in the best interest of the child concerned. In this regard we quote a 
passage from the decision of Lindley LJ in In Re McGrath [1893] 1 Ch. 143, which 
states: 
The duty of the Court is, in our judgment, to leave the child alone, unless he 
is satisfied that it is for the welfare of the child that some other course shall be 
taken. The dominant matter for consideration of the Court is the welfare of the 
child. But the welfare of a child is not to be measured by money only, or by 
physical comfort only. The word 'welfare' must be taken in its widest sense. 
The moral and religious welfare of the child must be considered as well as its 
physical well-being. Nor can the ties of affection be disregarded... The Court 
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has to consider, therefore, the whole of the circumstances of the case, the 
position of the parent, the position of the child, the age of the child, the religion 
of the child so far as it can be said to have any religion, and the happiness of 
WKHFKLOG´345 
The Court of Appeal above referred to the same case that introduced the welfare 
principle to western jurisdictions.346 The one referred to was a 19th century English case347 
that was decided more than a century ago. Cases involving children were mainly decided 
based on the old concept of parens patriae.348 
 However, at the very least, there are Judges trying to bridge the divide. This is evident 
with numerous other cited cases regarding custody, which state that when deciding the 
custody of children, the welfare and best interests of the child are important factors. Although 
the added emphasis does seem to create two separate concepts, one being welfare and the 
second, the best interests of the child, as seen in Chapter Three, the best interests of the child 
principle has to be taken into consideration in all aspects relating to the child and 
encompasses welfare.  
In fact, the principle was slowly being developed by the judiciary. This was shown in 
the cases of Lee Lai Ching (as the next friend of Lim Chee Zheng and on behalf of herself) v 
Lim Hooi Teik349 which acknowledged the best interest of the child principle. The case of 
Indira Gandhi a/p Mutho v Pengarah Jabatan Agama Islam Perak & Ors350 went further and 
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acknowledged not only the existence of the CRC but the guiding principles, as well as 
the fact that Malaysia is bound to the principles in that it has not made any reservation. 
Nonetheless, this development was achieved by case law and there is no standardisation 
through any of the written laws. Therefore the application, though a welcome development, 
is not uniform. 
 Nonetheless, the development has evolved a step further with more enlightened 
judges drawing direct inference from the CRC. They are still the minority and their cases are 
few and far between. One of those cases is the High Court case of Lai Meng v Toh Chew 
Lian.351 This is one of the first ever cases where the presiding judge referred to the CRC. The 
judge stated in his judgment as follows: 
  ³%RWKArticles 3 and 9 of the CRC state that the best interests of the child 
shall be the consideration for the matters provided therein. This is consistent with the 
ZHOIDUHSULQFLSOHWKDW,KDGHDUOLHUGHDOWZLWK´ 
 
The Court adopted the principle in 2012 but this is still only a High Court case and 
does not have the same precedent as compared to a Federal or Court of Appeal case. As such 
it still retains the status of persuasive authority to other later cases in Malaysia.  
 
The Different Application in England and Malaysia 
The application of the best interests of the child principle in England provided in 
Chapter Three differs considerably from the application in Malaysia as expressed in this 
Chapter. In particular, there are differences in how the principle has been implemented, the 
scope of the principle in the respective jurisdictions, the level of understanding within the 
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legislature and judiciary in both countries, and the possibility of change in the near future 
for both countries. These differences have been due to the different backgrounds and levels 
of understanding in these respective jurisdictions. 
First, both jurisdictions used differing methods in the implementation of the principle. 
In England, it was applied through the provision of the Children Act 1989.  This difference 
is not only limited to the instrument used in facilitating the application of the principle, as 
discussed in Chapter Three, but also the common law approach in England using the 
paramountcy or welfare principle well before the drafting of the CRC. It could be said that 
England was far more advanced in the field of child protection than others. However, despite 
this seeming advantage, England still has an issue specifically with the scope of the principle. 
The fact that the UK is still lagging in the fields of criminal justice and immigration should 
be more of a concern for UK authorities, especially since the UK had a head start in child 
issues. 
The next issue is regarding the level of understanding of the principle. Since the 
principle is embedded in the common law, the appreciation of the legal fraternity is quite 
high. It is a legal maxim that is used in family law practice at the very least. In contrast 
Malaysia, despite supposedly adopting the same common law principles from England before 
1956, did not use the principle as a rule that should be referred to in child matters. The Child 
Act 2001 was passed but the principle had limited scope and was not even applicable to the 
entire Act.  The difference in scope between Malaysia and UK is so wide that it is surprising 
that the two jurisdictions have anything in common. In Malaysia, the legal fraternity did not 
use the principle as often as it should have done and it is this lacuna that is alarming. 
Meanwhile, the judiciary had to be informeGRI0DOD\VLD¶VREOLJDWLRQVXQGHUWKH&5&DQG
other human rights instruments.  This has brought about some changes as mentioned above 
with recent cases incorporating the said principle, but they reflect how slow the development 
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of child rights has been in Malaysia. Family law practices have begun to use the principle 
more often in custodial cases, so it is to be hoped that there will be further changes. These 
changes are necessary to ensure that Malaysia keeps abreast with the development of child 
rights globally. 
 The fundamental issue here is that the Malaysian policy makers missed a significant 
opportunity to draft a law that was conceivably more CRC compliant as compared to being 
merely CRC friendly. Instead of drafting an entirely new law with provisions mirroring the 
CRC and the English Children Act 1989, the MWFCD took the relative safer option of using 
existing provisions and amalgamating them into one act, the Malaysian Child Act 2001. 
Although it was a momentous occasion because it was the first ever law to be enacted to fulfil 
0DOD\VLD¶VREOLJDWLRQVXQGHUDQLQWHUQDWLRQDOKXPDQULJKWVtreaty, alas it did not meet most 
of the requirements of the CRC. 
 Merely comparing the Introductory Text352 and the Long Title353 illustrates the 
difference. Despite being the enabling law for Malaysia, no reference is made to the CRC 
and it also refers to a narrower scope in child rights and law if compared to English law. Both 
have omitted criminal matters, although Malaysia has incorporated its criminal youth system 
into the act under the scope of the rehabilitation of the child. The English law covers all areas 
of custodial issues and civil law cases where the child is likely to be involved as well as local 
authoritieV¶ dealings involving children. The Malaysian law only covers care and protection, 
as well as rehabilitation354 whilst some other areas have yet to be tested. This directly affects 
the application of the principle in both jurisdictions. 
Another important question is how far the tensions between the rights-based 
perspective of the CRC - where the best interests of the child are primary - and the best 
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interests jurisprudence in England - where the best interests of the child are paramount - 
been resolved, and what are the implications of this for Malaysia? The English position is at 
best similar but definitely not the same as that of the CRC. It is clearly based on the 
paramountcy principle and the differing thresholds between welfare principle and best 
interests principle applied in England and Malaysia. If it were limited to just the naming of 
the principle then the answer would be definitive, in that there is no difference.355 However, 
the issue stems from something much deeper, and that is the common law position regarding 
this issue, which is another research question. The Malaysian position clearly uses the rights-
based approach and primary consideration. All this leads the researcher to hypothesize that 
the differences outnumber the similarities. 
 
7KH&5&&RPPLWWHH¶V9LHZVRQ0DOD\VLD¶V,PSOHPHQWDWLRQof the Principle 
Before concluding the chapter on Malaysia, one aspect that must be considered is how 
WKH&5&&RPPLWWHHYLHZV0DOD\VLD¶VLPSOHPHQWDWLRQRIWKHSULQFLSOH7KLs is provided in 
the Concluding Observation: Malaysia. 
 
³Best interests of the child 
 
36. The Committee notes with appreciation the provisions of the Child Act 2001 (Act 
611) which incorporate the principle of the best interests of the child, and takes note 
of many other national laws that enshrine this principle. However, it is concerned that 
this general principle is not fully applied and duly integrated in the implementation 
of the legislation, policies and programmes of the State party as well as in 
administrative and judicial decisions. For example, while the State party has 
expressed its firm intention not to separate migrant children from their migrant 
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parents to be deported, the implementation of current provisions of the 
Immigration Act 1959/63 (Act 155) has resulted in detaining and deporting migrant 
workers without effective efforts to prevent the separation of children from their 
parents. The Committee also notes that the Law Reform (Marriage and Divorce) Act 
1976 (Act 164), as well as the Islamic Family Statutes, are based on a primary 
presumption that a mother is the best person to take care of a child, leaving the 
consideration of the best interests of the child as a secondary concern. 
37. As regards article 3, paragraph 1, of the Convention, the Committee 
emphasizes that the Convention is indivisible, that its articles are interdependent 
and that the best interests of the child is a general principle of relevance to the 
implementation of the whole Convention. The State party should ensure that the 
best interests of the child is a primary concern, taken into account in all revisions 
of the legislation as well as in judicial and administrative decisions, and in 
projects, programmes and services that have an impact on children.´356 
 
The emphasis above is part of the format by the CRC Committee and has been quoted 
as is. The recommenGDWLRQZDVEDVHGRQ0DOD\VLD¶VRQO\VXEPLVVLRQ WRGDWH LQ2007.357 
Clearly, the CRC Committee was concerned that Malaysia was not doing enough to 
implement the principle. The comments are rather blunt and seem to be more of an 
admonition than a recommendation, the CRC Committee basically telling Malaysia that a 
major review is necessary to fulfil her obligations regarding the implementation of the best 
interests of the child principle. 
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Since the report in 2006, significant steps have been taken but whether they fulfil 
the requirements remains to be seen. The discussion above has shown how the Malaysian 
Judiciary has slowly but surely implemented the best interests of the child principle, but as 
the discussion above also indicates, the change was done not through any amendments of the 
law. The recommendation also indicates that when Malaysia does submit the next report358, 
there have to be significant developments. 
  
Conclusion 
 In this chapter, the general background of Malaysia and the legal system has been 
laid out. The geographic and political differences have played their part in contributing to the 
current state of affairs. However, one cannot but be mindful that history has played the most 
important factor for the development of the law and child rights in Malaysia. It is hoped that 
WKLVEDVLFXQGHUVWDQGLQJRI0DOD\VLD¶VVRFLR-legal complexities has illustrated how difficult 
it was to implement the best interests of the child principle based on other jurisdictions. The 
differences in the law stem from a variety of sources and the customs are just part of the 
socio-legal issues. This will be further discussed in Chapters Five and Six. 
The development of child rights in Malaysia is slow-moving. Since becoming a party 
to the CRC in 1995 it has taken the Courts seventeen years to officially recognize the CRC. 
The best interests of the child principle is one of the most basic principles of the CRC but 
Malaysia has not placed any reservation to date. It took a long time to be absorbed into the 
legal system which is tantamount to neglect, especially of the children that the Child Act 
2001 was meant to protect in the first place. 
Besides the Child Act 2001, the government should also utilise the Federal 
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Constitution to further strengthen child rights advocacy. The rights are already enshrined 
in the Federal Constitution, but what is needed is better publicity of the rights and to make 
them accessible to all children. Until that has been done, the fear is that the recommendations 
from the next CRC Committee would be similar to the last. 
 There is definitely room for improvement. The question that begs an answer is, where 
must we begin to accelerate the changes relating to child rights in Malaysia? The researcher 
believes that the start should be through the acceptance of the most fundamental principle 
that is the best interests of the child principle. The whole purpose of this study is to highlight 
the importance of the principle and suggest methods that could significantly lead to a more 
positive and direct development in the law.  
 This chapter illustrates that the current standards applied to the best interests of the 
child principle in Malaysia may not be as sufficient as it was hoped, and definitely not as 
wide ranging as hoped. On a comparative note, clearly MDOD\VLD¶VDSSURDFKLVVWLOOIDUIURP
implementing the standards applied in England based on the paramountcy principle. 
Attempts must first be made to raise the standards to a primary consideration on all facets of 
WKHFKLOG¶VOLIH 
In Chapter Five, the religious aspect of this predicament will be laid out. The minority 
group concerns are highlighted as well as international pressure groups seeking to impose 










The CRC and 6KDUL¶DK: The Rights of Children in Islam 
 
Muslim jurisdictions recognize the best interests of the child as the most important 
factor for awarding custody. Nevertheless, according to traditional Islamic law, the 
interests of the child of a Muslim father are considered best met if the child remains 
Muslim. This assumption is not necessarily explained by the status of religion in each 
state's constitution but rather by the content of religious freedom in law, by its 
perception in society, and in the practice of state institutions.359 
 
Introduction 
The above quote summarizes the position of Islamic Law in general on the best 
interests of the child. The statement also puts the rights of the child in the perspective of the 
family unit.360 It sets the foundation of the principle in the 6KDUL¶DK and this chapter in 
general. In Chapter One and at the beginning of Chapter Four0DOD\VLD¶VSROLWLFDODQGlegal 
history KDVEHHQEULHIO\H[SODLQHGLOOXVWUDWLQJ0DOD\VLD¶VGLYHUVHEDckground and cultural 
heritage. This diverse cultural heritage has led to the socio-legal complexities that are always 
present whenever Malaysia intends to make policy or new laws. The application of child law 
and rights in Malaysia is affected not only by its complicated legal history but also by the 
fact that the family law in Malaysia consists of federal legislation for non-Muslims, and state 
legislation based on Islamic law for Muslims. 
This complication is also reflected in the drafting of the Child Act 2001 where the 
best interests of the child principle was mentioned in several areas of the Act but not 
becoming an overarching principle for all child cases. This chapter will look into another 
DVSHFWRIZKDWFDXVHV0DOD\VLD¶VVRFLR-legal complexity, namely the 6KDUL¶DK. The aim of 
this chapter is to provide some insights into the complexities of the application of 6KDUL¶DK 
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in Malaysia as well as how far the principles of the CRC and the 6KDUL¶DKare compatible. 
In order to achieve that, this chapter looks briefly at the history of Islam in Malaysia, followed 
by the development of 6KDUL¶DKlaw in the Malaysian legal system. I will analyse how the 
6KDUL¶DK law principles compare to the international human rights regime and the 
common/civil law, and whether the application of the 6KDUL¶DK in Malaysia has affected 
0DOD\VLD¶VLPSOHPHQWDWLRQRIWKH&5&SULQFLSOHVBefore proceeding further, a brief account 
of Islam in general is necessary to acclimatise the reader to the situation in Malaysia. 
 
The Current Situation of Islam in Malaysia 
There are many different sects in Islam but the Muslims in Malaysia are 
predominantly Ahlul Sunnah wal Jamaah361 or Sunnis. Similarly, of the nine sultanate states, 
eight states are of the Syafi¶e sect within the Sunnis. The other state, Perlis, follows the 
Wahhabi school, which is practised in Saudi Arabia362. Some jurists claim that the Wahhabi 
school of thought is a sub-sect of the Hanafi School of the Sunnis.363 The rest of Malaysia 
follows the majority, the eight sultanate states, and practiseVWKH6\DIL¶HWUDGLWLRQV364 There 
are also small pockets of Hanafi and Maliki schools of Sunnis that exist predominantly within 
the Indian Muslim community and the expatriate community. Generally Sunnis from 
whatever sect accept each other openly without any reservation. 
Returning to the development of the 6KDUL¶DK in Malaysia, again the division has to 
be made based on Peninsular Malaysia and East Malaysia. In Peninsular Malaysia there are 
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basically two contexts, namely, the situation in the Straits Settlement and that in the 
Federated and Unfederated Malay States.365 Even within the Straits Settlements there are 
slight variations, with Malacca having a totally different circumstance to Penang. However, 
in East Malaysia, the two states of Sabah and Sarawak have totally different circumstances.366 
These differing circumstances arise from when and how Islam came to the state as well as 
by whom and how they were governed. This history will also describe the significance of 
Islam and the role it plays in the socio-legal regime in Malaysia. 
 
,VODP¶VVLJQLILFDQFHLQ0DOD\VLD 
Looking at some specific issues, one of main reasons the 6KDUL¶DK is so significant in 
Malaysia is the case mentioned in Chapter Four that of Ramah v Laton.367 The court, presided 
over by Thorne J, pronounced that the 6KDUL¶DKwas the law of the land. The case was decided 
in 1927 in the Federated Malay States368 where the States had a recognised Sultan and 
accepted a British Resident to manage its affairs, beginning with international relations. The 
daily affairs of the state was conducted through the Resident following the arrival of the 
British, who slowly usurSHG WKH6XOWDQ¶VSRZHUDQG WRRNRYHUPRVWRI WKHDGPLQLVWUDWLYH
affairs. The Sultan was left to manage Islamic and local customary matters. Nonetheless, the 
Courts had decided that the law of the land in these States was the 6KDUL¶DK. 
This case is significant because there were other cases369 that said otherwise 
especially on the island of Penang which was said to be totally uninhabited before the arrival 
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of the British and Sir Francis Light and where the British took possession of the land as 
D³VHWWOHG´FRORQ\LQVWHDGRID³FHGHG´FRORQ\ They were considered the first inhabitants 
and had the locus to apply English common law in Penang.370 One of those cases mentioned 
earlier highlighted the fact that before the English Crown granted the First Charter of Justice 
in 1807 there was no law in Penang371. 
This view would have questioned how the 6KDUL¶DK could be the law of the land when 
there had never been any execution of law for that island. However, the researcher is of the 
view that since it was never questioned that Kedah had jurisdiction over that island, it is only 
logical that the 6KDUL¶DK would also have been the law of the land for Penang before the 
coming of Francis Light372 since Kedah was also using the same law. In fact, the case of 
Ramah v. Laton mentioned earlier also confirms my hypothesis.  
Within the Straits Settlement States, Malacca was different because before the 
Colonial powers took Malacca, Malacca had a Sultan applying the Law of Malacca, which 
was local customary law with Islamic influence373. Clearly, the 6KDUL¶DK is part of the law of 
the land for Malacca. Similarly for almost all the states and their Sultans or Raja there is 
some history of Islam in that state. All the above is purely based on the fact that Islam came 
during the Malacca era or the 15th Century. As mentioned in Chapter Four, there is evidence 
that Islam came earlier, during the time that Islam was spreading throughout the Arabian 
Peninsula, around the 7th &HQWXU\,QIDFWLQVLGH0DOD\VLD¶V1DWLRQDO0XVHXPWKHUHLVDVWRQH
known as the Batu Bersurat Terengganu or the Terengganu Stone Inscription. The Stone 
dates back to the 14th Century, even before the Kingdom of Malacca was formed. The 
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inscription listed the laws applicable in the area for all the people to take note of. The 
inscription also listed Islamic based laws, further strengthening the argument that the 
6KDUL¶DKwas the law of the land throughout Peninsular Malaysia. 
There is also further evidence of this significance when we look deeper into the fabric 
of the Malay lands. The Malay states, with the exception of Perlis and Negri Sembilan, 
practised the same Islamic teachings as those RIWKH6\DIL¶H6FKRRORIWKH6XQQLV3HUOLVKDV
chosen the Wahhabi374 or a different school of thought. Not much is known about how and 
why this happened but only that the formation of Perlis coincided with the advent of this sect 
in Saudi Arabia. However, Negri Sembilan generally practises the same as the 6\DIL¶H6FKRRO
but has adopted a matriarchal approach as compared to the traditional patriarchal approach 
of the other states375. Despite this different approach the general provisions and teachings are 
similar. 
East Malaysia is not so easy to understand. Both Sabah and Sarawak have had 
tumultuous pasts and both have large indigenous tribes under Islamic kingdoms. However, 
not all accepted the faith with Sabah having 55-65 percent Muslims whilst Sarawak is only 
22-27 percent Muslim.376 Even then, the application was probably not standardised since 
Brunei and Sulu377 Sultanates did not interfere in the affairs of the local tribes and when they 
did they concentrated more on taxation issues than on religious administration. In Sabah there 
were some indigenous tribes or Dayaks378 that did convert such as the Bajaus, Dusun and 
Malays. Other than that the exposure of the local population of Sabah was quite limited. The 
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law of the land should also have been settled because both the Brunei Sultanate and the 
Sulu Sultanate were Islamic Kingdoms and the law of the land should be the 6KDUL¶DK. 
In Sarawak, most Muslims predominantly stayed on the coastal or riverine towns and 
had limited exchanges with the hinterland Dayaks like the Ibans, Bidayuhs, Bisayahs and 
several other native tribes. The Muslims in Sarawak are predominantly Malays and roughly 
half of the Melanaus.379 Besides occasional Bruneian intervention, the locals of Sarawak 
were mostly left to tend to their own affairs. This was especially helped by the fact that most 
of the hinterland was easily inaccessible. Until now, riverboats are the main means of 
transportation for Sarawak. As such, Islam remained mainly on the coast. Nevertheless, the 
fact that the Sultan of Brunei had the authority to surrender Sarawak to Sir James Brooke 
meant that again, Sarawak had to be under the Brunei Sultanate and as Brunei is an Islamic 
nation, the 6KDUL¶DKshould have been the law of the land. 
 
Arrival of Islam into Malaysia 
 As mentioned previously, one of the most significant historical events in Malaysia 
was the arrival of Islam. Before Islam, most of the inhabitants of Malaysia were either Hindus 
or Pagans380. The Hindus almost entirely converted to Islam whilst some Pagans converted 
others maintained their old ways. Local historians have debated the reason for such a 
complete upheaval and the time of its arrival for decades without any concrete conclusion. 
There were basically two predominant versions why the upheaval was so complete. 
The first and rather more popular view was that the Sultan of Malacca converted and 
thereby all his subjects followed suit.381 The reason for his conversion aside, there is more 
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strength in this argument looking at the attitude of Malays towards religion. Historically 
Malays had never been religious but when the Sultan became Muslim, they merely followed 
suit and were allowed to maintain most of their previous customs.382 The conversion did not 
bother or disturb their way of life for a long time, although the attitude is recently changing.  
The second version comes from a more traditional view of conversion. Based on this 
theory, Muslim traders came from the Middle East and India and made Malaysia their base 
of operations. Spending three to six months at a time (due to the monsoons) these traders 
would propagate Islam either directly or indirectly. Some would enter into marriages with 
locals and convert them through these marriages. This began even before the birth of the 
Kingdom of Malacca, as there is proof that Islam came to Malaysia in the 14th century.383 
The proponents of this view refer to the incident of the third and fourth rulers of Malacca. 
The third ruler of Malacca, Raja Ibrahim (who took the title Sri Parameswara Dewa 
Shah), was the younger son of Sri Maharaja (who allegedly converted on his own personal 
LQLWLDWLYHDQGWRRNWKHQDPH0RKDPPHG6KDKIURP6UL0DKDUDMD¶V Hindu-Buddhist wife 
(who was of royal blood). He usurped his elder brother from Sri Maharaja¶V0XVOLPZLIH (a 
commoner), Raja Kassim (a Muslim), with the support of the Malay noblemen who were all 
Hindus and Buddhists. Raja Kassim was supported by the Indian Tamil Muslims and local 
Muslims of Arab descent, both groups being traders or their descendants. Raja Ibrahim 
mysteriously died a year after taking the throne and Raja Kassim became the fourth ruler of 
Malacca taking the title Sultan Muzaffar Shah.384 This is proof that there were two large 
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religious groups ± the Muslims and Hindus. It cannot be said that these Muslims came 
into being after the Sultan385 converted since they were in existence before he converted. 
The first version has been the accepted history and has been considered as the formal 
historical version for many Malaysians.386 The first theory is propagated through the history 
books written by several historians who had a western centric philosophy. However, a recent 
study carried out jointly by the University of Malaya and the Sultan Idris Education 
University has shown that Islam has been present even since the time of the Four Pious 
Caliphs387 and shows that the second theory to be more accurate. The study uses a mixture 
of doctrinal and scientific methodology whereby the historians and researchers used 
genealogy to trace the origins of Muslim families and back it with documentary evidence 
from historic journals. This research was mapped out based on the roots of the family and 
supported by whatever historical evidence could corroborate the findings. The research has 
shown that there were Malay Muslims388 since the dawn of Islam in the Seventh Century.  
According to this research most of the Arab traders set up settlements along the coasts 
of Peninsular Malaysia on their way to trade with China and the Malay Archipelago. These 
settlements were not temporary as initially thought, and there is evidence that they had settled 
down with the local inhabitants on a more permanent basis. These settlements had existed 
even before the Arabs themselves became Muslims. The Arabs mainly came from Hadramaut 
(what is today Yemen). There is a Hadith that relates that Muhammad (pbuh) instructed 
Muadh ibn Jabal to be the Governor of Yemen and spread the faith of Islam. The Hadith is 
as follows: 
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³Ibn Abbas reported: When the Messenger of Allah, peace and blessings be 
XSRQKLPVHQW0X¶DGKWR<HPHQKHVDLGWRKLP 
Verily, you are coming to a people among the people of the Book, so call them to 
testify there is no God but Allah and I am the Messenger of Allah. If they accept that, 
then teach them that Allah has obligated five prayers in each day and night. If they 
accept that, then teach them that Allah as obligated charity to be taken from the rich 
and given to the poor. If they accept that, beware not to take from the best of their 
wealth. Be on guard from the supplication of the oppressed, for there is no barrier 
between it and Allah.´389 
The Hadith above is a reminder to Muadh that he is going to Yemen, where some of 
the people were either Christians or Jews390. He was instructed on how to set about attracting 
people to Islam. The Governor proceeded to convert almost the entire state of Yemen to 
Islam. The Yemenis then propagated the religion to the places that they travelled to and this 
included their settlements in Peninsular Malaysia. According to the research the Yemenis did 
not immediately become GD¶L391 but rather spread Islam amongst their kin and in turn 
practised the religion as they were instructed. The religion then spread through marriage and 
propagation.392 Therefore, Islam began spreading in the Malay Archipelago as early as the 
7th Century.393  
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Whether we accept the Western or Asian centric version, the fact remains that 
Islam began to flourish in Peninsular Malaysia after the 14th Century with the establishment 
of the Malacca Sultanate.394 In East Malaysia, the Brunei Sultanate was also Muslim and 
based on most historians account, this was about the same time as the Malacca Sultanate, 
thus the 14th or 15th Century. In the 16th Century when Malacca fell, many Muslims fled to 
Brunei fearing persecution by the Portuguese.395 These included the rich, thinkers, 
administrators and others. Brunei became stronger and Islam expanded as a result396. It 
should be noted however, the Islamic faith has always been stronger in Brunei than in 
Malaysia. This can be seen from the approach each state has taken towards funding of 
religious programmes within each state,397 whereby in Brunei religious programmes are State 
funded whilst Malaysia has a mixture of both State and private funding. That, in brief, shows 
the degree of development of the 6KDUL¶DK in Brunei as compared to Malaysia. 
 %UXQHL¶VFRQWUROover the hinterland of Borneo was never complete and so the spread 
of Islam was not as widespread as compared to Peninsular Malaysia398. This also led to 
%UXQHL¶VGHFUHDVLQJLQIOXHQFHLQWKHregion, especially in Sarawak. As for Sabah there are 
two main groups, WKHPDLQVWUHDP0XVOLPVWKDWDUHSDVVLYHDQGWKHRXWFDVWVRU³PLJUDQWV´399 
who are more aggressive. The passive Muslims are probably locals that accepted the Islamic 
faith from Brunei. The migrants come mainly from the Philippines with a strong influence 
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from the Sulu Sultanate or Moro homeland. These migrants have either been isolated in 
North and West Sabah or assimilated subtly as has happened in East Sabah, where they are 
more vocal and aggressive in their practice of Islam and hence creating a rather sensitive 
powder keg that may erupt anytime.400 
Clearly, the advent of Islam has similar tones to Malaysian history through different 
and varied models. All the above illustrates how the mainstream doctrine of Islam, which is 
the Sunni sect and more speFLILFDOO\RIWKH6\DIL¶HVFKRRORIWKRXJKWGHYHORSHGLQ0DOD\VLD. 
As mentioned earlier Perlis was different and this could be due to the fact that Perlis 
was established by Siam after Siam was tired of WKH .HGDK¶V continued rebellions and 
uprisings. Siam took what is today Perlis from Kedah and created a buffer state to monitor 
.HGDK¶VDFWLRQV The Raja of Perlis was also appointed by Siam who was also a Siamese 
official401. Perlis set its own priorities and this is probably the main reason why Perlis has 
been different. It distanced itself from the other Malay States and what better way than to use 
a different school of thought. The Wahhabis tried their level best to show that they were 
different from the mainstream Sunnis and Shi`ites perhaps as a means to assimilate the two 
factions. However, today most deem the Wahhabis to be indirectly Sunnis as well402. Coming 
back to Perlis, it is interesting to note that until now the ruler of Perlis is called Raja and not 
Sultan. 
The term may seem insignificant to the uninitiated but it carries a huge significance 
in the broader scheme of things. The Malays discarded the use of ³Raja´ORQJDJRDVLWZDV 
deemed to be a Hindu term and it meant the ruler of all people to a level similar to God. 
However, the term Sultan merely means a ruler acting wiWK*RG¶VJUDFHRUVRPHKDYHFDOOHG
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the Sultan as ruling in the shadow of God. In Islam there can only be one ruler of all 
Muslims in the world and that person will hold the title of Caliph or Khalifah. The Sultan is 
subordinate to the Khalifah. During the time Perlis was formed, the only Caliphate was that 
of the Turkish Ottoman Empire which was dismantled after World War I. 
As mentioned earlier, there is a growing Shi`ite influence in Malaysia. This has 
appeared in Johor (the southern-most state in Peninsular Malaysia) and Selangor (the most 
urban state in Malaysia). The arrival is shrouded in mystery as the religious authorities have 
been trying to ascertain how this branch of Islam got a foothold in Malaysia.403 The obvious 
reason would be through trade as Iran has always EHHQRQHRI0DOD\VLD¶VFORVHVW WUDGLQJ
partners.  
Interestingly WKHUHDUHQRKLVWRULFRUFXUUHQWUHSRUWVDWDOORIGLUHFW6KL¶LWHRUWahabbi 
influences in East Malaysia. This is the main difference between East Malaysia and 
Peninsular Malaysia and has also led some historians to believe that the root of Islam in East 
Malaysia came from the east, namely China. The Chinese Muslims are predominantly, if not 
totally Sunnis of the 6\DIL¶H Sect. It is too much of a coincidence that both China and 
Malaysia follow the same sect whereas the vast majority of the Sunni Muslims are 
predominantly of the Hanafi Sect. Nonetheless, this slightly more singular source of Islam 
can be seen in the development of the 6KDUL¶DK in East Malaysia which is not debated as 
much as in the the arrival in the Peninular Malaysia. 
The development of 6KDUL¶DKin East Malaysia was by two distinct methods due to 
the different styles of administration prior to the independence of these States. In Sabah, 
where the administration of the State was more akin to a company running a business; there 
was not much in place of a religious or social infrastructure. A lot more emphasis was placed 
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on economic infrastructure404 and how to ensure that there was enough to provide the 
workers with the basic necessities. The local development of the 6KDUL¶DKstagnated, allowing 
the British North Borneo Company to use the British Legal system as a form of legal 
governance without much effort. There was some 6KDUL¶DKlaw applied in Sabah but it was 
not systematic.405 The 6KDUL¶DKwas never codified until after Sabah gained independence.406 
Therefore its development is still in its infancy. 
The development of the 6KDUL¶DK in Sarawak is different from Sabah. It is one of the 
few states in Malaysia where the Malays and Muslims are the minority and yet still maintain 
control of the State. There are historical reasons for this since the Brunei Sultanate maintained 
its control over Sarawak through superior forces and methods of war. As pointed out in 
Chapter Four, there is a multi-ethnic diversity in Sarawak where the Muslims make up 
approximately 27 percent of the population. There are the Dayaks, the collective name for 
all the native tribes in the Sarawak, who make up about 42 percent and the Chinese around 
30 percent of the population. The problem is that the predominant Dayaks, the Ibans who 
number at around 31 percent were always fighting amongst themselves as well as the other 
11 percent of the Dayaks. This enabled the 27 percent Malay Muslims to control the State.407 
It was not until the White Rajah took over that this changed. 
The coming to power of the White Rajahs in Sarawak totally changed the political, 
administrative and religious dynamics. One of the first casualties was Islam which lost its 
status as the main religion. During this time, many missionary groups set about educating 
and converting the Dayaks to Christianity. Sarawak could have been the only State with a 
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majority Christian population but the problem was that the vast majority of the older 
Dayaks who were converted, reverted to paganism although the reasons for this are still 
unclear. Nonetheless, it does illustrate the fact that Islam was not the main religion in 
Sarawak for a specific time frame. There is evidence that during this time the ShDUL¶DK was 
also part of the law of the land408. Nonetheless codification in Sarawak began after 
independence409. 
The development of the 6KDUL¶DKin East Malaysa was relatively slow if compared to 
Peninsular Malaysia. Hence, it took the relevant 6KDUL¶DK laws from other States in 
Peninsular Malaysia to leave an imprint on the position in both these states. The Islamic 
UHOLJLRXVGHSDUWPHQWVRIERWKVWDWHVXVXDOO\DGRSWHGRWKHU6WDWH¶VE\H-laws or enactments 
rather than drafting their own. This is no longer an issue since it has been decided that in the 
interest of the 6KDUL¶DK in Malaysia, all subsequent laws should be harmonised.  
 
Source of jurisdiction of the 6KDUL¶DK in Malaysia 
The source of jurisdiction for the 6KDUL¶DK is the Federal Constitution, which 
designates that the law making powers of Islamic law in specific areas, to the state 
Governments and not to the Federal Government. This power is more evident in the nine 
sultanate states in Peninsular Malaysia where specific powers with regards to religion are 
vested with the Sultan as being the head of Islam for his State. The provision in the Federal 
Constitution is as follows: 
³([FHSWZLWKUHVSHFWWRWKH)HGHUDO7HUULWRULHVRI.XDOD/XPSXU/DEXDQ
and Putrajaya, Islamic law and personal and family law of persons professing the 
religion of Islam, including the Islamic law relating to succession, testate and 
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intestate, betrothal, marriage, divorce, dower, maintenance, adoption, legitimacy, 
guardianship, gifts, partitions and non-charitable trusts; Wakafs and the definition 
and regulation of charitable and religious trusts, the appointment of trustees and the 
incorporation of persons in respect of Islamic religious and charitable endowments, 
institutions, trusts, charities and charitable institutions operating wholly within the 
State; Malay customs; Zakat, Fitrah and Baitulmal or similar Islamic religious 
revenue; mosques or any Islamic public places of worship, creation and punishment 
of offences by persons professing the religion of Islam against precepts of that 
religion, except in regard to matters included in the Federal List; the constitution, 
organization and procedure of Syariah courts, which shall have jurisdiction only over 
persons professing the religion of Islam and in respect only of any of the matters 
included in this paragraph, but shall not have jurisdiction in respect of offences except 
in so far as conferred by federal law; the control of propagating doctrines and beliefs 
among persons professing the religion of Islam; the determination of matters of 
,VODPLFODZDQGGRFWULQHDQG0DOD\FXVWRP´410 
 
 As for the other four States and three Federal Territories, the head of Islam is the 
Yang DiPertuan Agong or King appointed through the Council of Rulers known as the 
Durbar. They are the official custodians of Islam in Malaysia. This authority cannot be 
XVXUSHGE\DQ\RQHZLWKLQ0DOD\VLDRUWKHVWDWHVWKXVSURWHFWLQJ,VODP¶V position. The actual 
administration is rather more complicated. All the States have their own Islamic Religious 
Authorities. They all have their own powers derived from their own Islamic Law Enactments 
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that are passed in the State Legislative Assemblies, with the exception of the three Federal 
Territories.411 
The application of the Shari¶ah in these States is done through the 6KDUL¶DK Courts. 
Each State has its own 6KDUL¶DK Court applying the interpretation of the 6KDUL¶DK without 
any reference to either StaWH¶VMXULVGLFWLRQ. The 6KDUL¶DK Appellate Courts are also under the 
State purview but the usual practice is to refer to a select group of Judges that are not tied 
down to one particular post. There is a list of qualified judges that has been provided by the 
Jabatan Kehakiman 6KDUL¶DK Malaysia or Malaysian 6KDUL¶DK Judicial Department 
(JKSM)412 and usually most States use these judges. 
This and the fact that the officers serving in these Courts, both the lower courts and 
the high courts, are from JKSM means they are actually federal officers serving the States 
and are subject to transfer to post in Malaysia at any time. This should have assisted the 
harmonisation of the 6KDUL¶DK but it did not proceed as planned. In actual fact, the 6KDUL¶DK 
applied in the States is not as harmonised as it should be.  
Efforts are being continued to further harmonise the law through JKSM but it is slow. 
Nonetheless, up to 2011 most of the states have agreed to harmonise most of the laws but 
with varying degrees of success. Before the states can amend the law they have to obtain 
approval of the relevant Sultans and Rulers. For states without Sultans, the matter is referred 
to the Yang Di Pertuan Agong. In the states where the Yang Di Pertuan Agong is the Islamic 
leader, the matter is first approved in Parliament to have effect in the three Federal Territories, 
after which the other States in the same situation follow suit, namely Sabah, Sarawak, Penang 
and Malacca - through their State assemblies. The state that the Yang Di Pertuan Agong hails 
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from would be in the hands of a Regent (usually the heir apparent to the state sultanate) 
and the Regent approves the said laws.  
The current methodology is for JKSM is to come up with a draft model law and have 
it approved for the three Federal Territories, from where it can move forward. However, the 
amendments law has not been passed as yet413. Therefore, the process has been tried but is 
yet to be proven. 
 
The child in Islam 
Despite what has been portrayed by non-Muslim scholars or opponents of Islam the 
status of the child in Islam is protected and special. This status has been enshrined in the holy 
Qur`an as well as the Sunnah.414  In Islam, the related general principle states that children 
are an amanah or trust that God has entrusted on the parents. This trust has been placed on 
the parents and they must do their best to ensure that the child receives all that is required for 
him/her to grow into a responsible and educated Muslim. This trust exists until both the 
parents and child are dead or upon the coming of age of that child. In the absence of the 
parents or a close relative, the Government would then have to take custody of the child and 
become the guardian ad litem for the said child. All the obligations of the parents are taken 
over by the State or the close relatives. 
The child in Islam is seen from a different perspective than that envisioned in the 
CRC. Firstly, in Islam, a child ceases to be considered as a child when he has attained 
maturity/puberty or baligh.415 The term baligh is rather wide and encompasses both maturity 
and puberty. The age differs as girls could attain maturity as young as nine416 and boys as 




 The actions, sayings and teachings of the Holy Prophet Muhammad (pbuh) 
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young as thirteen. Maturity is based on both biological and mental capacity, that is, 
intellectual and emotional. The age of maturity varies according to the child and his 
development. This differs from the CRC which VWDWHVWKDW³«DFKLOGPHans every human 
being below the age of eighteen years unless, under the law applicable to the child, majority 
is attained earlier.´417 It would be very difficult to reconcile the two concepts with one being 
very fluid and flexible whilst the other is absolute and fixed. 
The second difference relates to the individual as part of a whole (both adults and 
children) and not the child alone. The individual as seen from the western perspective is 
someone born free, with the will to decide his own future so long as it is in accordance with 
the law. The concept of the individual has been encapsulated in Articles 1-7 of the Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR). In Islam, the individual is viewed the same as from 
the western perspective but subject to the indiviGXDO¶VVXEVHUYLHQFHWR*RG7KLVLVEDVHGRQ
WKHIROORZLQJ4XU¶DQLFUHYHODWLRQ- 
³O ye who believe! Obey Allah, and obey the messenger and those of you who are in 
authority; and if ye have a dispute concerning any matter, refer it to Allah and the 
messenger if ye are (in truth) believers in Allah and the Last Day. That is better and 
more seemly in the end.´418 
There is also the concept in the Universal Islamic Declaration of Human Rights 
8,'+5RUWKH&DLUR'HFODUDWLRQZKLFKZDVWKH2,&¶VYHUVLRQRIWKHIslamic UDHR. The 
Preamble states as follows: 
³Therefore we, as Muslims, who believe 
 « 
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f) that by the terms of our primeval covenant with God our duties and 
obligations have priority over our rights, and that each one of us is under a 
bounden duty to spread the teachings of Islam by word, deed, and indeed in 
all gentle ways, and to make them effective not only in our individual lives 
but also in the society around us; 
g) in our obligation to establish an Islamic order: 
  « 
               vi) wherein obedience shall be rendered only to those commands that are in 
consonance with the Law;´ 
The provisions above indicate that there is no alternative for Muslims other than 
complete obedience to the 6KDUL¶DK. This simply means that any law, rule or directive for 
Muslims must adhere to the Islamic law. Similarly for child rights, it is subject to the 
overarching factor that it must adhere to the 6KDUL¶DK. Notwithstanding this, the 6KDUL¶DK
does provide specific rights for children. 
The Qur`an acknowledges that the child has rights and from this acknowledgement, 
child rights under the 6KDUL¶DKhave been developed. It began during the advent of Islam, 
when the Arab world was experiencing its own version of the Dark Ages, known as 
Jahiliyyah or Ignorance, whereby girls and women were deemed to be chattel and a disgrace 
to the family. The practice among Arabs was to bury baby girls alive but the Holy Prophet 
Muhammad (pbuh) received the revelation. 
 
³6D\&RPH,ZLll recite unto you that which your Lord hath made a sacred 
duty for you: That ye ascribe no thing as partner unto Him and that ye do good to 
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parents, and that ye slay not your children because of penury - We provide for 
you and for them - and that ye draw not nigh to lewd things whether open or 
concealed. And that ye slay not the life which Allah hath made sacred, save in the 
course of justice. This He hath commanded \RXLQRUGHUWKDW\HPD\GLVFHUQ´419 
 
The above revelation clearly prohibits the killing of children for any reason even if 
one could not afford to care for the child. According to the Muslim jurists, this is the 
beginning of rights for children in Islam as seen in the following: 
 
³7UDGLWLRQDOO\ SURKLELWLRQ RI IHPDOH LQIDQWLFLGH E\ ,VODP LQ HDUly Islamic 
society (570 A.D.) is regarded as the landmark for the Islamic discourse on the Rights 
of the Child. It is believed that by doing so, Islam challenged the patriarchal social 
QRUPVDQGYDOXHVRIWKHDQFLHQW$UDEVRFLHW\´420 
 
Each child has the right to life and that right cannot be absolved by mere tradition.421 
The Holy Prophet (pbuh) is also known to have beseeched Muslims to be kind to children. It 
has been reported: 
 
 ³7KH3URSKHWZDVIRQGRIFKLOGUHQDQGKHH[SUHVVHGKLVFRQYLFWLRQWKDWWKH
Muslim community would be noted among other communities for their kindness to 
FKLOGUHQ´422 
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Another Sunnah has also specifically addressed the need to protect and guard children.  
The following Sunnah further illustrates this point: 
 
³7KH1REOH3URSKHWSHDce be upon him) said: ³(YHU\RQHof you is a protector 
and guardian and responsible for your wards and things under your care and a man is 
a guardian of his family members, and is accountable for those placed under his 
FKDUJH´423  
 
Basically, the Sunnah states that a child has a right to protection either through their 
parents or their legal guardians. This general rule extends to the state should any mishap 
befall his carers. Thus, the child is protected not only at the family level but the obligation 
extends all the way up to the national level. 
As mentioned in Chapter Two in the definition of the child in Islam, the child begins 
at the foetus stage. Should the foetus suffer a premature death, then the foetus must be given 
a proper burial with full religious rites performed. This includes a special prayer, a quick 
burial, a non-abused and intact body both internally and physically. The above and all the 
other sources of the 6KDUL¶DK provide rights as being divinely ordained. The application and 
implementation of the 6KDUL¶DK is executed by the authorities.  
 
How the 6KDUL¶DK is implemented on Children  
The differences in the 6KDUL¶DK in the various states in Malaysia provides for a rather 
complex reading of the 6KDUL¶DK overall. However, before proceeding to the position in 
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Malaysia, it is necessary to look at the position under the auspices of the Organisation of 
Islamic Cooperation.  
The Organisation of Islamic Cooperation424 or OIC has tried to enhance the 6KDUL¶DK 
throughout the world. Instead of forcing the 6KDUL¶DK on its members, the OIC has instead 
used encouragement to try and bring its members to apply the 6KDUL¶DK in line with 
mainstream Islam. This may be difficult to materialise due to the complex rift between the 
Sunnis DQG6KL¶LWHVNevertheless, what the OIC has managed to do positively for the Islamic 
world is to provide an outlet for Islam to be expressed and represented. While most western 
civilisations look at Islam as regressive towards its people, the OIC shows that Muslims are 
not oppressed and backward people.  
The OIC also provides guidance and advice to member states upon request regarding 
Islamic matters including the 6KDUL¶DK, but is purely advisory in nature. It has brought 
Muslim states closer but the harmonisation of the 6KDUL¶DK is still a long way off. This can 
be illustrated through the work the OIC has done. On the issue of the rights of children, the 
OIC initiated the Covenant on the Rights of the Child in Islam (the OIC Covenant), which is 
basically a treaty which projects an Islamic version of the CRC. 
Briefly, the OIC Covenant consists of twenty six articles and fifteen preamble 
paragraphs. It was signed and ratified by the member states and adopted by the Thirty Second 
Islamic Conference of Foreign Ministers in June 2005. Through its collective voice the OIC 
has tried to bridge the gap between the secular notion of child rights as propagated through 
the CRC with the theological version of child rights under the OIC Covenant. It is not the 
first as there are other covenants and treaties drafted by the OIC.425 The OIC tried hard to 
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 According to some commentators, the human rights documents sponsored by the OIC take a restrictive 
position on human rights. For H[DPSOHWKH2,&'HFODUDWLRQRI+XPDQ5LJKWV.D\RXJOXVD\VWKDW³the 
document provides only a subordinated status to religious minorities and also prohibits conversion from 
Islam. It also presents glaring evidence of discrimination against women, as it provides the right to freedom of 
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harmonise the differences between UN laws and the SharL¶ah; with the OIC Covenant 
being one of the instruments used to justify that the CRC and the Shari¶DKare compatible. 
There have been continuous collaborative projects between the UN and the OIC to try and 
bridge the GLYLGH2QHRIWKHVHFROODERUDWLYHZRUNVLVDMRLQWSXEOLFDWLRQFDOOHG³,QYHVWLQJLQ
WKH&KLOGUHQLQWKH,VODPLF:RUOG´SXEOLVKHGE\81DQG2,&WKURXJKWKHLU related agencies 
namely UNICEF and ISESCO426. In this publication reference is made to the ³Foreword: 
Children First´ jointly issued by the Secretary General of the OIC, the Executive Director of 
UNICEF and Director General of ISESCO which stated as follows:  
 
³$VGRHVWKH&RQYHQWLRQ,VODPHVWDEOLVKHVWKHEHVWLQWHUHVWVRIWKHFKLOGDVD
primary consideration in actions and decisions concerning children; and the principles 
of sharia place corresponding obligations on the family, on society and on the state. 
These standards are used to guide laws, practices, budgets and policies. Governments, 
in particular, are encouraged to create an environment and provide the resources that 
HQVXUHFKLOGUHQUHFHLYHWKHIXOOEHQHILWVRIWKHLUULJKWV´ 
 
The SharL¶ah is compatible with the best interests of the child principle. Despite this 
claim there remains the fact that there is no specific provision to provide this as does Article 
3 of the CRC. Besides this, it has to be highlighted that there is still the overriding position 
that despite the best interests of the child as a primary consideration, it could never overrule 
the SharL¶ah. Therefore, the best interests of the child must always be viewed together with 
                                                 
movement or marriage only to men´+HQFHKHKDVcalled for a review of all OIC treaties and conventions so 
as to remain relevant today. The OIC has created a committee to discuss possibilities to make the Declaration 
more acceptable to certain parties. Comments by Turan Kayouglu, visiting Fellow of the Brookings Doha 
Center www.brookings.edu/research/opinions/2012/04/23-cairo-kayaoglu 
426
 Available at: https://www.unicef.org/publications/index_28182.html. Online.  
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the principles of the SharL¶ah. This can be seen from one of the objectives of the OIC 
Covenant which states as follows: 
 
³ To ensure a balanced and safe childhood and ensure the raising of 
generations of Muslim children who believe in their creator, adhere to their faith, are 
loyal to their country, committed to the principles of truth and goodness in thoughts 
DQGLQGHHGVDQGWRWKHVHQVHRIEHORQJLQJWRWKH,VODPLFFLYLOL]DWLRQ´427 
 
The best interests of the child principle does exist in Islam but not in the absolute 
manner as proposed by the CRC. There is no express provision as it has to be read or applied 
together with the SharL¶ah. Apart from that there is another difference in that the principle is 
not expressly pronounced in any Islamic or 6KDUL¶DK literature or text. The Covenant is silent 
on the principle and the 4XU¶DQ itself does not contain any specific provision on it. The 
principle is accepted and understood to exist because it is what is expected of Muslims when 
applying the 4XU¶DQand 6KDUL¶DK explicitly. 
The principle is translated into the rights accorded to the child in Islam, which may 
seem basic but are similar to the rights accorded in the CRC. However, there are obligations 
imposed on the parents on how these rights are implemented. Take for example the right to 
life which is protected for both in Islam as well as the CRC. 
 
Article 6 (CRC) 
1. States Parties recognize that every child has the inherent right to life. 
2. States Parties shall ensure to the maximum extent possible the survival and 
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development of the child. 
Article 6 (OIC Covenant) The Right to Life 
1. The child shall have the right to life from when he is a fetus in his/her motKHU¶V
womb or in the case of hisKHUPRWKHU¶VGHDWKDERUWLRQVKRXOGEHSURKLELWHG
except under necessity warranted by the interests of the mother, the foetus, or 
both of them. The child shall have the right to descent, ownership, inheritance, 
and child support. 
2. State Parties to the Covenant shall guarantee the basics necessary for the 
survival and development of the child and for his/her protection from 
violence, abuse, exploitation, and deterioration of his/her living and health 
conditions. 
The CRC recognises that the child has a right to life but this begins after the child is 
born, tKDWLVZKHQWKHEDE\OHDYHVWKHPRWKHU¶VZRPE7KHULJKWRIWKHFKLOGLQ,VODPEHJLQV
earlier, that is at the foetal stage. This is the main difference between the two documents. 
This difference is due to the recognition given to the rights of women in many Western 
countries to abort their child should they wish to do so, despite the continuing debate between 
the more conservative Christians who oppose abortion. The more liberal claim it should be 
the choice of the mother to choose.  
Looking at the issue from the best interests of the child principle, which of the above 
would have been in the best interests of the child, abortion or birth? The CRC could not claim 
the best interests of the child in this situation since it would run afoul of another UN Human 
Rights treaty; namely CEDAW. The right of the mother should supersede the right of the 
unborn child. However, despite the OIC Covenant being silent on the best interests of the 
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child, it is inherent that its principles also provide for such an interest though without 
expressly mentioning it. 
Looking at the issue from a different perspective there is another school of thought in 
WKH ,VODPLF VFKRODUO\ ZRUOG WKDW LV VOLJKWO\ PRUH ³UDGLFDO´ DQG LOOXVWUDWHG E\ .DPUDQ
+DVKHPL ,Q KLV DUWLFOH HQWLWOHG ³5HOLJLRXV /egal Traditions, Muslim States and the 
Convention on the Rights of the Child: An Essay on the Relevant 81'RFXPHQWDWLRQ´428 he 
claims that in most cases the reservations entered by the Muslim States are not based on the 
6KDUL¶DKbut more due to culture, and that 6KDUL¶DK is not contradictory to the CRC. The 
majority of the reservations may be true but his suggestions are based purely on the fact that 
some Muslim States have said that certain provisions are not contradictory with the 6KDUL¶DK. 
To illustrate this point we can take one highly debated area, pre-marital sex. Islam 
forbids it and there are no exceptions whatsoever. The CRC Committee expressed their 
concerns in their Comments to the relevant state429 that the State should not punish children 
(teenagers) who commit pre-marital sex. The author then cites the contract marriage or nikah 
mut`ah $V PHQWLRQHG HDUOLHU WKH 6KL¶LWHV KDYH DOORZHG WKLV DQG EDVHG RQ WKH DXWKRU¶V
background he is most probably to be D6KL¶LWHDVZHOO,UDQKDVSURYLGHGWKDWVKRuld there 
be a case of pre-marital sex then that couple should be allowed to marry each other or at the 
very least that couple should perform the contract marriage before conducting the pre-marital 
sex. As mentioned above, Sunnis have rejected contract marriage because it is deemed to 
take away the dignity of women and reduce them to mere sex objects. Therefore this concept 
is unacceptable and not allowed in Islam, and therefore it would be impossible to allow it. 
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The best interest of the child in Islam 
There are many other differences in the rights propagated in Islam as compared to the 
rights accorded in the CRC but this thesis focuses on is the best interests of the child principle. 
Whilst the CRC places it in Article 3, there is no specific provision in Islam or in the OIC 
&RYHQDQWWKDWXVHVWKHH[DFWVDPHSULQFLSOHDV³WKHEHVWLQWHUHVWVRIWKHFKLOG´1HYHUWKHOHVV
this research intends to show that despite no express provision on the best interests of the 
child, it is still factored in or inherently exists within the 6KDUL¶DK. One example can be seen 
from the Sunnah mentioned earlier, which expresses a similar need to protect and guard the 
rights of the child. The issue would then be how the rights of the child are best protected and 
guarded. If the Sunnah is carefully scrutinised, the issue relates closely with the 
UHVSRQVLELOLWLHVRZHGWRWKHFKLOGIURPWKHSDUHQWVDQG³WKRVHZKR are accountable for those 
placed under his charge´. The concept of accountability in Islam is an important concept 
which if understood correctly would be sufficient to ensure that the best interests of the child 
are always given priority. 
In Islam, Muslims must ensure that they care for two main rights. First and foremost, 
there are the rights owed to Allah as the Creator of all beings and known as Huquq Allah. 
The fulfillment of these rights comes from fulfilling all religious duties ordained by Him in 
the form of Ibadah Khususiah or Specific Acts of Worship.430 However, it is not enough for 
a Muslim to only care for his personal relationship with Allah. There is also the need to care 
for the second type of rights, that is, the rights owed to other human beings or also known as 
Huquq al-Insan. This would include the responsibilities owed from a parent to his child or 
any person who has been awarded guardianship or care over the child. The effect of non-
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 This includes fulfilling the five main pillars of Islam - that is, saying the Shahadah, praying five times a 
day, fasting in the month of Ramadhan, paying zakat or alms and doing the Hajj or pilgrimage to Makkah if 
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fulfillment of a duty owed is that the person will be answerable to Allah, both in this 
world and the Hereafter. Therefore, if a child is neglected this is considered as a crime in 
Islam and is punishable under 7D¶]LU crimes431 whilst the perpetrator of the crime is 
personally liable for his actions in the Hereafter.  
Aside from that the respect for a right and the fulfillment of a responsibility or duty 
also brings with it barakah which means blessings. This is the hidden reward given by Allah 
for fulfilling obligations which have been ordained by Him. It may be manifested through 
the feeling of felicity, calmness, VDWLVIDFWLRQDQGSHDFHRIPLQGWKDWUHODWHVFORVHO\WRRQH¶V
conscience. The responsibility owed to a child is then reciprocated with the duty owed by an 
DGXOWFKLOGWRFDUHIRUKLVSDUHQWVZKHQWKH\DUHROG7KLVKDVEDVLVLQVHYHUDO4XU¶DQLFYHUVHV
that VSHFLILFDOO\PHQWLRQWKHQHHGWRGRJRRGWRRQH¶VSDUHQWV 
Besides the general principles in Islam and the 6KDUL¶DKthere are now moves towards 
understanding the 6KDUL¶DKThis was done through a seminar organised in Morocco in 2015 
and is summed up as follows- 
 
³The purpose of this symposium issue of the American Journal of Comparative 
Law is twofold. First, it serves to showcase some of the contributions to the workshop 
µParental CDUHDQGWKH%HVW,QWHUHVWVRIWKH&KLOGLQ0XVOLP&RXQWULHV¶ which, under 
the auspices of the Max Planck Institute for Comparative and International Private 
Law, was convened at the Centre Jacques Berque in Rabat, Morocco, April 1-5, 2015. 
Second, the articles collected here aim to introduce readers to the larger project of the 
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Max Planck Working Group on Child Law in Muslim Countries, which was 
established in the summer of 2014 and held its inaugural meeting at the workshop in 
Rabat. The overall aim of the Working Group is to explore how parenthood is being 
negotiated in Muslim countries and to examine the legal concepts that reflect changing 
perceptions of parenthood and that have emerged over the course of the last few 
decades.´432 
 
The American Journal of Comparative Law published all the articles on this subject 
in a single edition.433 In it there were several articles on the 6KDUL¶DKand the best interests of 
the child principle. Because of its relevancy, this thesis will briefly review some of those 
articles. The first article was an introductory chapter that outlined the proceeding chapters 
and gave a brief idea of the concept of the best interests of the child in Islam. 
It has been suggested that the Islamic concept of the best interests of the child 
principle is known as maslahat at-tifl.434 There are also specific terms used including "the 
benefit of the child" or manfa'at al-walad, "the welfare of the child" or maslahat al-walad, 
and ³WKHJRRGIRUWXQHRIWKHFKLOG´RUhazz al-walad.435 
Some writers have divided the rights of the child into two types. According to Ahmed 
Fekry Ibrahim, the protection of the child in Islam may be divided into the basic rights of the 
child and the best interests of the child. According to the article, most jurists have no 
problems in deciding cases on basic interests of the child.436 These include issues such as the 
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FKLOG¶VULJKWWROLIHSK\VLFDOKHDOWKDQGPRUDOXSEULQJLQJ It would also include providing 
the child with the proper education to become a good Muslim and would entail both Islamic 
religious education and the education that would prepare him for the needs of this world. It 
is only with knowledge that a Muslim child can learn of their rights and obligations as well 
as how to best fulfill their potential. This was the minimum threshold in child rights and 
accepted by all the jurists. 
The author then describes how or when the best interests of the child is triggered by 
giving the analogy of the custody issue when a child is allowed to choose the parent they 
wish to follow which is not a basic but best interests right.437 Therefore, it can be said that 
the best interests of the child will usually need to be considered when there is a conflict 
between their rights and the rights of others, be it their parents in custody cases or 
Government agencies in case of immigration issues. 
7KHQH[WUHODWHGDUWLFOHLV³7KH,PSDFWRI5HOLJLRQLQ,QWHUUHOLJLRXV&XVWRG\'LVSXWHV
Middle Eastern aQG 6RXWKHDVW $VLDQ $SSURDFKHV´438 which aptly provided the opening 
paragraph. As the topic suggests, the scope is limited in that it specifically refers to custody 
matters. However, it does try to provide a practical aspect by comparing several Muslim 
states as examples although this thesis questions the choice of states especially Indonesia. 
Malaysia has close ties with Indonesia and it is the largest Muslim State, but it is not an 
Islamic State.439 In fact, it is a secular state and the reason for this can be seen by a simple 
VWXG\RI,QGRQHVLD¶VKLVWRU\%HIRUHPDNLQJDVVXPSWLRQVDKLVWRULFDOVRFLRORJLFDODQGOHJDO
history should have been carried out.440 
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Apart from that, the examples of other jurisdictions were also very useful but it 
does not negate the fact that the article again limits itself to family matters. A certain theme 
is seen to be building and it seems that the Symposium was limiting the discussion on best 
interests of the child principle in Islam to family law matters. The next two articles were even 
more entrenched in the family law sphere. The articles were firstly ³$Q (QGXULQJ 5HOLF
Family Law Reform and the Inflexibility RI:LOƗ\D´441 DQGVHFRQGO\³$GGLQJE\&KRLFH
$GRSWLRQDQG)XQFWLRQDO(TXLYDOHQWVLQ,VODPLFDQG0LGGOH(DVWHUQ/DZ´442 Both topics, 
the former on guardianship and the latter on adoption or kafala, are essentially family law 
matters. Although they may provide further illustration of the best interests of the child 
principle in Islam they are still limited. The articles do not deal with the larger picture as to 
how and if the best interests of the child can be used in non-family matters in Islam. 
The discussion now moves on to how the best interests of the child principle are 
applied in situations where the child commits a crime. This thesis submits that the Islamic 
position on this issue is similar to the position under the CRC. This is mainly due to the fact 
that in order to be liable for a crime, three main requirements need to be fulfilled: the child 
must be sane (aqil), have reached the age of majority or maturity (baligh) and committed the 
act of his own free will (mukhtar). The second requirement of baligh shows that a child could 
not accept criminal liability in Islam. As seen in the above discussion on the concept of 
baligh, the threshold of who a child is appears quite low and well within the ambits of the 
CRC.  
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In fact, it is further submitted that the Islamic position works in such a way that 
not only does it ensure that the child is treated justly but it also provides rehabilitation efforts 
to ensure that the child will be able to repent and mend his ways. Aside from that, if a child 
has done something illegal then the parents are to bear the responsibility. The 6KDUL¶DK also 
provides that in cases where the rights of others are affected, for example in cases where 
there has been an infliction of bodily injury, the parents or guardians of the child must be 
responsible to make the payment of diyah or compensation for such injuries caused. These 
are the generally accepted principles in Islam; now the thesis will concentrate on specific 
issues pertaining to the application of the best interests of the child principle in Malaysia. 
 
The 6KDUL¶DK in Malaysia and its implication for Child laws 
 In Malaysia, the 6KDUL¶DK has its own jurisdiction and its own courts to enforce it. 
The 6KDUL¶DKis limited to the private law whereas the statute and common law prevails in 
the public law sphere. Thus, in the vast majority of areas like criminal law and other 
administrative legal functions, the common law prevails. However, in the family law sphere 
matters such as marriage, divorce, inheritance and the like fall within the jurisdiction of the 
6KDUL¶DKCourts for Muslims. On the other hand, in cases of marriage and divorce, non-
Muslims are bound by the Law Reform (Marriage and Divorce) Act 1976, and these cases 
are heard in the High Court.    
Despite this obvious demarcation, there are an increasing number of cross 
jurisdictional cases. This is despite the prohibition in Article 121(1A) of the Federal 
Constitution, which states as follows: 
 
³Article 121 Judicial power of the Federation 
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(1) There shall be two High Courts of co-ordinate jurisdiction and status, namely² 
(a) one in the States of Malaya, which shall be known as the High Court in Malaya 
and shall have its principal registry at such place in the States of Malaya as the 
Yang di-Pertuan Agong may determine; and 
(b) one in the States of Sabah and Sarawak, which shall be known as the High Court 
in Sabah and Sarawak and shall have its principal registry at such place in the 
States of Sabah and Sarawak as the Yang di-Pertuan Agong may determine; 
(c)  (Repealed) 
and such inferior courts as may be provided by federal law and the High Courts and 
inferior courts shall have such jurisdiction and powers as may be conferred by or 
under federal law. 
(1A) The courts referred to in Clause (1) shall have no jurisdiction in respect of any 
matter within the jurisdiction of the Syariah &RXUWV´ 
 
Based on the initial draft and explanation during the tabling of this amendment, this 
was supposed to have clearly demarcated the realm of 6KDUL¶DK and Civil law. Lately 
however, some judges443 have begun to question the said demarcation. Despite the clarity of 
the said provision, the Civil Courts have begun to question some decisions of the 6KDUL¶DK
Courts specifically on the issue of conversion and custody issues between the spouse that has 
converted to Islam and the spouse who has remained a non-Muslim. There have been cases 
whereby the 6KDUL¶DK Courts have decided in favour of one party and the aggrieved party 
files a suit in the civil courts who in turn decide for that aggrieved party. 
This encroachment has a history dating some years back. There were two well-
publicised cases involving an English woman and another case with an Australian national. 
In both cases the husbands were Malay Muslims and upon marriage both women had 
converted freely to Islam. However, after having children and not adapting to life in 
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Malaysia, they both fled back to their respective homelands bringing their children.444 
Both cases happened in the 90s and in both cases the men obtained a 6KDUL¶DKCourt Order 
declaring that the custody of children should be with the father in cases where the mother has 
converted out of Islam, whilst both women got civil High Court Orders in their respective 
jurisdictions saying the custody of the children was theirs. 
The Australian case took a turn for the worse because the Malaysian,445 with the 
assistance of an Australian colleague went to Australia in order to take his children back to 
Malaysia. He was successful but it did not do any favours for diplomatic relations between 
Malaysia and Australia. It should be noted that in both these cases there were valid court 
orders in the respective countries and jurisdictions. The Malaysian had obtained a 6KDUL¶DK 
Court order whilst his wife had obtained an Australian High Court Order. After the incident 
the wife filed a suit in the Malaysian civil court446 which rejected the case based on Article 
121 (1A).447 
The above incidents illustrate the issues relating to the implementation of the 6KDUL¶DK 
in child law matters. The first is the issue of religion and/or faith. It is submitted that this is 
one of the main points of divergence between the position in Islam and the CRC. The CRC 
is clear that since the paramount principle is the best interest of the child, the child should be 
allowed to choose his/her religion freely when they feel they have attained the right age to 
do so. Article 14 of the CRC states as follows: 
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³Article 14 
1. States Parties shall respect the right of the child to freedom of thought, conscience 
and religion. 
2. States Parties shall respect the rights and duties of the parents and, when applicable, 
legal guardians, to provide direction to the child in the exercise of his or her right in 
a manner consistent with the evolving capacities of the child. 
3. Freedom to manifest one's religion or beliefs may be subject only to such 
limitations as are prescribed by law and are necessary to protect public safety, order, 
health or morals, or the fundamental rights and freedoms of others.´ 
 
$GGHGWRWKLVLIZHUHIHUWRWKH81³)DFW6KHHW$VXPPDU\RIWKHULJKWVXQGHUWKH
&RQYHQWLRQRQWKH5LJKWVRIWKH&KLOG´448 it clearly expands this argument. It says as 
follows: 
³$UWLFOH)UHHGRPRIWKRXJKWFRQVFLHQFHDQGUHOLJLRQ&KLOGUHQKDYHWKHULJKWWR
think and believe what they want and to practise their religion, as long as they are not 
stopping other people from enjoying their rights. Parents should help guide their 
children in these matters. The Convention respects the rights and duties of parents in 
providing religious and moral guidance to their children. Religious groups around the 
world have expressed support for the Convention, which indicates that it in no way 
prevents parents from bringing their children up within a religious tradition. At the 
same time, the Convention recognises that as children mature and are able to form 
their own views, some may question certain religious practices or cultural traditions. 
7KH&RQYHQWLRQVXSSRUWVFKLOGUHQ¶VULJKWWRH[DPLQHWKHLUEHOLHIVEXWLWDOVRVWDWHV
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that their right to express their beliefs implies respect for the rights and freedoms 
RIRWKHUV´ 
  
Despite what is stated as being a positive response from spiritual leaders from across the 
globe, there remains some degree of naivety in that statement. The fundamental rights 
propagated by the CRC is that despite the right of the parents to direct the education of the 
child, that child still has the right to choose whether to accept the religion that they were 
taught. 
However, it is fundamental to Islam that the child has no right of choice because he 
has yet to reach the ability to accept legal capacity. Once the child is born to Muslim parents, 
he is pronounced a Muslim. If reference is made to the responsibility of the Muslim parent 
to his child, it is to ensure that the child receives proper Islamic education. Furthermore, once 
the child reaches the age of majority and is sane, then he may exercise the choice.449 
Therefore, as long as the child has not attained the age of majority or baligh, he/she must 
abide in the religion of his/her parents or protectors. 
 
The 6KDUL¶DK is closer to the CRC 
All the above discussions lead this research to the notion that the 6KDUL¶DKis closer 
to the CRC than initially thought. The 6KDUL¶DK has always preached that the child should be 
brought up in a proper and legal family. These rights stem from the Holy 4XU¶DQwhich states 
that- 
 
                                                 
449
 It is true that conversion out of Islam is a crime under the 6KDUL¶DK. However, it is only punishable if the 
person who converts commits acts of terrorism that hurts the fabric of the Muslim society.  
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³O ye who believe! Ward off from yourselves and your families a Fire whereof the 
fuel is men and stones, over which are set angels strong, severe, who resist not Allah 
in that which He commandeth them, but do that which they are commanded.´450 
 
The classical English has slightly masked the meaning but what the provision above 
asserts is that the paramount duty of the parents to bring up a child in an environment that 
would ensure that child will be a person as envisaged in Islam. As with all divine revelations 
there is no actual enforcement (unless prescribed by the State law) but the fact that the person 
believes in the Book would make him aware of the retribution that comes for contravening 
the rule.  
This legal family unit is necessary to save the child from undue pressure of being 
brought up in questionable circumstances. A legal family here refers to officially wedded 
men and women making a familial unit with their off-spring. According to Islam every child 
has the right to be born into such a family unit.451 The right of the child to be brought up in a 
family452 and have an identity453 are all provided in the CRC. These rights are related to the 
child being brought up in a safe, healthy and conducive environment as well as being 
protected. All are provided for in the CRC. The relevant verse in the 4XU¶DQ has also been 
supported by articles and practices of the Companions of the Holy Prophet Muhammad 
(pbuh) such as follows: 
 
                                                 
450
 The Holy 4XU¶DQ66:6 translation by Muhammad Marmaduke Pickthall 
451
 In the cases of illegitimate children, the responsibility falls on to the State, whilst with single mothers, 
widows and rape victims, the child will be the joint responsibility of the mother and the State. In Islam, the 
child is not at fault as the sin falls squarely on the person committing the act, either the father of the child or 
both the parents. 
452
 Articles 5, 8, 9 and 16, CRC have all expressed the importance of the family unit within specific areas. 
453
 Articles 8 and 30, CRC are referred. 
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³7KHQDWXUHRIWKHULJKWVRIFKLOGUHQFRXOGEHLQIHUUHGIURPWKHIROORZLQJ
DQHFGRWH³2QHGD\DPDQFDPHWR8PDULEQDO-Khattab to complain of a disobedient 
son. So Umar had the boy brought to him and he blamed him for his disobedience. 
Then the boy addresVHG8PDUE\VD\LQJµ2&RPPDQGHURIWKHIDLWKIXO$UHWKHUHQR
ULJKWVIRUDER\DJDLQVWKLVIDWKHU"¶8PDUVDLG<HV7KHQWKHER\VDLGµ:KDWDUH
WKHVHULJKWV2&RPPDQGHURIWKH)DLWKIXO"¶8PDUVDLGµ7RFKRRVHDJRRGPRWKHUIRU
him, to select a good name tRKLPDQGWRWHDFKKLPWKH4XUDQ¶7KHQWKHER\VDLGµ2
Commander of the faithful; my father has not accomplished any of these rights. As 
for my mother, she was a black slave for a Magian; as for my name, he has named me 
Jual (beetle); and he has not taugKWPHHYHQRQHOHWWHUIURPWKH4XUDQ¶7KHQ8PDU
WXUQHGURXQGWRWKHPDQDQGVDLGµ<RXFDPHWRPHFRPSODLQLQJGLVREHGLHQFHRQWKH
part of your son, whereas you have not given him his rights. So you have made 
mistakes against him before he has made mistakes DJDLQVW\RX´7RYLRODWHFKLOGUHQ¶V
ULJKWVLVWRFRQWUDYHQHWKH6KDULDKDQGWRGLVREH\$OODK´454 
 
The above quote illustrates the importance of child rights in Islam. The right of the 
child is on par with that of the father and an adult. Therefore, it should not be said that the 
FKLOG¶VULJKWVDUHnot supported in Islam. There are other areas where the 6KDUL¶DKprovisions 
or maxims are closely related to the CRC and form just a part of the similarity. However, the 
main factor is how the CRC is interpreted, especially the best interests of the child principle. 
If it was interpreted literally then the 6KDUL¶DKshould not differ greatly from the CRC because 
the threshold of rights accorded to the child in the best interests principle is the same. The 
                                                 
454
 $UIDW6KDKELQD³,VODPLF3HUVSHFWLYHRIWKH&KLOGUHQ¶V5LJKWV$Q2YHUYLHZ´DYDLODEOHDW
http://www.ajssh.leena-luna.co.jp/AJSSHPDFs/Vol.2(1)/AJSSH2013(2.1-32).pdf , 11 Oct 2017. Online. 
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above findings regarding 6KDUL¶DK law provide the basis for the hypothesis that the 
6KDUL¶DKis closer to the CRC. 
The SULQFLSOH LQ WKH &5& SURYLVLRQ WKDW FOHDUO\ VWDWHV WKDW WKH FKLOG¶V EHVW
environment is within the family unit is seen in the preamble of the CRC which states as 
follows: 
 
³Convinced that the family, as the fundamental group of society and the natural 
environment for the growth and well-being of all its members and particularly 
children, should be afforded the necessary protection and assistance so that it can 
fully assume its responsibilities within the community, 
Recognising that the child, for the full and harmonious development of his or her 
personality, should grow up in a family environment, in an atmosphere of happiness, 
love and understanding,´455 
 
 The 6KDUL¶DK has always placed the best interests of the child within the family unit 
whenever relevant. Added to that Articles 5, 9, 10, 16, 18 and 19 of the CRC have all 
mentioned the importance of the family unit, guardians and parents in the life of the child. It 
would be difficult to reconcile this fact with the position of those who argue in favour of the 
welfare and paramountcy principle as highlighted in Chapter Three. The argument that the 
interests of the child alone should be the only consideration is definitely not in line with the 
CRC456. The English position is also precarious as it does not reconcile with the position of 
                                                 
455
 Pre-ambular paragraphs 5 and 6, CRC. 
456
 This research has consistently maintained that the threshold of the best interests of the child principle 
should be as stipulated in the CRC and confirmed during the travaux preparatoires. This was discussed in 
Chapter Two and followed by the explanation of the welfare/paramountcy principle in England in Chapter 
Three. The case of ZH v (Tanzania) (FC) v Secretary of State for the Home Department [2011] UKSC 4 also 
supports the contention that the principle in England does not fully comply with the CRC. 
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the European Court of Human Rights or the European Convention on Human Rights. 
Notwithstanding the children who have no parents or if the parents or guardians themselves 
are  the perpetrators of the crime on the child, it is proposed here  that the law in England 
does not reflect the actual law or position of the CRC because of the almost absolute 
protection of the child to the detriment of other interested parties. As explained above, this is 
not what the CRC had planned. 
 The discussion above establishes that the 6KDUL¶DK position is functionally closer to 
the best interests of the child principle and is more compatible with the CRC. However, as 
mentioned earlier, the 6KDUL¶DK does not seem to be referred to in the best interests of the 
child principle. This is despite the fact that it has been reflected in other articles such as 
Article 20, CRC that mentions a specific provision of the 6KDUL¶DK, the provision of kafalah. 
Clearly, the drafters of the CRC accommodated the 6KDUL¶DK principles in general and 
therefore the best interests of the child principle should have had the 6KDUL¶DK principles 
embedded into them or at the very least been reflected upon in the travaux preparatoires. 
The 6KDUL¶DKhas an inherent best interests of the child principle in that there are other 
instances that have proven that the 6KDUL¶DKhas used the best interests of the child principle, 
albeit without declaring it so. The best example is that of marriage where the mother 
remarries or has children of a young age. There was almost unanimous agreement among 
Sunni jurists that remarriage of the mother to someone who was not a close relative of the 
child would result in her forfeiting her right to custody. Due to this consensus, it would seem 
as though all the jurists forming this consensus followed a best-interests, rather than a basic-
interests, approach, since this rule was arguably not driven by a concern about serious 
physical or moral harm to children. 
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All of the above makes the article by Michael Freeman on Article 3457 even more 
partial.458 As explained in Chapter Two, the commentary was quite extensive and covers 
almost all aspects possible for the best interests of the child principle. However it did not 
look at alternative systems such as the 6KDUL¶DKlaw in applying the best interests of the child 
principle. This research has shown that there are benefits that could have been gleaned from 
the 6KDUL¶DKlaw. 
 
Incorporating the 6KDUL¶DKinto the Child Act 2001 
 The separation of laws in Malaysia is both an enabler and an obstructer. Nonetheless 
that is the system that Malaysia has and is using. Earlier it was adduced that Malaysia would 
be better off using the 6KDUL¶DK as a means to better comply with the CRC than using the 
common law. This argument stems from the socio-legal background of Malaysia, as 
discussed in this and the previous chapters, and taking into consideration for the separation 
between the private and public law application. Any amendment to the Child Act 2001 should 
encompass 6KDUL¶DKprinciples to make the law applicable in both the Civil and 6KDUL¶DK
Courts. It would be unprecedented in Malaysia but one that is necessary for Malaysia to fully 
comply with the CRC. 
 This is based on the fact that the best interests of the child principle must be referred 
to in all aspects of the child, whether it be public and private laws or criminal and civil laws. 
It has always been emphasised that the outcome of this research should be as practical as 
possible to allow or assist the policy makers when amending the Child Act 2001. Any radical 
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F. Ang, E. Berghmans and M. Verheyde (Eds.). A Commentary on the United Nations Convention on the 
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departure would require an overhaul of the system, and one which I have tried to steer 
away from. In keeping with that objective, the following proposals would be feasible so long 
as they do not involve any amendment to the Federal Constitution.  
 Firstly, the Child Act 2001, as mentioned earlier should be made applicable to both 
the civil and 6KDUL¶DK courts, but only on the provisions that are compulsory under the CRC. 
In this case, the best interests of the child principle should be a pioneering principle. As stated 
earlier, the principle is already applied in the 6KDUL¶DK albeit inherently, so it should not 
constitute too big a step. The criminal courts would be a bigger obstacle and one that requires 
substantial training on the part of the judges to allow for such a step. The civil family courts 
have already begun to apply the principle despite it not being in any written law. This can be 
seen in the recent case of Lee Lai Ching (as the next friend of Lim Chee Zheng and on behalf 
of herself) v Lim Hooi Teik459 whereby the Judge held as follows: 
³Held, ordering the defendant to undergo DNA testing to determine the child's 
paternity: 
(1)  In the exercise of judicial discretion and the inherent power of the Court and 
having regard to article 3 of the CRC, it was in the best interests of the child 
that the defendant be ordered to undergo DNA testing to determine the child's 
paternity. 
(2)  Article 7 of the CRC, which 'inter alia' stated that as far as possible a child 
had the right to know and be cared for by his or her parents, was also 
applicable as it did not contradict but was very much in conformity with the 
Federal Constitution, national laws and national policies of the Government 
of Malaysia. Article 7 was consistent with the provisions of fundamental 
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 [2013] 4 MLJ 272 
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liberties in the Federal Constitution. The minor had the right to know 
whether the defendant was his father. 
(3)  The decision in Peter James Binsted v Juvencia Autor Partosa's case460 was 
distinguishable as the court there did not consider the issue of the best interests 
of the child. The issue there was whether the father of the child would be 
subjected to hurt if DNA testing was ordered. 
DQG«´ 
 
The above demonstrates the development, impact and obstacles of the best interests 
of the child principle in Malaysia in one simple case. It has referred to the best interests of 
the child principle in Article 3 of the CRC but also referred to the Peter James Binstead case 
which was decided in 2000 but did not refer to the best interest of the child principle. This 
omission was not due to the fact that the Child Act was enacted in 2001 but rather that the 
judge in the Peter James Binstead case did not see the applicability of the principle in 
Malaysian family law. However, the Court of Appeal had already referred to the best interests 
of the child principle from another jurisdiction, specifically Canada, in the case of 
Neduncheliyan Balasubramaniam V Kohila A/P Shanmugam [1997] 3 MLJ 768. In that case 
one of the parties was Canadian so the Court of Appeal referred to Canadian law on the child. 
Nonetheless, Malaysian Courts used the principle in 1997 but till 2013 it was not deemed 
accepted law. 
 Furthermore the Lee Lai Ching case illustrated that the Child Act 2001 was not 
referred to at all when the Courts were discussing issues related to the child. This is not a 
vindication for the Child Act 2001 that the policy makers had hoped for when the Act was 
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GUDIWHG WR IXOILO 0DOD\VLD¶V REOLJDWion under the CRC. The civil courts have clearly 
started on the path of using the best interests of the child principle. Amending the Child Act 
2001 would further enhance the position by stating - as with the English Children Act 1989 
- an overarching principle at the beginning of the Act. 
 Secondly, the 6KDUL¶DK has the principle inherent in its application of child rights. 
Applying the 6KDUL¶DK in the Malaysian context will assist the authorities in fulfilling their 
CRC obligations two-fold. The first is that the actual best interests of the child principle will 
take into consideration other interests such as the family and the environment so long as the 
FKLOG¶V ULJKWV DUH QRW GLPLQLVKHG 7KH discussions in Chapters Two and Three have 
highlighted that the CRC interpretation of the best interests of the child should be based on 
Article 3 itself and this means that the best interests of the child is a primary consideration. 
This definition would include the interests of others besides the child so long as the FKLOG¶V
interests are still the priority. 
 The best interests of the child principle in the 6KDUL¶DK does just this. According to 
the 6KDUL¶DK WKHFKLOG¶Vinterests lie not only within WKHFKLOGEXWWKHFKLOG¶VHQYLURQPHQW
The child must be accorded the rights that have been sought under the CRC such as education, 
safety, family support, development and the necessary freedoms. Therefore providing the 
best interests - without diminishing the interests of the child - is already practised under the 
6KDUL¶DK, giving it an advantage over the common law. 
 The second of the two-fold fulfilment of the obligations is based on the divinity of 
the 6KDUL¶DK. Since the 6KDUL¶DKis divine-based law (for the most part), it would be easier 
and more convincing for its followers to abide by the said duties as they are ordained. As 
pointed out earlier in the research Asians are generally conservative and a part of that 
conservatism is related to the fact that they believe strongly in the spiritual. This may seem 
folly to the western paradigm but it plays an important role in the Asian paradigm. The 
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Muslims in Malaysia are duty bound to abide by the law and know that should there be 
any infraction of the law, they will know that although they might escape punishment from 
the auWKRULWLHV EXW WKH\ ZLOO QRW EH DEOH WR HVFDSH *RG¶V UHFNRQLQJ )XUWKHUPRUH
disobedience relating to any law or rule may result in the Muslims committing sin, something 
which they fear the most. This will indirectly assist in the enhancement of child rights and 
ensure that the best interests of the child are protected. 
 The best example to illustrate this is the consumption of pork or other pork-based 
products. Although there is no specific rule or law in the Islamic law enactments of any state 
in Malaysia relating to this, Malaysian Muslims insist on only consuming halal based 
products. Pork is forbidden in Islam through the 4XU¶DQ. However, the anomaly is that there 
are several other items forbidden by the 6KDUL¶DK with the force of law in Malaysia such as 
drinking alcohol and gambling, yet some Muslims openly defy those laws. Nonetheless, it 
can be stated that if the matter is related to 6KDUL¶DKODZand teaching, compliance will be 
high because the majority will conform to the teaching. 
 Thirdly, the dualist state conundrum needs to be considered. Malaysia has a dualist 
system of legal governance and it has no intention of modifying this position in the near 
future. The international law to which Malaysia has become a party requires a two-step 
approach. After becoming a party, the provisions are not immediately applicable in Malaysia 
although they are binding on Malaysia. Malaysia will have to pass an enabling act to allow 
for the international law to be applicable in Malaysia. In the case of the CRC, despite having 
an enabling law in the form of the Child Act 2001, the fulfilment of the obligations are not 
forthcoming. There is a certain hesitation or defensive attitude towards international law 
especially from those of the western paradigm. 
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 The same could not be said for Islamic based laws which are accepted 
unilaterally.461 Islamic law, even though it may seem to be alien to Malaysians would be 
accepted without question. This could be related to the above point on divinity, but the fact 
that it is deemed to be local law or the law of the land also plays an important role. Islamic 
laws that are introduced are deemed to be part of traditional Malaysian law so it should be 
accepted as such. Therefore the CRC provisions would be readily accepted once it has been 
stated that they are compliant with the 6KDUL¶DK. 
 The above three factors are not the only factors but they are the strongest to justify 
why the CRC principles would be accepted if they are introduced through the 6KDUL¶DK. This 




 This chapter illustrates how the 6KDUL¶DK as applied in Malaysia, forms part of 
0DOD\VLD¶V VRFLR-legal complex. Furthermore the functionality of the 6KDUL¶DK has to be 
compatible with the customs in Malaysia and not merely taken without proper research and 
study. Historically, the law of the land has been through several changes, but the two most 
dominant in Malaysia have been the English common law and the 6KDUL¶DK. These two 
systems still share the legal landscape, so much so that it is still quite difficult to ascertain 
what the legal system in Malaysia really is. It has been illustrated that the law of the land is 
the 6KDUL¶DKand its principle should be applied in the occurrence of any lacuna in the law. 
 This chapter has also clearly illustrated that despite the obvious differences between 
the CRC and the 6KDUL¶DKprinciples on child rights, there are more similarities. These are 
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 It should be said that the acceptance seems unilateral but there some opposing groups.  However, they are 
either minority groups or those that do not want to be seen as going against the mainstream thinking. 
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noticeable in the best interests of the child principle where despite not being expressly 
provided in any of the major sources of the 6KDUL¶DK, there is no denying the existence of an 
inherent principle leading towards the same. This would mean that the CRC principles and 
the 6KDUL¶DK are generally compatible. Although it cannot meet the standards expected in the 
western world, it has its own standards that are almost similar while not exactly the same. 
The 6KDUL¶DK certainly does not negate the co-existence of its principles with the international 
human rights regime or the common/civil law. Although some flexibility will be needed from 
both spheres, it is plausible. However, it must be highlighted that the variance allowed in 
mainstream Islam and 6KDUL¶DKlaw is limited. 
Finally, the application of the 6KDUL¶DK LQ 0DOD\VLD KDV DIIHFWHG 0DOD\VLD¶V
implemenWDWLRQ RI WKH &5& SULQFLSOHV ,W LV 0DOD\VLD¶V GXW\ WR LPSUHVV XSRQ WKH &5&
Committee that the CRC must also be able to accept that the implementation and 
interpretation of the CRC principles in Malaysia needs to accommodate 6KDUL¶DKprinciples 
especially in the case of the best interests of the child principle. 
The compatibility of the 6KDUL¶DKlaw principles with the international human rights 
regime should therefore not be an issue, because in general they do not contradict each other. 
The only exception to the situation relates to cases involving the custody of the child in cases 
of the conversion of one of the parents out of Islam. The application of the 6KDUL¶DK in 
0DOD\VLD KDV DIIHFWHG 0DOD\VLD¶V LPSOHPHQWDWLRQ RI WKH &5& SULQFLSOHV EHFDXVH RI WKH
apprehension of those who do not understand the applicability of the CRC. Otherwise, there 
are no conflicting provisions and the 6KDUL¶DK VKRXOGQRWWKHQDIIHFW0DOD\VLD¶VDSSOLFDWLRQ














It was given in a totally different context, on world peace, but the words ring true for the 
situation of children today especially in light of the best interests of the child principle. The 
underlying message is that everyone in this world is the same, no matter what colour, creed, 
race or religion they profess. The best interests of the child principle should be applicable to 
all children. However this research has shown that the application of the CRC differs between 
jurisdictions. This difference is based on the interpretation of the CRC by the States as well 
as the application of the CRC provisions based on domestic conditions. 
Despite the seemingly obvious notion of child rights, there are still abuses of the rights 
of children no matter where it is in this world, including Malaysia. This thesis explores how 
Malaysia, given its unique socio-legal system, should seek to fulfil her obligations under the 
international human rights instrument, the CRC. One of these that needs to be reiterated is 
the &5& &RPPLWWHH¶V UHFRPPHQGDWLRQ UHJDUGLQJ 0DOD\VLD¶V dual legal system and its 
application463.  
 
 The CRC Committee under the VXEWRSLF ³3ULQFLSDO VXEMHFWV RI FRQFHUQ DQG
UHFRPPHQGDWLRQV´ KDYH OLVWHG VHYHUDO recommendations, including: that an international 
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study be conducted on the question of the dual legal system of the civil and 6KDUL¶DK
systems; there should be a comprehensive review of the national legal framework to ensure 
compatibility with the CRC; and to expedite the process of necessary law reforms. While 
there is still much work to be done in Malaysia to fulfil these recommendations, in this thesis 
0DOD\VLD¶V FRPSOLDQFH with the CRC in the context of its dual legal systems has been 
examined. It is a step in the right direction towards fulfilling the said recommendations. 
,ZRXOGVXJJHVWWKDWWKHLQWHQWLRQRIWKH&5&&RPPLWWHH¶VUHFRPPHQGDWLRQVLVWKDW
Malaysia ought to harmonise464 both the civil and 6KDUL¶DK laws to accept the CRC as it 
stands. However, as elaborated in this research, the interpretation of the best interests of the 
child principle that is being used by the CRC Committee may not reflect the true meaning of 
the CRC. I have argued that the CRC has not been fully implemented in England because the 
English paramountcy principle is not always compatible with the rights-based approach of 
the CRC. Though Malaysia shares the common law approach of English law, it differs in that 
it did not have a pre-existing welfare principle prior to signing the CRC and it also has the 
added complexity of a pluralistic legal system465 in which civil law shares jurisdiction with 
6KDUL¶DK in some circumstances. I have further argued that, while civil law is not yet fully in 
compliance with the CRC, the existence of Shari'ah is not necessarily holding Malaysia back 
from compliance and, indeed, in some respects is closer to the CRC 'best interest' principles 
than the civil law. As shown, the 6KDUL¶DKhad always posited the best interests of the child 
DVLQFOXVLYHRIRWKHULQWHUHVWVRUWKHULJKWVRIRWKHUVDQGQRWWKHFKLOG¶VLQWHUHVWVRQO\ 
The rights of the child under the 6KDUL¶DK are integral to the family, which as 
mentioned in Chapter Five, also form part of the CRC. The child has a right to a good family, 
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to a name and nationality, a right to an education as well as rights to be brought up in a 
safe environment. As I have mentioned on Chapters Two and Five, all of these fall within the 
ambit of the CRC and the definition of the best interests of the child. Again, this is on the 
EDVLVWKDWWKHEHVWLQWHUHVWVRIWKHFKLOGLVEDVHGRQ³DSULPDU\FRQVLGHUDWLRQ´DQGQRW³WKH
SDUDPRXQWFRQVLGHUDWLRQ´466  
This is not to suggest that 6KDUL¶DK law is perfectly compliant with the CRC. The 
development in 6KDUL¶DK law and the literature on the best interests of the child principle 
from the Islamic perspective has been quite slow, but it is nevertheless present, as 
demonstrated in Chapter Five467. Increasingly Muslim jurists are trying to participate in the 
child rights dialogue although in Malaysia there is no evidence of jurists, whether secular or 
Muslim, comparatively studying the best interests of the child principle. Most development 
in the best interests of the child principle in Malaysia is driven by the Courts through case 
law. 
The current development of the CRC principles seems to have taken a unilateral 
approach. This approach can be seen in the application of the best interests of the child 
principle. However, the unilateral approach as espoused by the CRC Committee has allowed 
some flexibility by OHDYLQJWKHLQWHUSUHWDWLRQIRUWKHMXULVWV¶GLVFUHWLRQ in the member States. 
This interpretation has been left to the States whether by the judiciary or the academicians. 
In Malaysia, the jurists are leading the development of the best interests of the child principle 
but separately, namely the civil law and 6KDUL¶DKlaw acting separately. However, the better 
option would be to apply an interpretation of the best interests of the child that would be 
                                                 
466
 This is the basis of this hypothesis, that the best interests of the child is baVHGRQ³DSULPDU\FRQVLGHUDWLRQ´
DQGQRWEDVHGRQ³WKHSDUDPRXQWFRQVLGHUDWLRQ´DVDJUHHGGXULQJWKHtravaux preparatoires of the CRC, as 
highlighted in Chapter Two. 
467
 Further evidence can be seen in the First Max Planck Symposium on Child Law in Muslim Countries 
convened at the Centre Jacques Berque in Rabat, Morocco, April 1-5, 2015 as mentioned in Chapters One and 
Five. 
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acceptable to both sets of jurists. Based on this research, such a possibility is not fiction 
but more of an inevitability. 
The development of 6KDUL¶DK laws as well as the civil laws has been carried out 
separately but in tandem. What is meant by in tandem here is that the laws drafted may refer 
to similar subject matter like marriage and adoption, enacted at about the same time but were 
done without consultation between the two institutions. This has created a comparative 
minefield as the cross referral has been minimal at best.  The civil law and 6KDUL¶DK laws 
both developed based on how the ratio of the case law was decided by the judges or the 
interpretation of the enactments of the states. There were no comparisons between the legal 
systems because the subject(s) involved was not the child but rather the parents (in the case 
of divorce and custody468). 
Very little if any thought was put into the best interests of the child at the outset. The 
civil law has developed as seen in the case law examined in Chapter Four. After the first 
cases of the introduction the best interests of the child principle such as Jeyasakthy 
Kumaranayagam v Kandiah Chandrakumaran469, the principle did not fully develop even 
with Malaysia entering the CRC in 1996. However, the principle was slowly being developed 
by the judiciary. This was shown in the cases of Lee Lai Ching (as the next friend of Lim 
Chee Zheng and on behalf of herself) v Lim Hooi Teik470 which acknowledged the best 
interest of the child principle as well as in the Indira Gandhi a/p Mutho v Pengarah Jabatan 
Agama Islam Perak & Ors471. The latter case acknowledged the existence of the CRC, the 
guiding principles and further stated that Malaysia is bound to the principles because no 
                                                 
468
 Both legal systems, be it civil or 6KDUL¶DK have developed their own positions on divorce and child 
custody. Despite the fact that there was no cross referencing, the factors taken into consideration for both 
these legal systems also include the best interests of the child principle. The difference would be based on the 
interpretation of the best interests of the child principle and what other factors are deemed in the best interests 
of the child based on the relevant legal system. 
469
 [1996] 5 MLJ 612 
470
 [2013] 4 MLJ 272 
471
 [2013] 5 MLJ 552. 
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reservations were made. Nonetheless, the development was achieved by case law and 
there is no standardisation through any of the written laws. Therefore the application, though 
a welcome development but was not uniform. 
Furthermore, as mentioned in Chapter Five, the 6KDUL¶DK is developed by relevant 
State assemblies that may or may not have the same goals as the Federal Government, 
creating a dichotomy of purpose in the law. The Federal Government has control of the Child 
Act 2001 but the States have control of the 6KDUL¶DK state enactments that overlap on child 
issues such as the age of majority. 
 This research contributes to the available literature regarding best interests of the 
child and the 6KDUL¶DK. The amount of literature in the 6KDUL¶DK regarding the best interests 
of the child principle is limited.472 Moreover, much of the literature concentrates on the rights 
of children in Islam and is written in Arabic. Therefore, one of the primary contributions of 
this thesis is in demonstrating that the 6KDUL¶DK laws do not necessarily contravene the CRC. 
This means that the Islamic States and Muslim Nations would be unencumbered when 
applying the best interests of the child principle. This is despite the fact that several Muslim 
and Islamic States have always placed general reservations on the human rights 
instruments.473 The only pre-requisite for the Muslim and Islamic States to accept the best 
interests of the child principle is that the CRC provision on the principle has to be interpreted 
accordingly, that is, that the test is based on primary consideration and not the paramountcy 
principle. This is based on the actual wording of Article 3, CRC where the best interests of 
the child is a primary consideration. 
                                                 
472
 As mentioned in previous chapters, the Max Planck Seminar was also a step towards encouraging more 
literature towards clarifying what the best interests of the child principle in Islam is to the English speaking 
world. 
473
 Discussed in detail in Chapter Five. 
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If the principle is based on primary consideration, the CRC becomes a more 
inclusive instrument taking in aspects of all jurisdictions and not merely those of the West. 
The 6KDUL¶Dh appears old and archaic to the Western paradigm but it has been consistent and 
the provisions are clear, without ambiguity, in the eyes of a Muslim. We can take the example 
of the definition of a child. In Islam the child comes of age when the child is deemed ready 
as decided by destiny or fate,474 whilst LQWKH:HVWWKHFKLOG¶VDJHRIPDWXULW\LVGHWHUPLQHG
by law. These are some of the challenges in projecting the best interests of the child principle 
in a more favourable light, acceptable to all. 
 This insight into how the best interests of the child principle is perceived is not a new 
development of the 6KDUL¶DK but rather a new perspective on traditional thought. The 
applicability of the 6KDUL¶DK throughout the ages has never been as much scrutinised as it is 
today. Nonetheless, the 6KDUL¶DK approach should be able to shine a light towards 
appreciating the fact that the CRC is actually repeating something that has already been 
entrenched in the 6KDUL¶DK with regards to the development of the child. This entrenchment 
refers to the preferred situation of allowing the child to develop to their full potential. The 
simplified version is the development within the family unit. A more complete view would 
include the overall application and implementation of the development of the child as 
described in detail in Chapter Five and briefly below.  
 
Compatibility of the 6KDUL¶DK and the CRC 
Initially, this research was very sceptical about the 6KDUL¶DK¶VFRPSDWLELOLW\ZLWKWKH
CRC and any other human rights treaties. Perception plays an important role here since it has 
                                                 
474
 In Islam, the coming of age of the child or baligh, is determined by God. The child will be an adult after 
the biological signs and attributes are reached. Subjective it may be, but that has been the Islamic method of 
determining the adult and it has surviYHGWKURXJKWKHDJHV,WLVGRXEWIXOWKDWVRPHWKLQJDVEDVLFDVWKHFKLOG¶V
age of majority will be changed in Islam, notwithstanding the conflict with Article 1, of the CRC. 
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generally been perceived that Islam restricts progress and suppresses women and 
children475. The pressure on Muslims in the western world has never been so heavy and the 
actions of fanatics who claim to represent Islam are not helping the situation. The situation 
is even more engrained in the Malaysian mind-set. Historically Malaysians have been told 
by the English colonials who ruled Malaysia, that those with English and national school 
education were preferred over those with a traditional Islamic education.476 
Besides that, the 6KDUL¶DK has been referred to by those drafting the CRC or at the 
very least they were made aware of its principles as mentioned earlier. An example of the 
impact of this is that the concept of kafalah in Islam which is an alternative to adoption is 
mentioned in Article 20 of the CRC. Islam forbids adoption477 on the grounds of protecting 
WKHFKLOG¶V LGHQWLW\DQGKHULWDJHZKLFK LVDOVRSURYLGHGIRU LQ WKH&5&LQ$UWLFOH ,W LV
accepted that the interpretation of Article 8 may differ from what is described above but it 
falls within the ambit of what has been prescribed by the CRC. Therefore the CRC did, to a 
certain extent, utilise 6KDUL¶DK principles in interpreting the best interests of the child 
principle, yet the CRC Committee has still taken a western centric interpretation. For example 
the approach taken by the CRC Committee regarding the best interests of the child principle 
LQWKH&5&&RPPLWWHH¶V&RQFOXGLQJ5HPDUNVMalaysia - stated in paragraph 36 as follows:  
³«The Committee also notes that the Law Reform (Marriage and Divorce) 
Act 1976 (Act 164), as well as the Islamic Family Statutes, are based on a primary 




 Ingham, Barbara, and Colin Simmons. ³Development studies and colonial policy´5RXWOHGJHSJV
195-212 article by Martin Rudner entitled Colonial Education Policy and Manpower Underdevelopment in 
British Malaya is one example of articles that illustrate the colonial policy to undermine the traditional 
HGXFDWLRQV\VWHPLQIDYRXURIWKH(QJOLVKV\VWHP,QSDJHWKHDUWLFOHVWDWHV³*RYHUQPHQWDPELYDOHQFH
towards the provision of English education was especially pronounced with respect to the Malay community. 
Yet English had become a virtual prerequisite for entry even into minor government service posts, thereby 
H[FOXGLQJWKHJUHDWPDMRULW\RI0DOD\V´ 
477
 Discussed in Chapter Two. 
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presumption that a mother is the best person to take care of a child, leaving the 
consideration of the best interests of the child as a secondary concern.´478 
 
The above illustrates how the CRC is using the Western Centric approach where the 
best interests of the child should be the paramount consideration. However, as discussed in 
the previous chapters, the best interests of the child principle in the CRC is wider and more 
flexible than as espoused. The CRC Committee was also prejudiced in their above conclusion 
because the actual determination by both the civil and Shari¶DKCourts are more in-depth and 
consider several factors. This is clearly unfortunate and should be highlighted to the CRC 
Committee. 
The next part of the compatibility discussion relates to the compatibility of 6KDUL¶DK 
with the international human rights instruments as well as the common law and civil law. 
$IWHUVHSDUDWLQJWKH&KXUFKDQGWKH6WDWH¶VJRYHUQDQFHWKHZHVWHUQSV\FKHKDVEHHQWRWU\
and further distance the church from all governance issues. As this divide widens, the 
differences with the ShDUL¶DK also grow and are viewed as more significant, relatively acting 
in tandem. The same situation is experienced in Islam but the difference is that Islam is re-
emerging into Muslim lives including governance. Almost all Muslim States are 
experiencing a renaissance where people are seeking a return to Islamic governance.479 
If the issue was solely based on the provisions of the CRC, all the evidence in this 
research shows the 6KDUL¶DK and the CRC concept of the best interests of the child principle 
are compatible and in fact, the same can be said for most of the provisions of the CRC. In 
                                                 
478
 Concluding Observations: Malaysia Item No. 36, Consideration of Reports Submitted by States Parties 
under Article 44 of the Convention. CRC/C/MYS/CO/1 
479
 This s based on the recent developments around the Muslim world such as the Declaration of 6KDUL¶DKlaw 
LQ%UXQHL3DNLVWDQDQG6XGDQ7KHHOHFWRUDOZLQVE\WKH7XUNH\¶V-ustice and Development Party (AKP), 
(J\SW¶V)UHHGRPDQG-XVWLFH3DUW\RU3UHVLGHQW0RUVL¶VSDUW\DQG$OJHULD¶V,VODPLF6DOYDWLRQ)URQW),6
The latter two parties were violently forced out of power by illegal FRXSG¶HWDW. All three parties are leaning 
towards a more Islamic rule. Growing support for the Islamist parties in Indonesia and Malaysia to an extent 
that the ruling parties of the respective countries have resorted to adopting Islamic policies. 
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fact it is arguable that the provisions of most of the international human rights instruments 
are compatible with the 6KDUL¶DK. That is the general rule but as with any general rules there 
are always exceptions to that rule. For example, within the CRC there is one specific 
provision, namely Article 14 that allows the child the right of freedom of choice of religion. 
In Islam the child will take the religion of the parents or at the very least the father. That is 
the only exception in the CRC that the 6KDUL¶DK will not be able to comply with, subject to 
the fact that the best interests of the child principle is interpreted as agreed in the travaux 
preparatoires. Another difference pointed out earlier is the point of variance that occurs due 
WRWKHGLIIHUHQWWKUHVKROGVLPSRVHGRQWKHEHVWLQWHUHVWVRIWKHFKLOGQDPHO\³DSULPDU\´RU
³WKHSDUDPRXQW´FRQVLGHUDWLRQ480. 
 Therefore, on the basis of this research, it is submitted that the 6KDUL¶DK is compatible 
with most of the provisions of the international human rights instruments and for the purpose 
of this research, specifically the CRC. As for compatibility with the common law and civil 
law principles on the best interests of the child principle, the situation remains the same. As 
long as the interpretation of the best interests of the child principle is based on the provisions 
of the CRC, then there would be no incompatibility issues. 
 
The Research Inference 
The approach taken in defining and implementing the best interests of the child 
principle by both England and Malaysia differ despite both sharing a common law heritage. 
Malaysia has approached the best interests of the child principle and its implementation in 
accordance with the CRC from a purely international human rights law perspective whereas 
the English approach was based on a family law perspective. This difference in approaches 
                                                 
480
 Discussed in-depth in Chapter Three and concluded slightly later in this chapter. 
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is surprising because as pointed out in Chapter Four, the drafters of the Child Act 2001 
conducted a study tour of England. The purpose of the trip was to study the Children Act 
1989 and try to incorporate the child friendly principles into the Child Act 2001, which 
included the best interests of the child principle in England. 
However, the drafters would probably not have been able to appreciate the variation 
of the best interests of the child principle in England because they would firstly need to 
understand the difference between the paramountcy principle in England and the best 
interests of the child principle in the CRC. Secondly, the drafters would need to understand 
the perspective taken by England, that is, a family law perspective based on the historical 
development of the principle in England since the mid-nineteenth century. It would explain 
the approach taken, which is more based on international human rights. Finally, the drafters 
also lacked the experience in dealing with the best interests of the child principle. England 
had been using the welfare principle even before the CRC and the Children Act 1989481 
whereas Malaysia was only beginning its learning curve in applying the principle. 
Furthermore, Malaysia only began interpreting the best interests of the child after 
becoming a party to the CRC, notwithstanding the application of the 6KDUL¶DK with its own 
understanding of the principle. England on the other hand, has been applying the principle 
based on its development of child rights through the common law as part of family law 
practice. It was inevitable that the practice in England would be difficult to change. The 
comparison of both jurisdictions indicates that despite the principle being exactly the same 
LQZRUGLQJWKHDSSOLFDWLRQLVGLIIHUHQW0DOD\VLD¶VDSSOLFDWLRQLVDlso limited in that it is only 
recently developing into accepted law whereas England has the benefit of a more mature 
approach to the application of the Convention. The development in England has gone towards 
                                                 
481
 As illustrated in Chapter Three, the beginning of the principle in the case of R. v De Manneville (1804) 5 
East 221 
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something more than the principle, with the law developing and evolving further than 
envisaged by the best interests of the child principle. 
However, all the above is based on the benchmark set by the CRC, so both 
jurisdictions have actually accepted the same law and provision but with different 
application. The CRC Committee must return to the principles of the CRC, which was agreed 
by the State Parties during the travaux preparatoires.482 The CRC Committee also has an 
important role to play by setting the standards that parties are obliged to follow. However, 
this determination by the CRC Committee must be in accordance with the provisions of the 
CRC. It would be unconscionable for the CRC Committee to determine that the principle that 
States must attain is above what has been set in the CRC.  
 Furthermore, the CRC Committee must be more inclusive by studying the acceptance 
of the principle as practised in other jurisdictions and legal systems. The 6KDUL¶DKlaw may 
be difficult to understand and explain but it is important especially since several States apply 
that law. The best interests of the child principle will only become an accepted norm once 
the ambiguity that surrounds it has been cleared. It may not be agreeable to most of the 
scholars and child rights activists but it would be better for child rights in general for the 
principle to be clear and standardised.483 However, if the CRC Committee decides that the 
principle should be at a higher threshold, then it should be expressly stated so that the States 
are able to reply and raise objections should the States feel uncomfortable with the new 
standard. 
                                                 
482
 As illustrated in Chapter Two. 
483
 Some of these authors include Michael Freeman who stated that the best interests of the child principle was 
purposely indeterminate to allow flexibility. This was provided in the following article: Freeman, Michael. 
³Article 3. The Best Interests of the ChLOG´,Q$$OHQ-9DQGH/DQRWWH(9HUKHOOHQ)$QJ(
Berghmans and M. Verheyde (Eds.). A Commentary on the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the 
Child. Leiden and Boston. Martinus Nijhoff Publishers, (2007): 1. Print. 
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 $ ILQDO G\QDPLF WKDW VKRXOG EH UHLWHUDWHG KHUH LV 0DOD\VLD¶V VRFLR-legal 
complexities which include her history. In this research it has been emphasised time and 
again that the history of Malaysia must be considered. This dynamic has even been 
HPSKDVLVHGE\$QGD\DLQWKHLUODWHVWHGLWLRQRI³$+LVWRU\RI0DOD\VLD´484 Even the preface 
provideVLQWHUHVWLQJLQVLJKWLQWR0DOD\VLDLOOXVWUDWLQJWKHDXWKRUV¶SHUVRQDOH[SHULHQFHof the 
country. In the bigger scheme of things this illustrates that flexibility is required in applying 
international human rights principles. It is not argued that the CRC Committee provides time 
for States to develop and progress their application of the principles. However, the 
application must still be based on the exact principle with the appropriate threshold. 
Malaysia, specifically is in dire need of the principle and the following will highlight the 
reasons. 
 
The Necessity of the best interests of the child principle in Malaysia 
 Malaysia was recently rocked by some very high profile cases that illustrated the 
VKRUWFRPLQJVRI0DOD\VLD¶VLQDGHTXDWHSROLFLHVDQGODZVLQcorporating the best interests of 
the child principle.485 These FDVHVDUHWKH5LFKDUG+XFNOHDQGWKH4X¶UDQLFPHPRULVDWLRQ
school cases. In the former, Richard Huckle was convicted in England after he pleaded guilty 
to seventy one sexual offences against children in Malaysia (except the first case which was 
in Cambodia).486 He managed to get a job as a volunteer teacher with the British Council and 
                                                 
484
 Andaya, Barbara Watson, and Leonard Y. Andaya. A history of Malaysia. Palgrave Macmillan, 2016. Pg. 
2. 
485
 The best interests of the child principle has been explained in Chapter Two and includes a wide range of 
rights and expectation for the child. These rights have been disseminated in the English context through the 
&KLOGUHQ$FW¶VXPEUHOODSURYLVLRQZhich Malaysia does not have. The principle requires that in any 
matter involving children that the best interests of the child principle shall be applicable. 
486
 Highlights of the judgment and the case obtained from the Star newspaper at the following website:  
https://www.thestar.com.my/news/nation/2016/06/06/paedophile-richard-huckle-who-abused-malaysian-
children-jailed-for-life/. Online, 6 November 2017. 
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worked with impoverished children. According to the excerpts from the case the abuse 
spanned nine years from March 2006 to December 2014. 
The second case refers to a fire in a privately-run religious school on 14 September 
2017 which killed 21 children and two teachers.487 Upon investigation it was found that the 
fire was caused by juvenile delinquents who were high on drugs and were not happy with 
children in the religious school monopolising the enclosed courts nearby. However this case 
was not the first case involving privately-run religious schools. On 26 April 2017, a student 
at another privately-run religious school died, initially thought due to injuries sustained from 
being disciplined in the school. Later after a second post-mortem it was revealed that the 
student died of leptospirosis or rat-urine poisoning. 
InitialO\WKHILUVWSRVWPRUWHP¶VILQGLQJZDVWKDWWKH cause of death was due to the 
level of injuries sustained from the abuse. The hospital amputated both legs to stop the spread 
of infection. The family of the deceased had trouble accepting the results of the second post 
mortem but the finding was confirmed and the police treated the case as death by rat 
poisoning. The abuser was charged for causing hurt under the penal code.488 There are other 
cases but the above suffice to elucidate the point. 
If the best interests of the child principle is applied unilaterally throughout all policies 
and laws of Malaysia, as in England,489 then the cases would not have occurred or at the very 
OHDVWEHHQPLQLPLVHG7KHSULQFLSOHZRXOGKDYHEHHQLQDOOWKHDGPLQLVWUDWRUV¶PLQGVZKHQ
they vetted teachers for the post of volunteer English teachers. The applicant would need 
references and training to ensure that the standards are met both academically and 
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 Newspaper on the case is available from the Star newspaper at the following link: 
https://www.thestar.com.my/news/nation/2017/09/17/seven-held-over-arson-attack-police-youths-started-fire-
after-being-insulted-by-tahfiz-students/. Online, 7 November 2017. 
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 The excerpts can be found on this website from the Malaysian Sun newspaper as follows: 
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 Through section 1 of the Children Act 1989 
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professionally. The teacher would be under systemic review throughout his tenure and 
the likelihood of his actions being caught or brought to the attention of the authorities would 
have been greatly increased. 
In the second case, the authorities who approved the building of the religious school 
would have insisted that the school be equipped with basic fire-fighting equipment. The main 
problem is that these privately-run religious schools were never initially designed to be 
schools. More often than not these schools use old buildings that are unused or simply 
abandoned. They lack the basic requirements of new buildings let alone a school. The 
authorities have been rather lax in their enforcement of building laws and in the supervision 
of how children or students are treated because it was felt that these schools provide a service 
to the community. If the authorities understood the principle of the best interests of the child 
then these children would not have been allowed to be in such schools lacking proper 
facilities. Also these students would not have been allowed to attend these schools without 
the proper monitoring and supervision of the teachers or guardians. All of this is at the micro 
level. 
At the macro level, the government or society as a whole should not allow death traps 
such as the quoted school to even exist. However, the lack of awareness within the 
government and society is partially due to the lack of authority of the best interests of the 
child principle in Malaysia. There are hundreds of privately-run religious schools that suffer 
from the same problem and are just waiting for another accident to happen. Notwithstanding 
the fact the highlighted case was based on an intervening factor or mischief, the possibility 
of future incidents happening remains. 
In the third case, where the child fell sick, the school should have brought the child 
to seek medical attention. The school failed to do so and when the child went home there was 
another lapse of two weeks before proper medical attention was sought for the child. In the 
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WZRZHHNSHULRGWKHFKLOG¶VSDUHQWVEURXJKWWKHFKLOGWRDbomoh or witch doctor490. The 
dereliction of duty from firstly the school and secondly from the parents could be deemed as 
a criminal offence. However, such is the situation in Malaysia that there was no action taken 
against the parents because it was felt that they had tried to help the child.  
The Royal Malaysian Police or PDRM491 also needs to relook at its strategy in dealing 
with child issues. As mentioned in Chapter Four, the PDRM is focused on serious crimes and 
due to financial and other commitments appear unable to provide coverage to all aspects of 
policing. Nevertheless this does not explain the fact that a paedophile was rampant for nine 
years in the country and went undetected.492 No inquiry has been conducted officially by 
PDRM so there are no internal investigations to be made public for their shortcomings. This 
is despite calls from the opposition to conduct such an investigation into the PDRM.493  
The parents must now take corrective or rehabilitative measures for their children 
suspected to have been abused by the paedophile. However, most parents are rather reluctant 
to come forward on two accounts. Firstly there is the fear that their child will be branded for 
life as an abused victim and secondly, they are unwilling to accept that their child has been 
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 Despite Malaysia having one of the better medical services in the world, there are still large pockets of 
society that believe in the mystical world and approach. In Malaysia there are the bomoh or witch doctors and 
the traditional healers. The latter are still in the process of being monitored and regulated through the Ministry 
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guidance/guidelines-prosecuting-cases-child-sexual-abuse. 31 Dec 2017. Online.  
493
 This can be seen from this online news from Australia. http://www.abc.net.au/news/2016-06-08/malaysia-
pressured-to-explain-handling-of-richard-huckle-case/7488584. Online. 9 November 2017. 
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abused.494 A large contributing factor could be traced to the background information 
SURYLGHG LQ&KDSWHUV2QHDQG)RXU'XH WR0DOD\VLD¶VFRQVHUYDWLYHPHQWDOLW\DQG$VLDQ
paradigmatic thinking, these families are still bound by the shackles and taboos of the society. 
The worst case to befall Malaysia in recent times was probably what happened in 
2015 to the most under represented group, the indigenous people in Peninsular Malaysia. The 
country was shocked and later the world.495 The facts of the case remains obscure but what 
is understood is that seven indigenous or orang asli496 children ran away from their school 
IRUIHDURISXQLVKPHQWIRUJRLQJDJDLQVWWKHLUWHDFKHUV¶LQVWUXFWLRQ7KHLr school is located in 
a rural and dense jungle area in the east coast state of Kelantan.497 The incident occurred 
around 23 August 2015 and after six weeks hiding in the jungle only two were found alive, 
and their condition was heart-wrenching.498 What was worse was that the school authorities 
GLG QRW LQIRUP WKH SDUHQWV RI WKH FKLOGUHQ¶V GLVDSSHDUDQFH )XUWKHU WKH DXWKRULWLHV RQO\
launched a search and rescue mission after they had been missing for four days.499 I will not 
continue with this incident but instead look at the related issues that illustrate the lack of 
understanding and application of the best interests of the child. 
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 As highlighted in this news article by Reuters at : https://www.reuters.com/article/us-malaysia-sexcrimes-
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school, both Online. 
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 Some reports from independent local agencies which are more critical than the docile government backed 
papers: https://www.malaysiakini.com/news/315577, and http://says.com/my/news/no-comment-says-
education-ministry-s-representative-over-the-orang-asli-children-tragedy. Both online.   
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Firstly the principle should be applied to all, notwithstanding their race, creed and 
religion. The orang asli are simple folk and it LVWKHJRYHUQPHQW¶VGXW\WRFDUHDQGSURWHFW
them. The Government provided the orang asli with hostel facilities to assist in providing 
the children with education, even the rural folk, but unfortunately away from their family. It 
was seen as a more practicable and cost-saving approach, which is absolutely acceptable. 
However, by doing so, the Government has also created a duty of care to protect the children 
especially when they at the hostels. The environment should have been more conducive to 
the well-beLQJRIWKHFKLOGUHQDQGQRWRQHEDVHGRQIHDU,WZDVGHILQLWHO\QRWLQWKHFKLOGUHQ¶V
best interests. 
Secondly, the lack of action by the authorities to take the matter seriously and to 
warrant a search and rescue operation immediately shows signs of apathy towards the orang 
asli community and children as well. The moment any child is missing in Malaysia, the Royal 
Malaysian Police and the Ministry of Women, Family and Community Development have 
an alert system that informs all agencies and the public to be on the lookout for the missing 
child. However, in this case it was not activated until it was too late.500 The apathy within the 
educational system does not stop at school level but goes further. In fact the Ministry of 
Education concluded an investigation into the case but no charges or disciplinary action was 
taken against any teacher. Besides the apathy, the lack of action also illustrates the non-
application of the best interests of the child principle because the teachers were not given 
better training to accommodate the orang asli. As mentioned earlier, the orang asli are simple 
folk and as such the teachers should have been trained to treat each child carefully. Clearly 
this was not done, and five children died from the mistake. 
                                                 
500
 In this case the public would not have been able to help but the early warning would have required the 
authorities to begin the search and rescue mission much sooner. Compared to how missing children are 
treated in the UK, like in the Mikaeel Kular case in Scotland and the April Jones case in Wales - both good 
examples of when the best interests of the child is not taken lightly. 
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Based on the cases above and several cases that have been referred to in the 
preceding chapters regarding child issues such as the underage marriage and neglect, it is 
clear that besides the law, other aspects need to be looked at in Malaysia, namely social and 
educational aspects relating to child development. Nevertheless, in this research the focus is 
on the development of the legal aspect. This then leads to the impact on Malaysia. 
 
The Impact on Malaysia 
 I will now consider the impact that the CRC has had on Malaysia and propose two 
ways in which the best interests principle could be better implemented. The past has been 
covered in the preceding chapters, so here the focus is on the current situation and the future. 
Currently, Malaysia is still in the trial and error stage of implementing this principle. It is 
limited in its scope as it only covers children in need of care and protection as well as in 
situations where a child has been involved in criminal matters. As pointed out in Chapters 
Four and Five as well earlier in this chapter, it is only now that the principle is spreading into 
the family law realm specifically in custodial matters. 
 The initial impact was positive with the enactment of the Child Act 2001, but it has 
not developed further than that. It is true that the Child Act 2001 should have been a catalyst 
for a new dawn in child rights in Malaysia. It has however, failed to materialise because, as 
noted above, the scope of the Act is limited. This, as argued earlier in this thesis, contravenes 
Article 3 of the CRC. 
 Another positive outcome is that the Ministry of Women, Family and Community 
Development, through the JKM have conducted training and outreach programmes. A 
notable programme is the training or sensitisation of Judges which has been done 
progressively. It has created awareness amongst the Judiciary of Malaysia and these judges 
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DUHPDGHDZDUHRI0DOD\VLD¶VREOLJDWLRQVDQGFRPPLWPHQWVWRDOOWKHLQWHUQDWLRQDOODZ
instruments but with emphasis on the international human rights instruments501. 
 This can be seen in the recent case of Lee Lai Ching (as the next friend of Lim Chee 
Zheng and on behalf of herself) v Lim Hooi Teik [2013] 4 MLJ 272 whereby the Judge held 
as follows: 
 
³Held, ordering the defendant to undergo DNA testing to determine the child's 
paternity: 
(1)  In the exercise of judicial discretion and the inherent power of the Court and 
having regard to article 3 of the CRC, it was in the best interests of the child 
that the defendant be ordered to undergo DNA testing to determine the child's 
paternity. 
(2)  Article 7 of the CRC, which 'inter alia' stated that as far as possible a child 
had the right to know and be cared for by his or her parents, was also 
applicable as it did not contradict but was very much in conformity with the 
Federal Constitution, national laws and national policies of the Government 
of Malaysia. Article 7 was consistent with the provisions of fundamental 
liberties in the Federal Constitution. The minor had the right to know whether 
the defendant was his father. 
(3)  The decision in Peter James Binsted v Juvencia Autor Partosa's case502 was 
distinguishable as the court there did not consider the issue of the best interests 
of the child. The issue there was whether the father of the child would be 
subjected to hurt if DNA testing was ordered. 
                                                 
501
 This will be part of fulfilling the recommendation from the CRC Committee, specifically item 37 as 
highlighted in Chapter Four. 
502
 [2000] 2 MLJ 569 
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DQG«´ 
The above demonstrates the development, impact and obstacles to the best interests of the 
child principle in Malaysia in one simple case. 
It has referred to the best interests of the child principle in Article 3 of the CRC but 
also referred to the Peter James Binstead case which was decided in 2000 but did not refer 
to the best interest of the child principle. This omission was not due to the fact that the Child 
Act was enacted in 2001 but rather that the judge in the Peter James Binstead case did not 
see the applicability of the principle in Malaysian family law. However, the Court of Appeal 
had already referred to the best interests of the child principle from another jurisdiction, 
specifically Canada, in the case of Neduncheliyan Balasubramaniam V Kohila A/P 
Shanmugam [1997] 3 MLJ 768. In that case one of the parties was Canadian so the Court of 
Appeal referred to Canadian law on the child. Nonetheless, Malaysian Courts had used the 
principle in 1997503 but until 2013 it was not deemed accepted law: in the Neduncheliyan 
case, the Court of Appeal referred to the case of Re L (Minors) (Wardship: Jurisdiction)504 
which had used the best interests of the child principle.  
However, the Court of Appeal did not reiterate the principle nor did they specifically 
refer to it. Although the principle could have been said to have been brought in by the Court 
of Appeal, the Peter James Binstead case was not wrong to have claimed that there was no 
applicability of the principle in Malaysia through the Neduncheliyan case. The debate was 
only settled in 2013 when the Court of Appeal again, in the Lee Lai Ching case, referred to 
the best interests of the child principle505. However the Lee Lai Ching case illustrated that the 
Child Act 2001 was not referred to at all when the Courts were discussing issues related to 
                                                 
503
 Neduncheliyan Balasubramaniam V Kohila A/P Shanmugam [1997] 3 MLJ 768 
504
 [1974] 1 WLR 250 
505
 A more in-depth discussion has been provided in Chapter Four. 
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the child. This is not a vindication for the Child Act 2001 that the policy makers had so 
hoped it would bring.  
Where does Malaysia go from here? It does not bode well if the current trajectory is 
maintained. As stated in Chapters Four and Five, there have to be drastic policy and legal 
changes before a truly consistent and comprehensive adoption of the best interests of the 
child principle in Malaysia. This then leads to the question of the impact on the future of 
child rights which does seem rather bleak. However, this thesis will now propose a way 
forward for Malaysia, child rights and in a way the CRC itself. This would also entail possible 
recommendations based on the analyses of this thesis.  
 
The Way Forward and Recommendations 
 The way forward can be looked at through a tri-dimensional perspective, namely the 
CRC, some comments for England and finally for Malaysia. The CRC and the Malaysian 
perspective will include the 6KDUL¶DK views. With that in mind, let us briefly look at the 
possible recommendations and way forward for England. 
The welfare or paramountcy principle in England has to incorporate the actual 
definition of the best interests of the child principle. Drawing on the work of Choudhry and 
Fenwick, this research has argued that the welfare principle does not follow or conform to 
WKH&5&DQGWKH(&+5DVZHOODV(QJODQG¶VRZQ+XPDQ5LJKWV$FW506 This thesis cannot 
agree with the numerous articles and case law that claim the welfare principle in England 
IXOILOV(QJODQG¶VUHTXLUHPHQWVunder the CRC and ECHR.507 The welfare principle is based 
                                                 
506
 &KRXGKU\6KD]LDDQG+HOHQ)HQZLFN³7DNLQJWKH5LJKWVRI3DUHQWVDQG&KLOGUHQ Seriously: Confronting 
WKH:HOIDUH3ULQFLSOHXQGHUWKH+XPDQ5LJKWV$FW´Oxford Journal of Legal Studies 25.3 (2005): 453-492. 
Print. And 5HHFH+HOHQ³7KH3DUDPRXQWF\3ULQFLSOH&RQVHQVXVRU&RQVWUXFW"´Current Legal Problems 
(1996): 267. Print. 
507
 %DLQKDP$'D\6FODWHU6DQG5LFKDUGV0HGV³What is a Parent? A Socio-Legal Analysis´+DUW
Publishing, 1999. 
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on a higher threshold, that is, ³WKH SDUDPRXQW FRQVLGHUDWLRQ´ WKDQ ZKDW ZDV LQLWLDOO\
envisaged by the drafters of the CRC. This higher threshold places the child who is the subject 
of the test at the top or in paramount position in all considerations in the best interests 
principle. The interests of others are deemed secondary to that of the child. Some authors 
argue that the CRC principle would be a dilution of the paramountcy principle and thus a 
regressive step for England, based on their view that the paramountcy principle is an 
advancement or development from the CRC principle.508 However, I prefer the views of 
Eekelaar, who has suggested that it was time for England to look beyond the welfare 
principle.509  
The evolution of a principle takes time and is developed through trial and error. 
Similarly in this case, the best method of development for the best interests of the child 
principle is through progress and with the debate surrounding the principle; hence looking 
beyond the best interests of the child is inevitable. What that actually is remains to be seen 
but in the interim, this thesis proposes that England should reconsider falling within the ambit 
of WKH &5& (&+5 DQG (QJODQG¶V RZQ +XPDQ 5LJKWV Act 1998. That would mean that 
instead of the welfare or paramountcy principle, the best interests of the child principle would 
be based on a primary consideration. This would lead to something similar to a 
proportionality test, or the balance of interestsRUWKHFKLOG¶VLQWHUHVWV to be considered as 
well as those with interests linked to the child such as the parents,510 siblings, guardians and 
to a lesser extent the other relatives. 
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 /RZH1LJHODQG*LOOLDQ'RXJODV%URPOH\¶V)DPLO\/DZWKHG2[IRUG2[IRUG8QLYHUVLW\3UHVV
2015. Print. And Fortin, Jane. ChildUHQ¶V5LJKWVDQGWKH'HYHORSLQJ/DZ Third Edition, Cambridge 
University Press (2009). Print. 
509
 Eekelaar, John. ³%H\RQGWKH:HOIDUH3ULQFLSOH´Child & Family Quarterly 14.3 (2002). Print. 
510
 If the child has parents and the parents are not the subject matter that is being deliberated upon then the 
best interests of the child principle has to be invoked. 
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This is the proposed way forward for England but this is not the emphasis of this 
research. However the welfare principle has proven to be resilient and has managed to 
maintain its position as the absolute test for children in England. Despite this it does not sway 
this thesis from the fact that the welfare principle is not in line with the CRC despite what 
the case law says511 and although there seems to be a softening of the stance of the Courts in 
England as suggested in Chapter Three and the latest case law,512 it will be some time before 
the position in England manifestly changes to follow the CRC position. 
Looking at the position in the CRC, it is clearly an international human rights 
instrument that governs or at the very least provides a benchmark for all to follow. Based on 
all the information that the researcher collated, this thesis recommends that the way forward 
for the CRC is to acknowledge that the best interests of the child is based on a primary 
consideration and that would include the interests of others. This would mean a return to the 
actual standards set in the CRC as concluded during the travaux preparatoires. This is a 
standard that could be achieved by most Member States with some ease. Article 3 of the CRC 
provides some discretion for the member States on the threshold of the best interests of the 
child principle if it is interpreted according to the original interpretation. 
This thesis further submits that the 6KDUL¶DK LVFRPSDWLEOHZLWKWKH&5&¶VSURYLVLRQV
on the best interests of the child in Article 3. Therefore, the CRC Committee should include 
the views from the 6KDUL¶DK experts to interpret the CRC. If this was done before it is not 
apparent now since most of the Muslim and Islamic States maintain several reservations. I 
understand that this is not how the international legal regime functions but in order to gain 
the full participation and comprehensive application of the CRC principles, this could be 
considered. There are more than fifty countries that either practise or apply the 6KDUL¶DK
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 J v C [1970] AC 668, 711 
512
 ZH v (Tanzania) (FC) v Secretary of State for the Home Department [2011] UKSC 4 
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either directly through their legal systems or indirectly as a mere faith or belief system of 
the majority of the people in the relevant country. Any form of acknowledgement of the 
6KDUL¶DK principles would propel the CRC positively in the estimation of Muslims as a 
whole.513 
Even Article 1, which defines a child as being below 18 years of age, allows a State 
to allow an earlier age of majority. In Islam this is attained when the child has attained baligh 
or maturity. It is true that some have claimed that this low age of majority encourages child 
marriages and forced marriages but as stated in Chapter Five, it has been well regulated 
within the 6KDUL¶DK especially in Malaysia. Therefore, the thesis submits that the CRC and 
the 6KDUL¶DK are compatible and that it should be accepted as part of the principles within the 
CRC. 
Finally, what is the way forward for Malaysia, which is the crux of this thesis? The 
socio-legal complexities in Malaysia have always played a significant role and this is 
LQHYLWDEOHDQGDSSURSULDWHZKHQGLVFXVVLQJWKHZD\IRUZDUG0DOD\VLD¶VPXOWL-racial society 
will have to be catered for when describing these recommendations.514 The socio-legal 
complexities in the Malaysian context require a more measured approach and not one purely 
based on applying transplanted legal principles. The thesis may seem slanted towards a civil 
versus 6KDUL¶DKlaw approach to the research, which is only partially true. A large majority 
of Malaysians are Muslims, hence the focus. There are other communities in Malaysia that 
are equally covered through the various Acts in place.515 
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 It is accepted that some provisions would be deemed non-compliant, none more apparent than Article 14 of 
the CRC on freedom of religion as mentioned earlier. In Islam, the child must follow the religion of the 
parents, or at the very least the father. Besides that, other provisions in the CRC are compatible. 
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 7KLVLQFOXGHVWKHLVVXHVUDLVHGLQWKHVXEWLWOH³%DFNJURXQG´LQ&KDSWHU2QHLQFOXGLQJWKHGLIIHUHQFHV
between East and Peninsular Malaysia, racial disharmony and all the issues that should be considered in 
analysing Malaysia as a subject. 
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 An example of the law that is specific to non-Muslim and related to this topic is the Law Reform 
(Marriages and Divorce) Act 1976 [Act 164], which regulates the age of marriage. Incidentally, the ages I 
similar to the 6KDUL¶DKlaw, i.e. 18 years old for men and 16 years old for girls subject to the conditions that 
the Act has set. 
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As stated above, the role and strength of the best interests of the child principle 
has to be increased. The limited scope of the principle is due to the Child Act 2001 not 
mentioning or covering other areas of application of the principle, which as stated earlier in 
this thesis, contravenes Article 3 of the CRC. 
The first recommendation is the amendment of the Child Act 2001 to enhance the 
scope of the best interests of the child principle to all aspects of Malaysian life. Once that has 
been done the amendment must be made known to all Malaysians so that the Courts in 
Malaysia will always consider the best interests of the child whenever there is an issue that 
requires the application of the law to a child and not only when the Courts refer to foreign 
jurisdictions. It will also inform those people in authority that whenever they deal with 
children, the best interests of the child must be cared for or, put simply, the primary 
consideration.516 
The next aspect is the application of the principle in the Malaysian 6KDUL¶DK laws, 
which as alluded to in the previous chapter are unique. The thesis has made it clear that the 
6KDUL¶DK principles are compatible with the CRC and in particular the best interests of the 
child principle. The way forward would entail a more streamlined and uniform 6KDUL¶DK code. 
Once the 6KDUL¶DK has been made uniform it would make application and execution 
smoother. Although criminal laws are mainly under the civil law, the 6KDUL¶DK has a 
significant role to play especially in custodial matters, inheritance and marriage issues.  
This thesis does not propose a harmonisation of the laws but a more uniform approach 
towards the best interests of the child principle. Therefore an amendment to the Child Act 
2001 in making the best interests of the child principle cover all aspects of the child would 
                                                 
516
 Again, this is based on the actual wordings of the Article 3 of the CRC whereby the principle is based on a 
primary consideration. Therefore, based on the primacy standard, it would be easier to conform to the 
standard whilst upholding and preserving the culture and customs of the Asian people who, as alluded to in 
Chapters One and Four, are conservative in nature. This will assist in making the principle even more 
acceptable to all the within the Malaysian society. 
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encompass the 6KDUL¶DK and its Courts517. This will not come easily because the amount 
of training required would have to be comprehensive in order to re-educate not only the 
enforcement agencies but society in general to instil the awareness and significance of the 
best interests of the child principle in everyday life. 
Malaysia has significant obstacles to overcome before it could actually proceed with 
the recommendations. Nonetheless, these measures are necessary to ensure Malaysia fulfils 
her obligations under the CRC whilst maintaining adherence with the 6KDUL¶DK and its local 
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